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PREFACE.

So rapidly has the use of electric bells and similiar

signalling appliances extended, in modern houses,

offices, hotels, lifts, and ships, that every bell-fitter

must have felt the need of accurate knowledge of the

manner in which these instruments act and are made.

In the following pages the author has attempted to

supply this need, by giving full details as to the con-

struction of batteries,' bells, pushes, detectors, etc., the

mode of wiring, testing, connecting up, localizing faults,

and, in point of fact, by directing careful attention to

every case that can present itself to the electric-bell

fitter.

Carshalton, Surrey,

November, 1888.
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ELECTRIC BELLS,

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS.

§ I . Electricity. — The primary cause of all the

effects which we are about to consider resides in. a force

known as electricity, from the Greek name of amber

(electron), this being the body in which the manifesta-

tions were first observed. The ancients were acquainted

with a few detached facts, such as the attractive power

acquired by amber after friction ; the benumbing shocks

given by the torpedo ; the aurora borealis ; the light-

ning flash ; and the sparks or streams of light which,

under certain conditions, are seen to issue from the

human body. Thales, a Grecian philosopher, who
flourished about 600 years B.C., observed the former

of these facts, but nearly twenty centuries elapsed

before it was suspected that any connection existed

between these phenomena.

§ 2. According to the present state of our knowledge,
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it would appear that electricity is a mode of motion in

the constituent particles (or atoms) of bodies very

similar to, if not identical with, heat and light. These,

like sound, are known to be dependent on undulatory

motion ; but, whilst sound is elicited by the vibration of

a body as a whole, electricity appears to depend, in its

manifestations, upon some motion (whether rotary,

oscillatory, or undulatory, it is not known) of the atoms

themselves.

However this be, it is certain that whatever tends to

set up molecular motion, tends also to call forth a display

of electricity. Hence we have several practical means

at our disposal for evoking electrical effects. These

may be conveniently divided into three classes, viz. :

—

1st, mechanical; 2nd, chemical
;
3rd, changes of tempe-

rature. Among the mechanical may be ranged friction,

percussion, vibration, trituration, cleavage, etc. Among
the chemical we note the action of acids and alkalies

upon metals. Every chemical action is accompanied by

electrical effects ; but not all such actions are conve-

nient sources of electricity. Changes of tentpcratnrc,

whether sudden or gradual, call forth electricity, but the

displays are generally more striking in the former than

in the latter case, owing to the accumulated effect being

presented in a shorter time.

§ 3. We may now proceed to study a few of these

methods of evoking electricity, so as to familiarise our-

selves with the leading properties.

If we rub any resinous substance (such as amber,

copal, resin, sealing-wax, ebonite, etc.) with a piece of
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warm, dry flannel, we shall find that it acquires the

power of attracting light bodies, such as small pieces of

paper, straw, pith, etc. After remaining in contact

with the rubbed (or electrified) substance for a short

time, the paper, etc., will fly off as if repelled ; and this

apparent repulsion will be more evident and more

quickly produced if the experiment be performed over a

metal tray. If a small pith-ball, the size of a pea, be

suspended from the ceiling by a piece of fine cotton,

previously damped and then approached by an ebonite

comb which has been briskly rubbed, it will be vigo-

rously attracted, and never repelled ; but if for the

cotton there be substituted a thread or fibre of very fine

dry silk, the pith-ball will be first attracted and then

repelled. This is owing to the fact that the damp
cotton allows the electricity to escape along it : id est,

damp cotton is a CONDUCTOR of electricity, while silk

does not permit its dissipation ; or, in other words, silk

is a NON-CONDUCTOR. All bodies with which we are

acquainted are found, on trial, to fall under one or other

of the two heads—viz., conductors and non-conductors.

Nature knows no hard lines, so that we find that even the

worst conductors will permit the escape of some electri-

city, while the very best conductors oppose a measurable

resistance to its passage. Between the limits of good

conductors, on the one hand, and non-conductors (or

insulators) on the other, we have bodies possessing vary-

ing degrees of conductivity.

§ 4. As a knowledge of which bodies are, and which
are not, conductors of electricity Is absolutely essential
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to every one aspiring to apply electricity to any practical

purpose, the following table is subjoined, giving the

names of the commoner bodies, beginning with those

which most readily transmit electricity, or are good con-

ductors, and ending with those which oppose the highest

resistance to its passage, or are insulators, or non-

conductors :

—

5. TABLE OF CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS.

Quality.

Good Conductors.

Imperfect Con-
duftors.

Name of Substance. Relative Resistance.

Silver, annealed... I*

Copper, annealed 1-063

Silver, hard drawn I -086

Copper, hard drawn ... I -086

Gold, annealed ... 1-369

Gold, hard drawn 1*393

Aluminium, annealed i'935

Zinc, pressed 3741
Brass (variable)... 5'ooo

Platinum, annealed 6-02 2

Iron 6-450

Steel, soft 6-500

Gold and silver alloy. 2 to I ... 7-228

Nickel, annealed 8-285

Tin, pressed 8-784

Lead, pressed 13-050

German silver (variable) 13-920

Platinum-silver alloy, I to 2 ... 16-210

Steel, hard 25-000

Antimony, pressed ... 23-600

Mercury ... 62-730

Bismuth ... ... 87-230

Graphite ... 145-000

Nitric Acid 976000-000
Hydrochloric acid ...

*

Sulphuric acid ... ... 1032020-000

Solutions of metallic salts varies with strength

Metallic sulphides *

Distilled water ... ...
* 6754208-000
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§ 5. TABLE OF CONDUCTORS AND mSULKTORS—{continued).

Quality. Name of Substance. Relative Resistance.

/

Inferior /

Conductors. ^

\

/

/

1

Non-conductors,
or

Insulators.

Metallic salts, solid

Linen \

Cotton
I
and other forms of

Hemp
[

cellulose

Paper
Alcohol
Ether
Dry Wood
Dry Ice

Metallic Oxides
Ice, at 25 c

Fats and oils

Caoutchouc
Guttapercha
Dry air, gases, and vapours
Wool
Ebonite ...

Diamond...
Silk

Glass
Wax
Sulphur
Resin ..

Amber ...

Shellac

Paraffin ...

I000000000000

•

lOOOOOOOOOOOO*

1300000000000-

*

1500000000000-

These have not been accurately measured.

The figures given as indicating the relative resistance

of the above bodies to the passage of electricity must

be taken as approximate only, since the conductivity of

all these bodies varies very largely with their purity, and

with the temperature. Metals become worse conductors

when heated ; liquids and non-metals, on the contrary,

become better conductors.

It must be borne in mind that dry air is one of the
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best iiisjtlators, or worst conductors, with which we are

acquainted ; while damp air^ on the contrary, owing to

the facility with which it deposits water on the surface

of bodies, is highly conducive to the escape of electricity.

§ 6. If the experiment described at § 3 be repeated,

substituting a glass rod for the ebonite comb, it will be

found that the pith-ball will be first attracted and then

repelled, as in the case with the ebonite ; and if of

two similar pith-balls, each suspended by a fibre of silk,

one be treated with the excited ebonite and the other

with the glass rod, until repulsion occurs, and then

approached to each other, the two balls will be found to

attract each other. This proves that the electrical con-

dition of the excited ebonite and of the excited glass

must be different ; for had it been the same, the two

balls would have repelled one another. Farther, it will

be found that the rubber with which the ebonite or the

glass rod have been excited has also acquired electrical

properties, attracting the pith-ball, previously repelled by

the rod. From this we may gather that when one body

acting on another, either mechanically or chemically,

sets up an electrical condition in one of the two bodies,

a similar electrical condition, but in the opposite sense,

is produced in the other : in point of fact, that it is

impossible to excite any one body without exciting

a corresponding but opposite state in the other. (We
may take, as a rough mechanical illustration of this, the

effect which is produced on the pile of two pieces of

plush or fur, on being drawn across one another in

opposite directions. On examination we shall find that
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both the piles have been laid down, the upper in the one

direction, the lower in the other.) For a long time

these two electrical states were held to depend upon two

distinct electricities, which were called respectively

vitreous and resinotis, to indicate the nature of the bodies

from which they were derived. Later on (when it was

found that the theory of a single electricity could be

made to account for all the phenomena, provided it was

granted that some electrified bodies acquired more,

while others acquired less than their natural share of

electricity), the two states were known as positive and

negative; and these names are still retained, although it

is pretty generally conceded that electricity is not an

entity in itself, but simply a mode of motion.

§ 7. It is usual, in treatises on electricity, to give a

long list of the substances which acquire a positive or a

negative condition when rubbed against one another.

Such a table is of very little use, since the slightest

modification in physical condition will influence very

considerably the result. For example : if two similar

sheets of glass be rubbed over one another, no change

in electrical condition is produced ; but ifone be roughed

while the other is left polished, this latter becomes

positively, while the former becomes negatively, electri-

fied. So, also, if one sheet of glass be warmed, while the

other be left cold, the colder becomes positively, and
the latter negatively, excited. As a general law, that

body, the partieles of ivhich are more easily displaced,

becomes negatively electrified.

I 8. As, however, the electricity set up by friction
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has not hitherto found any practical application in

electric bell-ringing or signalling, we need not to go
more deeply into this portion of the subject, but pass

at once to the electricity elicited by the action of acids,

or their salts, on metals.

Here, as might be expected from the law enunciated

above, the metal more acted on by the acid becomes
negatively electrified, while the one less acted on
becomes positive.''' The following table, copied from
Ganot, gives an idea of the electrical condition which the

commoner metals and graphite assume when two of

them are immersed at the same time in dilute acid :

—

The portion

immersed in the

acid fluid.

\

Zinc.

Cadmium.
Tin.

Lead.
Iron.

Nickel.

Bismuth.
Antimony,
Copper.
Silver.

Gold.
Platinum.
Graphite.

\

The portion out

of the acid fluid.

The meaning of the above table is, that if we test the

electrical condition of any two of its members when

immersed in an acid fluid, we shall find that the ones at

the head of the list ^x^ positive to those below them, but

negative to those above them, if the test have reference

to the condition of the parts zvitkin the fluid. On the

* This refers, of course, to those portions of the metals which are out of

the acid. For reasons which will be explained farther on, the condition of

the metals in the acid is just the opposite to this.
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contrary, we shall find that any member of the list will

be found to be negative to any one below it, or positive

to any above it, if tested from the portion NOT immersed

in the acid fluid.

§ 9. A very simple experiment will make this quite

clear. Two strips, one of copper and the other of zinc,

1" wide by 4" long, have a 12'' length of copper wire

soldered to one extremity of each. A small flat piece

of cork, about i" long by i" square section, is i:)laced

between the two plates, at the end where the wires have
been soldered, this portion being then lashed together by
a few turns of waxed string. (The plates should not

touch each other at any point.) If this combination

(which constitutes a very primitive galvanic couple) be
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immersed in a tumbler three-parts filled with water,

rendered just sour by the addition of a few drops of

sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, we shall get a manifesta-

tion of electrical effects. If a delicately poised

magnetic needle be allowed to take up its natural

position of north and south, and then the wires pro-

ceeding from the two metal strips twisted in contact, so

as to be parallel to and over the needle, as shown in

Fig. I, the needle will be impelled out of its normal

position, and be deflected more or less out of the line of
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the wire. If the needle be again allowed to come to

rest N. and S. (the battery or couple having been

removed), and then the tumbler be held close over the

needle, as in Fig. 2, so that the needle points from

the copper to the zinc strip, the needle will be again

impelled or deflected out of its natural position, but in

this case in the opposite direction.

§ 10. It is a well-known fact that if a wire, or any

other conductor, along which the electric undulation (or,

as is usually said, the electric current) is passing, be

brought over and parallel to a suspended magnetic

needle, pointing north and south, the needle is

immediately deflected from this north and south

position, and assumes a new direction, more or less

east and west, according to the amplitude of the

current and the nearness of the conductor to the

needle. Moreover, the direction in which the north

pole of the needle is impelled is found to be dependent

upon the direction in which the electric waves (or

current) enter the conducting body or wire. The law

which regulates the direction of these deflections, and

which is known, from the name of its originator, as

Ampere's law, is briefly as follows :

—

§ II. " If a current be caused to flow ^z'^rand parallel

to a freely suspended magnetic needle, previously

pointing north and south, the north pole will be

impelled to the LEFT of the entering current. If, on

the contrary, the wire, or conductor, be placed

below the needle, the deflection will, under similar

circumstances, be in the opposite direction, viz.: the
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north pole will be impelled to the RIGHT of the

entering current." In both these cases the observer is

supposed to be looking along the needle, with its N.

seeking pole pointing at him.

§ 12. From a consideration of the above law, in

connection with the experiments performed at § 9,

it will be evident that inside the tumbler the zinc is

positive to the copper strip ; while, viewed from the

outside conductor, the copper is positive to the zinc

strip.'''

§ 1 3. A property of current electricity, which is the

fundamental basis of electric bell-ringing, is that of

conferring upon iron and steel the power of attracting

iron and similar bodies, or, as it is usually said, of

rendering iron magnetic. If a soft iron rod, say about

4" long by \" diameter, be wound evenly from end to

end with three or four layers of cotton-covered copper

wire, say No. 20 guage, and placed in proximity to a

few iron nails, etc., no attractive power will be evinced
;

but let the two free ends ofthe wirebe placed in metallic

contact with the wires leading from the simple battery

described at § 9, and it will be found that the iron has

become powerfully magnetic, capable of sustaining

several ounces weight of iron and steel, so long as the

wires from the battery are in contact with the wire

encircling the iron ; or, in other words, ''the soft iron is a

magnet, so long as an electric current Jioivs 7'oiind it!'

If contact between the battery wires and the coiled wires

* From some recent investigations, it would appear that what we usually

term the negative is really the point at which the undulation takes its rise.
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be broken, the iron loses all magnetic power, and

the nails, etc., drop off immediately. A piece of soft

iron thus coiled with covered or " insulated " wire, no

matter what its shape may be, is termed an " electro-

magnet." Their chief peculiarities, as compared with

the ordinary permanent steel magnets or lodestones, are^

first, their great attractive and sustaining power ; secondly,

the rapidity, nay, instantaneity, with which they lose all

attractive force on the cessation of the electric flow

around them. It is on these two properties that their

usefulness in bell-ringing depends.

§ 14. If, instead of using a soft iron bar in the above

experiment, we had substituted one of hard iron, or

steel, we should have found two remarkable differences

in the results. In the first place, the bar would have

been found to retain its magnetism instead of losing it

immediately on contact with the battery being broken
;

and, in the second place, the attractive power elicited

would have been much less than in the case of soft iron.

It is therefore of the highest importance, in all cases

where rapid and powerful magnetisation is desired, that

the cores of the electro-magnets should be of the very

softest iron. Long annealing and gradual cooling

conduce greatly to the softness of iron.

§ 15. There is yet another source of electricity which
must be noticed here, as it has already found application

in some forms of electric bells and signalling, and which

promises to enter into more extended use. If we
sprinkle some iron filings over a bar magnet, or a horse-

shoe magnet, we shall find that the filings arrange
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themselves in a definite position along the lines of

greatest attractive force ; or, as scientists usually say, the

iron filings arrange themselves in the direction of the

lines of force. The entire space acted on by the

magnet is usually known as its " field." Fig. 3 gives

an idea of the distribution of the iron filings, and also

\>

/•MirS'/"-.

Magnets, showing: Lines of Force.

of the general direction of the lines offeree. It is found

that if a body be moved before the poles of a magnet

in such a direction as to cut the lines of force, electricity

is excited in that body, and also around the magnet.

The ordinary magneto-electric machines of the shops

are illustrations of the application of this property of

magnets. They consist essentially in a horse-shoe
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magnet, in front of which is caused to rotate, by means

of appropriate gearing, or wheel and band, an iron

bobbin, or pair of bobbins, coiled with wire. The ends of

the wire on the bobbins are brought out and fastened

to insulated portions of the spindle, and revolve with it.

Two springs press against the spindle, and pick up the

current generated by the motion of the iron bobbins

before the poles of the magnet. It is quite indifferent

whether we use permanent steel magnets or electro-

magnets to produce this effect. If we use the latter,

and more especially if we cause a portion of the current

set up to circulate round the electro-magnet to maintain

its power, we designate the apparatus by the name of

Dynamo.
§ 16. Our space will not permit of a very extended

description of the dynamo, but the following brief out-

line of its constructive details will be found useful to

the student. A mass of soft iron (shape immaterial;

is wound with many turns of insulated copper wire, in

such a manner that, were an electrical current sent along

the wire, the mass of iron would become strongly north

at one extremity, and south at the other. As pro-

longations of the electro-magnet thus produced are

affixed two masses of iron facing one another, and so

fashioned or bored out as to allow a ring, or cylinder of

soft iron, to rotate between them. This cylinder, or ring

of iron, is also wound with insulated wire, two or more

ends of which are brought out in a line with the spindle

on which it rotates, and fastened down to as many
insulated sections of brass cylinder placed around the
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circumference of the spindle. Two metallic springs,

connected to binding screws which form the " terminals "

of the machine, serve to collect the electrical wave set up
by the rotation of the coiled cylinder (or " armature ")

before the poles of the electro-magnet. The annexed
cut (Fig. 4) will assist the student in getting a clear

idea of the essential portions in a dynamo :—E is the

Fig. 4,

Typical Dynamo, showing- essential portions.

mass of wrought iron wound with insulated wire, and

known as the field-magnet. N and S are cast-iron

prolongations of the same, and are usually bolted to the

field-magnet. When current is passing these become

powerfully magnetic. A is the rotating iron ring, or

cylinder, known as the armature^ which is also wound
with insulated wire, 15, the ends of which are brought

out and connected to the insulated brass segments
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known as the conimutator, c. Upon this commutator

press the two springs D and D', known as the brushes^

which serve to collect the electricity set up by the

rotation of the armature. These brushes are in electrical

connection with the two terminals of the machine F f',

whence the electric current is transmitted where required;

the latter being also connected with the wire encircling

the field-magnet, E.

When the iron mass stands in the direction of the

earth's magnetic meridian, even if it have not previously

acquired a little magnetism from the hammering, etc., to

which it was subjected during fitting, it becomes weakly

magnetic. On causing the armature to rotate by
connecting up the pulley at the back of the shaft (not

shown in cut) with any source of power, a very small

current is set up in the wires of the armature, due to the

weak magnetism of the iron mass of the field-magnet

As this current (or a portion of it) is caused to circulate

around this iron mass, through the coils of wire surround-

ing the field-magnet, this latter becomes more powerfully

magnetic (§ 13), and, being more magnetically active, sets,

up a more powerful electrical disturbance in the armature.

This increased electrical activity in the armature

increases the magnetism of this field-magnet as before,

and this again reacts on the armature ; and these

cumulative effects rapidly increase, until a limit is

reached, dependent partly on the speed of rotation,

partly on the magnetic saturation of the iron of which
the dynamo is built up, and partly on the amount of

resistance in the circuit.

c



CHAPTER II.

ON THE CHOICE OF BATTERIES FOR ELECTRIC BELL

WORK.

§ 17. If we immerse a strip of ordinary commercial

sheet zinc in dilute acid (say sulphuric acid I part

by measure, water 16 parts by measure '''), we shall find

that the zinc is immediately acted on by the acid,

being rapidly corroded and dissolved, while at the same

time a quantity of bubbles of gas are seen to collect

around, and finally to be evolved at the surface of the

fluid in contact with the plate. Accompanying this

chemical action, and varying in a degree proportionate

to the intensity of the action of the acid on the zinc,

we find a marked development of Jieat and electricity^

If, while the bubbling due to the extrication of gas be

still proceeding, we immerse in the same vessel a strip

of silver, or copper, or a rod of graphite, taking care

that contact does not take place between the two

elements, no perceptible change takes place in the

* In mixing sulphuric acid with water, the acid should be added in

a fine stream, with constant stirring, to the water, and not the water to the

acid, lest the great heat evolved should cause the acid to be scattered about.
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condition of things ; but if we cause the two strips

to touch, either by inclining the upper extremities so

as to bring them in contact out of the fluid like a

letter A, or by connecting the upper extremities

together by means of a piece of wire (or other con-

ductor of electricity), or by causing their lower

extremities in the fluid to touch, we notice a very

peculiar change. The extrication of bubbles around

the zinc strip ceases entirely or almost entirely, while

the other strip (silver, copper, or graphite) becomes

immediately the seat of the evolution of the gaseous

bubbles. Had these experiments been performed with

chemically pure metallic zinc, instead of the ordinary

impure commercial metal, we should have found some

noteworthy differences in behaviour. In the first place,

the zinc would have been absolutely unattacked by the

acid before the immersion of the other strip ; and^

secondly, all evolution of gas would entirely cease when

contact between the two strips was broken.

As the property which zinc possesses of causing the

extrication of gas (under the above circumstances) has

a considerable influence on the efficiency of a battery,

it is well to understand thoroughly what chemical

action takes place which gives rise to this evolution of gas.

§ 18. All acids may be conveniently regarded as

being built up of two essential portions, viz. : firstly, a

strongly electro-negative portion, which may either

be a single body, such as cJdorine, iodine, bromine, etc.,

or a compound radical, such as cyanogen; secondly,

the strongly electro-positive body hydrogen.
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Representing, for brevity's sake, hydrogen by the

letter H., and chlorine, bromine, iodine, etc., respectively

by CI., Br., and I., the constitution of the acids derived

from these bodies may be conveniently represented by :

—

H CI H Br HI

Hydrochloric " Hydrobromic Hydriodic

Acid. Acid. Acid,

and the more complex acids, in which the electro-

negative component is a compound, such as sulphuric

acid (built up of i atom of sulphur and 4 atoms of

oxygen, united to 2 atoms of hydrogen) or nitric acid

(consisting of i nitrogen atom, 6 oxygen atoms, and

I hydrogen atom), may advantageously be retained

in memory by the aid of the abbreviations :

—

H, SO^ HNO,

Sulphuric t ^""^^ Nitric \

Acid. Acid.

When zinc does act on an acid, it displaces the hydro-

gen contained in it, and takes its place ; the acid

losing at the same time its characteristic sourness and

corrosiveness, becoming, as chemists say, neutralized.

One atom of zinc can replace tivo atoms of hydrogen,

so that one atom of zinc can replace the hydrogen in

two equivalents of such acids as contain only one atom

of hydrogen.

This power of displacement and replacement pos-

sessed by zinc is not peculiar to this metal, but is

* Spirits of salt. f Oil of vitriol. % Aquafortis.
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possessed also by many other bodies, and is of very

common occurrence in chemistry ; and may be roughly

likened to the substitution of a new brick for an old

one in a building, or one girder for another in an arch.

It will be well, therefore, to remember that in all

batteries in which acids are used to excite electricity

by their behaviour along with zinc, the following

chemical action will also take place, according to which

acid is employed :

—

Hydrochloric Acid and Zinc, equal Zinc Chloride and Hydrogen Gas.

2 H CI + Zn = Zn CI3 + H2
or:

—

Sulphuric Acid and Zinc, equal Zinc Sulphate and Hydrogen Gas.

H2SO4+ Zn = ZnSO^ + Hg

Or we may put this statement into a general form,

covering all cases in which zinc is acted on by a com-
pound body containing hydrogen, representing the other

or electro-negative portion of the compound by X :

—

Zn -H H2X = Zn X -h H2

the final result being in every case the corrosion and
solution of the zinc, and the extrication of the hydrogen

gas displaced.

§ 19. We learn from the preceding statements that

no electricity can be manifested in a battery or cell

(as such a combination of zinc acid and metal is called)

without consumption of zinc. On the contrary, we may
safely say that the more rapidly the useful consumption

of zinc takes place, the greater will be the electrical

effects produced. But here it must be borne in mind
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that if the zinc is being consumed when we are not

using the cell or battery, that consumption is sheer

waste, quite as much as if we were compelled to burn

fuel in an engine whether the latter were doing work

or not. For this reason the use of commercial zinc, in

its ordinary condition, is not advisable in batteries in

which acids are employed, since the zinc is consumed

in such, whether the battery is called upon to do

electrical work (by placing its plates in connection

through some conducting circuit) or not. This serious

objection to the employment of commercial zinc could

be overcome by the employment of chemically purified

zinc, were it not that the price of this latter is so

elevated as practically to preclude its use for this

purpose. Fortunately, it is possible to confer, on the

ordinary crude zinc of commerce, the power of resisting

the attacks of the acid (so long as the plates are not

metallically connected ; or, in other words, so long as

the *' circuit is broken "), by causing it to absorb

superficially a certain amount of mercury (quicksilver).

The modes of doing this, which is technically known
as amalgamating the zinc^ are various, and, as it is

an operation which every one who has the care of

batteries is frequently called upon to perform, the

following working details will be found useful :

—

§ 20. To amalgamate zinc, it should first be washed

with a strong solution of common washing soda, to

remove grease, then rinsed in running water ; the

zinc plates, or rods, should then be dipped into a vessel

containing acidulated water (§ 17), and as soon as
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bubbles of hydrogerx gas begin to be evolved,

transferred to a large flat dish containing water. While

here, a few drops of mercury are poured on each

plate, and caused to spread quickly over the surface

of the zinc by rubbing briskly with an old nail-

brush or tooth-brush. Some operators use a kind of

mop, made of pieces of rag tied on the end of a stick,

and there is no objection to this ; others recommend the

use of the fingers for rubbing in the mercury. This

latter plan, especially if many plates have to be done, is

very objectionable : firstly, on the ground of health, since

the mercury is slowly but surely absorbed by the system,

giving rise to salivation, etc.; and, secondly, because any

jewellery, etc., worn by the wearer will be whitened and

rendered brittle. When the entire surface of the zinc

becomes resplendent like a looking-glass, the rubbing

may cease, and the zinc plate be reared up on edge, to

allow the superfluous mercury to drain off. This should

be collected for future operations. It is important that

the mercury used for this purpose should be pure.

Much commercial mercury contains lead and tin. These

metals can be removed by allowing the mercury to

stand for some time in a vessel containing dilute nitric

acid, occasional agitation being resorted to, in order to

bring the acid into general contact with the mercury.

All waste mercury, drdinings,brushings from old plates,

etc., should be thus treated with nitric acid, and finally

kept covered with water. Sprague, in his admirable

work on electricity, says :
—

" Whenever the zinc shows

a grey granular surface (or rather before this), brush it
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well and re-amalgamate, remembering that a saving of

mercury is no economy, and a free use of it no waste
;

for it may all be recovered with a little care. Keep a

convenient sized jar, or vessel, solely for washing zinc in,

and brush into this the dirty grey powder which forms,

and is an amalgam of mercury with zinc, lead, tin, etc.,

and forms roughnesses which reduce the protection of the

amalgamation. Rolled sheet zinc should always be used

in preference to cast. This latter is very hard to amal-

gamate, and has less electro-motive power "
; but for rods

for use in porous jars, and particularly with saline

solutions, cast-zinc is very commonly used. In this

case great care should be taken to use good zinc

cuttings, removing any parts with solder on them, and

using a little nitre as a flux, which will remove a portion

of the foreign metals."

§ 21. Another and very convenient mode of amalga-

mating zinc, specially useful where solid rods or masses

of zinc are to be used, consists in weighing up the

zinc and setting aside four parts of mercury (by weight)

for every hundred of the zinc thus weighed up. The
zinc should then be melted in a ladle, with a little tallow

or resin over the top as a flux. As soon as melted, the

mercury should be added in and the mixture stirred with

a stick. It should then be poured into moulds of the

desired shape. This is, perhaps, the best mode of

amalgamating cast zincs.

§ 22. Some operators recommend the use of mer-

curial salts (such as mercury nitrate, etc.) as advan-

* Power to set up a current of electricity.
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tageous for amalgamating ; but, apart from the fact that

these salts are generally sold at a higher rate than the

mercury itself, the amalgamation resulting, unless a very

considerable time be allowed for the mercuric salts to

act, is neither so deep nor so satisfactory as in the case

of mercury alone. It may here be noted, that although

the effect of mercury in protecting the zinc is very

marked in those batteries in which acids are used as the

exciting fluids, yet this action is not so observable in the

cases in which solutions of salts are used as exciters
;

and in a few, such as the Daniell cell and its congeners,

the use of amalgamated zinc is positively a disad-

vantage .

§ 23. If, having thus amalgamated the zinc plate of

the little battery described and figured at § 9, we repeat

the experiment therein illustrated, namely, of joining

the wires proceeding from the two plates over a sus-

pended magnetic needle, and leave them so united, we

shall find that the magnetic needle, which was originally

very much deflected out of the line of the magnetic

meridian (north and southj, will very quickly return

near to its old and normal position ; and this will be

found to take place long before the zinc has been all

consumed, or the acid all neutralised. Of course, this

points to a rapid falling ofl' in the transmission of the

electric disturbance along the united wires ; for had tJiat

continued of the same intensity, the deflection of the

needle would evidently have remained the same like-

wise. What, then, can have caused this rapid loss of

power ? On examining (without removing from the
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fluid) the surface of the copper plate, we shall find that

it is literally covered with a coating of small bubbles of

hydrogen gas, and, if we agitate the liquid or the plates,

many of them will rise to the surface, while the

magnetic needle will at the same time give a larger

deflection. If we entirely remove the plates from the

acid fluid, and brush over the surface of the copper

plate with a feather or small pledget of cotton wool

fastened to a stick, we shall find, on again immersing

the plates in the acid, that the effect on the needle is

almost, if not quite, as great as at first; thus proving

that the sudden loss of electrical energy was greatly due

to the adhesion of the free hydrogen gas to the copper

plate. This peculiar phenomenon, which is generally

spoken of as the polarisation of the negative plate^ acts in

a twofold manner towards checking the electrical energy

of the battery. In the first place, the layer of hydrogen

(being a bad conductor of electricity) presents a great

resistance to the transmission of electrical energy from

the zinc plate where it is set up to the copper (or

other) plate whence it is transmitted to the wires, or

electrodes. Again, the copper or other receiving plate, in

order that the electric energy should be duly received

and transmitted, should be more electro-negative than

the zinc plate ; but the hydrogen gas which is evolved,

and which thus adheres to the negative plate, is actually

very highly electro-positive, and thus renders the copper

plate incapable of receiving or transmitting the electric

disturbance. This state of things may be roughly

likened to that of two exactly equal and level tanks, z
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and C, connected by a straight piece of tubing. If z be

full and C have an outlet, it is very evident that Z can

and will discharge itself into C until exhausted ;
but if c

be allowed to fill up to the same level as Z, then no

farther flow can take place between the two.

It is, therefore, very evident that to ensure anything

like constancy in the working of a battery, at least until

all the zinc be consumed or all the acid exhausted, some

device for removing the liberated hydrogen must be put

into practice. The following are some of the means

that have been adopted by practical men :

—

§ 24. Roughening the surface of the negative plate,

which renders the escape of the hydrogen gas easier.

This mode was adopted by Smee in the battery which

bears his name. It consists of a sheet of silver, placed

between two plates of zinc, standing in a cell containing

dilute sulphuric acid, as shown at Fig. 5.

The silver sheet, before being placed in position, is

platinised ; that is to say, its surface is covered (by elec-

tro-deposition) with a coating of platinum, in the form

of a fine black powder. This presents innumerable

points of escape for the hydrogen gas ; and for this

reason this battery falls off much less rapidly than the

plain zinc and smooth copper form. A modification of

Smee's battery which, owing to the large negative sur-

face presented, is very advantageous, is Walker's graphite

cell. In this we have a plate of zinc between two plates

of gas-carbon (" scurf"), or graphite. The surface of

this body is naturally much rougher than metal sheets;

and this roughness of surface is further assisted by
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coating the surface with platinum, as in the case of

the Smee. The chief objection to the use of graphite is

its porosity, which causes it to suck up the acid fluid in

which the plates stand, and this, of course, corrodes the

brass connections, or binding screws.

Other mechanical means of removing the hydrogen

have been suggested, such as brushing the surface of the

plate, keeping the liquid in a state of agitation by boil-

ing or siphoning ; but the only really efficient practical

means with which we are at present acquainted .are

chemical means. Thus, if we can have present at the

negative plate some substance which is greedy of

hydrogen, and which shall absorb it or combine with

it, we shall evidently have solved the problem. This

was first effected by Professor Daniell ; and the battery
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known by his name still retains its position as one of the

simplest and best of the "constant" forms of battery.

The term " constant," as applied to batteries, does not

mean that the battery is a constancy, and will run for

ever, but simply that so long as there is in the battery any

fuel (zinc, acid, etc.), the electrical output of that battery

will be constant. The Daniell cell consists essentially

in a rod or plate of zinc immersed in dilute sulphuric

acid, and separated from the copper or collecting plate

by a porous earthen pot or cell. Around the porous

cell, and in contact with the copper plate, is placed a

solution of sulphate of copper, which is maintained

saturate by keeping crystals of sulphate of copper (blue

stone, blue vitriol) in the solution. Sulphate of copper

is a compound built up of copper Cu, and of sulphur

oxide SO4. When the dilute sulphuric acid acts on the

zinc plate or rod (§ 18), sulphate of zinc is formed, which

dissolves in the water, and hydrogen is given off:

—

Zn + H^ SO4 = Zn SO, + H^.

Zinc and sulphuric acid produce zinc sulphate and free hydrogen.

Now this free hydrogen, by a series of molecular

interchanges, is carried along until it passes through the

porous cell, and finds itself in contact with the solution

of copper sulphate. Here, as the hydrogen has a greater

affinity for, or is more greedy of, the sulphur oxide, SO,,
than the copper is, it turns the latter out, takes its place,

setting the copper free, and forming, with the sulphur

oxide, sulphuric acid. The liberated copper goes, and
adheres to the copper plate, and, far from detracting from
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its efficacy, as the liberated hydrogen would have done,

actually increases its efficiency, as it is deposited in a

roughened form, which presents a large surface for the

collection of the electricity. The interchange which

takes place when the free hydrogen meets the sulphate

of copper (outside the porous cells) is shown in the

following equation :

—

H^ + CuSO^ = H^ SO^ + Cu.

Free hydrogen and copper sulphate produce sulphuric acid and free copper.

Fii;. 6. Daniell Cell.

§ 25. The original form given to this, the Daniell

cell, is shown at Fig. 6, in which z is the zinc rod stand-

ing in the porous pot P, in which is placed the dilute

sulphuric acid. A containing vessel, V, of glazed earthen-

ware, provided with a perforated shelf, S, on which

are placed the crystals of sulphate of copper, serves
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to hold the copper sheet, C, and the solution of sulphate

of copper. T and T' are the terminals from which the

electricity is led where desired.

In another form, the copper sheet itself takes the form

and replaces the containing vessel V ; and since the

copper is not corroded, but actually increases in thick-

ness during action, this is a decided advantage. A
modification, in which the porous cell is replaced by
sand or by saiudust, is also constructed, and known as

" Minotto's " cell : this, owing to the greater thickness

of the porous layer, offers more resistance, and gives,

consequently, less current. By taking advantage of the

greater specific gravity {weight, bulk for bulk) of the

solution of sulphate of copper over that of water or

dilute sulphuric acid, it is possible to construct a battery

which shall act in a manner precisely similar to a

Daniell, without the employment of any porous parti-

tion whatsoever. Fig. 7 illustrates the construction of

one of these, known as '' Gravity Daniells."

In this we have a plate, disc, or spiral of copper, c,

connected by an insulated copper wire to the terminal T'.

Over this is placed a layer of crystals of copper sulphate;

the jar is then filled nearly to the top with dilute sul-

phuric acid, or with a strong solution of sulphate of zinc

(which is more lasting in its effects, but not so energetic

as the dilute sulphuric acid), and on the surface of this,

connected to the other terminal, T, is allowed to rest

a thick disc of zinc, z. Speaking of these cells. Pro-

fessor Ayrton, in his invaluable " Practical Electricity,"

says :
—

" All gravity cells have the disadvantage that
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they cannot be moved about ; otherwise the liquids

mix, and the copper sulphate solution, coming into con-

tact with the zinc plate, deposits copper on it. This

impairs the action, by causing the zinc to act electrically,

like a copper one. Indeed, without any shaking, the

liquids mix by diffusion, even when a porous pot is

employed ; hence a Daniell's cell is found to keep in

better order if it be always allowed to send a weak

Fig. 7. Gravity Cell.

current when not in use, since the current uses up the

copper sulphate solution, instead of allowing it to

diffuse/' The use of a solution of zinc sulphate to act

on the zinc rod, or plate, is always to be preferred in the

Daniell cell, when long duration is of more consequence

than energetic action.

§ 26. There are many other bodies which can be used

in batteries to absorb the hydrogen set free. Of several

of these we need only take a passing notice, as the
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batteries furnished by their use are unfit for electric bell

work. Of these we may mention nitric acid, which

readily parts with a portion of the oxygen (§ 18) and

reconverts the free hydrogen into water. This acid is

used as the " depolarizer "* in the ' Grove " and in the

" Bunsen " cell. Another very energetic " depolariser
"

is chromic acid, either in solution, in dilute sulphuric

acid, or in the form of potassic dichromate (bichromate

of potash : bichrome). As one form of chromic cell has

found favour with some bell- fitters, we shall study its

peculiarities farther on.

Another class of bodies which readily part with their

oxygen, and thus act as depolarisers, are the oxides of

lead and manganese. This latter oxide forms the basis

of one of the most useful cells for electric bell work,

namely : the one known as the " Leclanche." As the

battery has been, and will probably remain, long a

favourite, the next paragraph will be devoted to its

consideration.

§ 27. The Leclanche cell, in its original form, consists

in a rod or block of gas carbon (retort scurf : graphite)

standing in an upright porous pot. Around this, so as

to reach nearly to the top of the porous cell, is tightly

packed a mixture of Httle lumps of graphite and black

oxide of manganese (manganic dioxide : black wad),

the porous cell itself being placed in an outer contain-

ing vessel, which usually takes the form of a square glass

bottle. A zinc rod stands in one corner of the bottle,

* Depolarizer is the technical name given to any body which, by absorb-

ing the free hydrogen, removes the false polarity of the negative plate.

D
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and is prevented from coming into actual contact with

the porous cell by having an indiarubber ring slipped

over its upper and lower extremities. The glass contain-

ing vessel is then filled to about two-thirds of its height

with a solution of ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac) in

water, of the strength of about 2 oz. of the salt to each

pint of water. This soon permeates the porous cell and

reaches the mixture inside. The general appearance

of the Leclanche cell is well shown at Fig. 8.

In order to ensure a large surface of contact for the

terminal of the carbon rod or plate, it is customary to

cast a leaden cap on the top thereof ; and, as the porosity
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of the graphite, or carbon, is very apt to allow the fluid in

the battery to creep up to and corrode the terminal, and

thus oppose resistance to the passage of electricity, the

upper end of the carbon, before the lead cap is cast on,

is soaked for some time in melted paraffin wax, at a tem-

peratureofi 10^ Centigrade : that, is somewhat hotter than

boiling water heat. This, if left on the outside, would

prevent the passage of electricity almost entirely ; so

lateral holes are dirilled into the carbon before the cap

is finally cast on. The action that takes place in the

Leclanche cell may be summarised as follows :

—

When the zinc, Zn, is acted on by the ammonium
chloride, 2NH4^ CI, the zinc seizes the chlorine and forms

withit zinc chloride,Zn Clg, while the ammonium, 2NH4,
is liberated. But this ammonium, 2NH^, does not escape.

Being electro-positive, it is impelled towards the nega-

tive plate, and in its passage thereto meets with another

molecule of ammonium chloride, from which it displaces

the ammonium, in this wise : 2NH^ + 2NH^ CI = 2NH4
CI + 2NH4 ; in other words, this electro-positive ammo-
nium is able, by virtue of its electrical charge, to displace

the ammonium from the combined chloride. In so

doing, it sets the liberated ammonium in an electro-

positive condition, as it was itself, losing at the same
time its electrical change. This interchange of molecules

goes on (as we saw in the case of the Daniell's cell, § 24)

until the surface of the carbon is reached. Here, as

there is no more ammonium chloride to decompose, the

ammonium 2NH^ immediately splits up intoam.monia

2NH3 and free hydrogen Hg. The ammonia escapes,
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and may be detected by its smell ; while the hydrogen

Hg, finding itself in contact with the oxide of manganese,

2Mn Og, seizes one atom of its oxygen, O, becoming

thereby converted into water H2 O ; while the manga-

nese dioxide, 2Mn, Og, by losing one atom of oxygen, is

reduced to the form of a lower oxide of manganese,

known as manganese sesquioxide, Mng O3. Expressed

in symbols, this action may be formulated as below :

—

In the zinc compartment

—

Zn + 2NH^ CI = Zn Cl^ + 2NH3 + H^

In the peroxide of manganese compartment

—

H2 + 2Mn O2 = Mn^ O3 + H^ O.

Ammonia gas therefore slowly escapes while this

battery is in action, and this corrodes all the brass work

with which it comes into contact, producing a bluish green

verdigris. If there be not sufficient ammonium chloride

in solution, the water alone acts on the zinc : zinc oxide

is produced, which renders the solution milky. Should

this be the case, more sal ammoniac must be added. It

is found that for every 50 grains of zinc consumed in this

battery, about 82 grains of sal ammoniac and 124 grains

of manganese dioxide are needed to neutralize the

hydrogen set free. It is essential for the efficient work-

ing of this battery that both the manganese dioxide and

the carbon should be free from powder, otherwise it will

cake together, prevent the passage of the liquid, and

present a much smaller surface to the electricity, than if

in a granular form. For this reason, that manganese

dioxide should be preferred which is known as the
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*' needle " form, and both this and the carbon should be

sifted to remove dust.

§ 28. In the admirable series of papers on electric bell

fitting which was published in the English Mechanic,

Mr. F. C. Allsop, speaking of the Leclanchecell, says :

—

•'A severe and prolonged test, extending over many-

years, has proved that for general electric bell work the

Lcclanche has no equal ; though, in large hotels, etc.,

where the work is likely to be very heavy, it may,

perhaps, be preferable to employ a form of the Fuller

bichromate battery. It is very important that the

battery employed should be a thoroughly reliable one

and set up in a proper manner, as a failure in the battery

causes a breakdown in the communication throughout

the whole building, whilst the failure of a push or wire

only affects that portion of the building in which the

push or wire is fixed. A common fault is that of

putting in (with a view to economy) only just enough

cells (when first set up) to do the necessary work. This

is false economy, as when the cells are but slightly

exhausted the battery power becomes insufficient

;

whereas, if another cell or two had been added, the

battery would have run a much longer time without

renewal, owing to the fact that each cell could have

been reduced to a lower state of exhaustion, yet still the

battery would have furnished the necessary power ; and
the writer has always found that the extra expense of

the surplus cells is fully repaid by the increased length

of time the battery runs without renewal."

§ 29. Another form of Leclanchd, from which great
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things were expected at its introduction, is the one

known as the " Agglomerate block," from the fact that,

instead of simply placing the carbon and manganese
together loosely in a porous cell, solid blocks are

formed by compressing these materials, under a

pressure of several tons, around a central carbon core,

to which the terminal is attached in the usual manner.

The following are some of the compositions used in the

manufacture of agglomerate blocks:—
No. I.

Manganese dioxide...

Powdered gas carbon

Gum lac resin

No. 2.

Manganese dioxide (pyrolusite)

Gas carbon (powdered)

Gum lac resin

Potassium bisulphate

These are to be thoroughly incorporated, forced into

steel moulds (containing the central carbon core) at a

temperature of loo^ C. (212^ Fahr.), under a pressure of

300 atmospheres, say 4,500 lbs. to the square inch.

No. 3.

Barbier and Leclanchcs Patent.

Manganese dioxide... ... ... 49 parts.

Graphite ... ... ... ... 44 „

Pitch ('* brai gras ") 9 „

Sulphur

Water

40 parts.

55 „

5 »

40 parts.

52 „

5 ,.

3 .
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The materials having been reduced to fine powder,

and the proportion of water stated having been added,

are intimately mixed together by hand or mechanically.

The moist mixture is moulded at the ordinary tempera-

ture, either by a simple compressing press, or by a press

in which two pistons moving towards each other com-

press the block on two opposite faces ; or the mixture

may be compressed by drawing, as in the manufacture

of electric light carbon. After compression, the

products are sufficiently solid to be manipulated. They
are then put in a stove, or oven, the temperature

of which is gradually raised to about 350^ C (about

662° Fahr.) ; a temperature which is insufficient to

decompose the depolarising substance (manganese

dioxide), but sufficient to drive out first the volatile

parts of the agglomerating material, and then to trans-

form its fixed parts in a body unattackable by the

ammonia of the cell. During the gradual heating, or

baking, which lasts about two hours, what remains of

the water in the agglomerate is driven off; then come the

more volatile oils contained in the pitch, and finally the

sulphur. The sulphur is added to the mixture, not as an

agglomerative, but as a chemical re-agent (and this is a

characteristic feature in the invention), acting on what
remains of the pitch, as it acts on all carbo-hydrides at

a high temperature, transforming it partially into

volatile sulphuretted compounds, which are expelled by
the heat, and partially into a fixed and unattackable

body, somewhat similar to vulcanite. The action of

the sulphur on the pitch can very well be likened to its
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action on caoutchouc (which is hkewise a hydro-carbon)

during the process of vulcanisation.

,
These agglomerate blocks, however prepared, are

placed in glass or porcelain containing vessels, as shown
in Fig. 9, with a rod of zinc, separated from actual

contact with the carbon by means of a couple of crossed

indiarubber bands, which serve at the same time to

hold the zinc rods upright. The exciting solution, as

in the case of the ordinary Leclanche consists in a

solution of ammonium chloride.

Among the vai'ious advantages claimed

for the agglomerate form of Leclanche over

the ordinary type, may be mentioned the

following :

—

1st.—The depolarising power of the man-
ganese oxide is used to the best advantage,

and that, owing to this, the electro-motive

force of the battery is kept at the same
point.

2nd.—That, owing to the absence of the

porous cell, there is less internal resistance

in the battery and therefore more available current.

3rd.—That the resistance of the battery remains pretty

constant, whatever work be put upon it.

4th.—That, owing to the fact that the liquid comes

into contact with both elements immediately, the battery

is ready for use directly on being charged.

5th.—That the renewal or recharging is exceedingly

easy, since the elements can be removed together, fresh

solution added, or new depolarising blocks substituted.

Fig. 9.
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But when this battery came to be put to the test of

practical work, it was found the block form could not be

credited with all these advantages, and that their chief

superiority over the old cell consisted rather in their

lower internal resistance than in anything else. Even

this is not an advantage in the case of bell work, except

when several bells are arranged in parallel, so that a

large current is required. The blocks certainly polarise

more quickly than the old form, and it does not appear

that they depolarise any more rapidly. Probably the

enormous pressure to which the blocks are subjected, in

the first two processes, renders the composition almost

impermeable to the passage of the fluid, so that depolari-

sation cannot take place very rapidly. Another and

serious objection to these blocks is that, after a little

work, pieces break away from the blocks and settle on

the zinc. This sets up a " short circuit," and the zincs

are consumed whether the battery is in action or not.

The author has had no opportunity for making any
practical tests with the blocks prepared by process No. 3,

but he is under the impression that the blocks would be

even more friable than those prepared under greater

pressure.

§ 30. A third form of Leclanche, and one which has

given considerable satisfaction, is the one known as

"Judson's Patent." This consists, as shown at Fig.

10, in a cylinder of corrugated carbon encased in an

outer coating of an insulating composition. Inside the

cell are two or more thin carbon sheets, cemented to the

sides of the cell by Prout's elastic glue, or some similar
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compound, so as to leave spaces, which are filled in with

granular carbon and manganese. The surface of the

plates is perforated, so as to allow ready access to the

exciting fluid. The zinc rod, which is affixed to the

cover, stands in the centre of the cell, touching it at no
part. Owing to the very large surface presented by the

corrugations in the carbon, and by the perforated carbon

plates, the internal resistance of this form

of battery is very low ; hence the current,

ifemployed against a small outer resistance,

is large. But this, except in the case of

bells arranged in parallel, is of no great

advantage.

§ 31. The ordinary form of Leclanche is

found in market in three sizes, viz., No. i,

No. 2, and No. 3. Unfortunately, all makers

do not use these numbers in the same man-

ner, so that while some call the smallest, or

pint size, No. i, others give this name to the

largest, or three-pint^ size. No. 2 is always

quart size, and this is the one commonly
employed. When several cells are em-

ployed to work a number of bells, it is well, in order

that they may not receive injury, that they be enclosed

in a wooden box. As it is necessary that the batteries

should be inspected from time to time, boxes are

specially made with doubled hinged top and side, so

that when the catch is released these fall flat; thus

admitting of easy inspection or removal of any individual

cell. This form of battery box is shown at Fig. 11.

Fig. 10.
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§ 32. There are certain ills to which the Leclanche

cells are liable that require notice here. The first is

creeping. By creeping is meant the gradual crystalli-

sation of the sal ammonium up the inside and round

the outside of the glass containing jar. There are

Fig. II. Battery in Box.

two modes of preventing this. The first consists in

filling in the neck with melted pitch, two small funnel-

like tubes being previously inserted to admit of the

addition of fresh sal ammoniac solution, and for the

escape of gas. This mode cannot be recommended, as

it is almost impossible to remove the pitch (in case it be

required to renew the zinc, etc.) without breaking the

glass vessel. The best way to remove the pitch is to
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place the cell in a large saucepan of cold water, and
set it on a fire until the water boils. The pitch is,

by this treatment, so far softened that the elements

can be removed and the pitch scraped away with a

knife.

By far the better mode is to

rub round the inside and outside

of the neck of the jar with

tallow, or melted paraffin wax,

to the depth of an inch or

thereabouts. This effectually

prevents creeping and the con-

sequent loss of current Messrs.

Gent, of Leicester, have intro-

duced a very neat modification

of the Leclanche cell, with a

view to obviate altogether the

evils deriving from creeping.

This cell is illustrated at Fig.

12, and the following is the

description supplied by the

patentees:—" All who have had experience of batteries in

which a solution of salts is used are aware of the difficulty

experienced in preventing it creeping over the outside of

the jar, causing local loss, and oftentimes emptying the

jar of its solution. Many devices have been tried to

prevent this, but the only effectual one is our patent

insulated jar, in which a recess surrounds the top of the

jar, this recess being filled with a material to which the

salts will not adhere, thus keeping the outside of the

^!M
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jar perfectly clean. It is specially adapted for use in

hot climates, and is the only cell in which jars may
touch each other and yet retain their insulations. We
confidently recommend a trial of this cell. Its price is

but little in excess of the ordinary Leclanche." The
battery should be set up in as cool a place as possible,

as heat is very conducive to creeping. It is also

important that t"he battery should be placed as near

as convenient to the bell.

Sometimes the zincs are seen to become coated with

a black substance, or covered with crystals, rapidly

wasting away at the same time, although doing little or

no work ; a strong smell of ammonia being given off at

the same time. When this occurs, it points to an

electrical leakage, or short circuit, and this, of course,

rapidly exhausts the battery. It is of the utmost im-

portance to the effective working of any battery that

not the slightest leakage or local action should be

allowed to take place. However slight such loss be, it

will eventually ruin the battery. This leakage may be

taking place in the battery, as a porous cell may be

broken, and carbon may be touching the zinc ; or out of

the battery, along the conducting wires, by one touching

the other, or through partial conductivity of a damp
wall, a metallic staple, etc., or by creeping. If loss or

local action has taken place, it is best, after discover-

ing and repairing the faults (see also testing wires)

^

to replace the old zincs by new ones, which are not

costly.

33. There is yet a modification of the Leclanche
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which is sometimes used to ring the large bells in hotels,

etc., known as the Leclanche reversed, since the zinc is

placed in the porous pot, this latter being stood in the

centre of the stoneware jar, the space between the two
being packed with broken carbon and manganese
dioxide. By this means a very much larger negative

surface is obtained. In the Grenet cell, the porous cell

is replaced by a canvas bag, which is packed full of

lumps of graphite and carbon dioxide, a central rod of

carbon being used as the electrode. This may be used in

out-of-the-way places where porous cells are not readily

obtainable, but I cannot recommend them for durability.

§ 34. The only other type of battery which it will be

needful to notice in connection with bell work is one

in which the depolariser is either chromic acid or a

compound of chromic acid with potash or lime. Chromic

acid consists of hydrogen united to the metal chromium
and oxygen. Potassic dichromate (bichromate of

potash : bichrome) contains potassium, chromium, and

oxygen. If we represent potassium by K, chromium by

Cr, and oxygen by O, we can get a fair idea of its consti-

tution by expressing it as Kg Crg O7, by which it is

shown that one molecule of this body contains two atoms

of potassium united to two atoms of chromium and seven

atoms of oxygen. Bichromate of potash readily parts

with its oxygen ; and it is upon this, and upon the

relatively large amount of oxygen it contains, that its

efficiency as a depolariser depends. Unfortunately,

bichromate of potash is not very soluble in water ; one

pint of water will not take up much more than three
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ounces of this salt. Hence, though the solution of

potassium bichromate is an excellent depolariser as long

as it contains any of the salt, it soon becomes exhausted.

When bichromate of potash is used in a cell along with

sulphuric acid and water, sulphate of potash and

chromic acid are formed, thus :

—

K, Cr, O, + H. SO, + H, O = K, SO, + 2H, Cr O,

I molecule i i molecule

I molecule of of mole- .
of

bichrome. '^ sulphuric ^ cule of
^^^^ sulphate

acid. water. of potash.

&

From this we learn that before the potassium

bichromate enters into action in the battery, it is

resolved into chromic acid. Chromic acid is now
prepared cheaply on a large scale, so that potassium

bichromate may always be advantageously replaced by

chromic acid in these batteries; the more so as chromic

acid is extremely soluble in water. In the presence of

the hydrogen evolved during the action of the battery

(§ 18) chromic acid parts with a portion of its oxygen,

forming water and sesquioxide of chromium, Qr^ O3, and

this, finding itself in contact with the sulphuric acid,

always used to increase the conductivity of the liquid,

forms sulphate of chromium. The action of the

hydrogen upon the chromic acid is shown in the

following equation :

—

2H, Cr O, + 3H2 = 5H2 O + Cr^ O3

3 mole. I molecule
2 molecules of n cules of ^ 5 molecules „ of

chromic hydro- of water. chromium
acid, gen- sesquioxide.
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§ 35. The "bottle" form of the bichromate or chromic

acid battery (as illustrated at Fig. 13) is much employed

where powerful currents of short duration are required.

It consists of a globular bottle with a rather long wide

neck, in which are placed two long narrow graphite

plates, electrically connected to each

other and to one of the binding screws

on the top. Between these two plates

is a sliding rod, carrying at its lower

extremity the plate of zinc. This sliding

rod can be lowered and raised, or re-

tained in any position, by means of

a set screw. The zinc is in metallic

connection with the other binding screw.

This battery (which, owing to the facility

with which the zinc can be removed

from the fluid, is extremely convenient and economical

for short experiments) may be charged with either of

the following fluids :

—

First Recipe.

Bichromate Solution.

Bichromate of potash (finely powdered) ... 3 oz.

Boiling water ... ... ... ... i pint.

Stir with a glass rod, allow to cool, then add, in a fine

stream, with constant stirring,

Strong sulphuric acid (oil of vitriol) ... 3 fluid oz.

The mixture should be made in a glazed earthern

vessel, and allowed to cool before using.
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Second Recipe.

Chromic Acid Solution.

Chromic acid (chromic trioxide) ... ... 3 oz.

Water... ... ... ... ... ... i pint.

Stir together till dissolved, then add gradually, with

stirring.

Sulphuric acid ... ... ... ... 3 oz.

This also must not be used till cold.

In either case the bottle must not be more than three

parts filled with the exciting fluid, to allow plenty of

room for the zinc to be drawn right out of the liquid

when not in use.

§ 36. The effects given by the above battery, though

very powerful, are too transient to be of any service

in continuous bell work. The following modification,

known as the "Fuller" cell, is, however, useful where

powerful currents are required, and, when carefully set

up, may be made to do good service for five or six

months at a stretch. The " Fuller " cell consists in an

outer glass or glazed earthern vessel, in which stands a

porous pot. In the porous pot is placed a large block

of amalgamated zinc, that is cast around a stout

copper rod, which carries the binding screw. This rod

must be carefully protected from the action of the fluid,

by being cased in an indiarubber tube. The amalga-

mation of the zinc must be kept up by putting a small

quantity of mercury in the porous cell. The porous

cells must be paraffined to within about half an inch of

the bottom, to prevent too rapid diffusion of the liquids,

E
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and the cells themselves should be chosen rather thick

and close in texture, as otherwise the zinc will be rapidly-

corroded. Water alone is used as the exciting fluid in

the porous cell along with the zinc. Speaking of this

form of cell, Mr. Perren-Maycock says:—"The base of

the zinc is more acted on (when bichromate crystals are

used), because the porous cells rest on the crystals
;

therefore let it be well paraffined,

as also the top edge. Instead of

paraffining the pot in strips all

round (as many operators do)

^ 11 J^^y^ paraffin the pot all round, except at

T^L_Ji^^^-<^ one strip about half an inch wide,

and let this face the carbon plate.

If this be done, the difference in

internal resistance between the cell

with paraffined pot and the same

cell with pot unparaffined will be

little ; but if the portion that is

unparaffined be turned away from

the carbon, it will make very nearly

an additional i ohm resistance. It

is necessary to have an ounce or so

of mercury in each porous cell, covering the foot of the

zinc ; or the zincs may be cast short, but of large dia-

meter, hollowed out at the top to hold mercury, and

suspended in the porous pot. The zinc is less acted on

then, for when the bichromate solution diffuses into the

porous pot, it obviously does so more at the bottom

than at the top
"

Tie.
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Fig. 14 illustrates the form usually given to the

modification of the Fuller cell as used for bell and

signalling work,

37. Before leaving the subject of batteries, there

are certain points in connection therewith that it is

absolutely essential that the practical man should

understand, in order to be able to execute any work
satisfactorily. In the first place, it must be borne in

mind that a cell or battery, when at work, is continually

setting up electric undulations, somewhat in the same
way that an organ pipe, when actuated by a pressure

of air, sets up a continuous sound wave. Whatever

sets up the electric disturbance, whether it be the action

of sulphuric acid on zinc, or caustic potash on iron, etc.,

\s C3.\\Q.d electromotive force, generally abbreviated E.M.F.

Just in the same manner that the organ pipe could give

no sound if the pressure of air were alike inside and

out, so the cell, or battery, cannot possibly give current,

or evidence of electric flow, unless there is some means
provided to allow the tension, or increased atomic motion

set up by the electromotive force, to distribute itself

along some line of conductor or conductors not sub-

jected to the same pressure or E. M. F. In other words,

the '' current " of electricity will always tend to flow

from that body which has the highest tension, towards

the body where the strain or tension is less. In a cell

in which zinc and carbon, zinc and copper, or zinc and
silver are the two elements, with an acid as an

excitant, the zinc during the action of the acid

becomes of higher " potential " than the other element,
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and consequently the undulations take place towards

the negative plate (be it carbon, copper, or silver).

But by this very action the negative plate immediately

reaches a point of equal tension, so that no current

is possible. If, however, we now connect the two

plates together by means of any conductor, say

a copper wire, then the strain to which the carbon

plate is subjected finds its exit along the wire and

the zinc plate, which is continually losing its strain

under the influence of the acid, being thus at a lower

potential (electrical level, strain) than the carbon, can

and does actually take in and pass on the electric

vibrations. It is therefore evident that no true "cur-

rent " can pass unless the two elements of a battery are

connected up by a conductor. When this connection

is made, the circuit is called a ''^ closed circuitT If, on

the contrary, there is no electrical connection between

the negative and positive plates of a cell or battery,

the circuit is said to be open, or broken. It may be that

the circuit is closed by some means that is not desirable,

that is to say, along some line or at some time when and

where the flow is not wanted ; as, for instance, the outside

of a cell may be wet^ and one of the wires resting against

it, when of course ''leakage" will take place as the

circuit will be closed, though no useful work will be done^

On the other hand, we may actually take advantage of

the practically unlimited amount of the earth's surface,

and of its cheapness as a conductor to make it act as a

portion of the conducting line. It is perfectly true that

the earth is a very poor conductor as compared with
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metals. Let us say, for the sake of example, that damp
earth conducts 100,000 times worse than copper. It

will be evident that if a copper wire -^^ of an inch in

section could convey a given electric current, the same

length of earth having a section of 5,000 inches would

carry the same current equally well, and cost virtually

nothing, beyond the cost of a m.etal plate, or sack of

coke, presenting a square surface of a little over 70 inches,

in the side at each end of the line. This mode of com-

pleting the circuit is known as " the earth plate."

§ 38. The next point to be remembered in connec-

tion with batteries is, that the electromotive force

(E.M.F.) depends on the nature of the elements (zinc

and silver, zinc and carbon, etc.) and the excitants used

in the cell, and has absolutely nothing whatever to do

with their size. This may be likened to difference of

temperature in bodies. Thus, whether we have a block

of ice as large as an iceberg or an inch square, the tem-

perature will never exceed 32°F. as long as it remains

ice ; and whether we cause a pint or a thousand gallons

of water to boil (under ordinary conditions), its tem-

perature will not exceed 2I2^F. The only means we
have of increasing the E.M.F. , or " tension," or *•' poten-

tial," of any given battery, is by connecting up its

constituent cells in series ; that is to say, connecting the

carbon or copper plate of the one cell to the zinc of the

next, and so on. By this means we increase the E.M.F.

just in the same degree as we add on cells. The accep-

ted standard for the measure of electromotive force is

called a VOLT, and i volt is practically a trifle less than
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the E.M.F. set up by a single Daniell's cell ; the exact

amount being 1-079 ^o^t, or i^^ volt very nearly. The
E.M.F. of the Leclanche is very nearly i'6 volt, or

nearly i volt and f. Thus in Fig. 15, which illustrates

3 Leclanche cells set up in series, we should get

1-6 volt

1-6 „

i'6 .,

4*8 volts

as the total electromotive force of the combination.

Fig. 15.

§ 39. The current, or amplitude of the continuous

vibrations kept up in the circuit, depends upon two

things : ist, the electromotive force ; 2nd, the resistance

in the circuit. There is a certain amount of resem-

blance between the flow of water under pressure and

electricity in this respect. Let us suppose we have a
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constant " head " of water at our disposal, and allow it

to flow through a tube presenting i inch aperture. We
get a certain definite flow of water, let us say 100

gallons of water per hour. More we do not get, owing

to the resistance opposed by the narrowness of the tube

to a greater flow. If now we double the capacity of the

exit tube, leaving the pressure or " head " of water the

same, we shall double the flow of water. Or we may
arrive at the same result by doubling the " head " or

pressure of water, which will then cause a double quan-

tity of water to flow out against the same resistance in

the tube, or conductor. Just in the same way, if we
have a given pressure of electric strain, or E.M.F., we
can get a greater or lesser flow or *' current " by having

less or more resistance in the circuit. The standard of

flowing current is called an Ampere ; and i ampere is

that current which, in passing through a solution of

sulphate of copper, will deposit 18-35 grains of copper

per hour. The unit of resistance is known as an Ohm.
The resistance known as i ohm is very nearly that of a

column of mercury i square millimetre (^V of ^^i inch)

in section, and 41^ inches in height; or i foot of No.

41 guage pure copper wire, xtfo^oo ofan inch in diameter,

at a temperature of 32° Fahr., or 0° Centigrade.

§ 40. Professor Ohm, who made a special study of

the relative effects of the resistance inserted in the cir-

cuit, the electromotive force, and the current produced,

enunciated the following law, which, after him, has been

called " Ohm's Law." It is that if we divide the num-

ber of electromotive force units (volts) employed by
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the number of resistance units (ohms) in the entire cir-

cuit, we get the number of current units (amperes) flow-

ing through the circuit. This, expressed as an equation

is show^n below :

E Electromotive force ^= C or .^ . = Current.
R Resistance

Or if we like to use the initials of volts, amperes, and

ohms, instead of the general terms, E, R, and C, we

V Voltsmay write —^= A, or ~~—= Amperes.
J^ Ohms

From this it appears that i volt will send a current

of I ampere through a total resistance of i ohm, since

I divided by i equals i. So also i volt can send a

current of 4 amperes through a resistance of \ of an

ohm, since i divided by \ is equal to 4. We can there-

fore always double the current by halving the resistance
;

or w^e may obtain the same result by doubling the

E. M F., allowing the resistance to remain the same.

In performing this with batteries we must bear in mind

that the metals, carbon, and liquids in a battery do

themselves set up resistance. This resistance is known
as " internal resistance^' and must always be reckoned

in these calculations. We can halve the internal resist-

ance by doubling the size of the negative plate, or what
amounts to the same thing by connecting two similar

cells " in parallel; " that is to say, with both their zincs

together, to form a positive plate of double size, and both

carbons or coppers together to form a single negative of

twice the dimensions of that in one cell. Any number
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of cells thus coupled together " in parallel have their

resistances reduced just in proportion as their number

is increased ; hence 8 cells, each having a resistance of

I ohm if coupled together in parallel would have a

joint resistance of \ ohm only. The E. M. F. would

Fig. i6.

remain the same, since this does not depend on the size

of the plate (see § 38). The arrangement of cells in

parallel is shown at Fig. 16, where three Leclanche cells

are illustrated thus coupled. The following little table

gives an idea of the E. M. F. in volts, and the internal
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resistance in ohms, of the cells mostly used in electric

bell work.

TABLE SHOAVING E. M. F. AND R. OF BATTERIES.

Name of Cell. Capacity of Cell.
Electromotive
force in Volts.

Resistance in

Ohms.

Daniell 2 quarts I-079 I

,, Gravity 2 quarts I-079 10

Leclanchd I pint I -60 I-I3

11
2 pints I -60 i-io

3 pints I -60 0-87

Agglomerate I pint 1-55 070
11

2 pints 1-55 o'6o

r^ •,. " 3 pints 1-55 0-50

Fuller I quart I -80 0-50

From this it is evident that if v/e joined up the two

plates of a Fuller cell with a short wire presenting no

appreciable resistance, we should get a current of (i'8o

divided by 0"5o) 3"6 amperes along the wire; whereas if a

gravity Daniell were employed the current flowing in

the same wire would only be a little over ^^ of an

I 079_o- 1079. But every wire, no matterampere, smce
10

how short or how thick, presents some resistance ; so we

must always take into account both the internal resist-

ance (that of the battery itself) and the external resist-

ance (that of the wires, etc., leading to the bells or

indicators) in reckoning for any given current from any

cell or cells.



CHAPTER III.

ON ELECTRIC BELLS AND OTHER SIGNALLING
APPLIANCES.

§ 41. An electric bell is an arrangement of a cylin-

drical soft iron core, or cores, surrounded by coils of

insulated copper wire. On causing a current of elec-

tricity to flow round these coils, the iron becomes, /^r

tJie time being, powerfully m.agnetic (see § 13). A piece

of soft iron (known as the armature), supported by a

spring, faces the magnet thus produced. This armature

carries at its free extremity a rod with a bob, clapper or

hammer, which strikes a bell, or gong, when the arma-

ture, under the influence of the pull of the magnet, is

drawn towards it. In connection with the armature

and clapper is a device whereby the flow of the current

can be rapidly interrupted, so that on the cessation of

the current the iron may lose its magnetism, and allow

the spring to withdraw the clapper from against the bell.

This device is known as the " contact breaker " and

varies somewhat in design, according to whether the

bell belongs to the trembling, the single stroke, or the

continuous ri7iging class.

§ 42. In order that the electric bell-fitter may have an
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intelligent conception of his work, he should make a

small electric bell himself. By so doing, he will gain

more practical knowledge of what are the requisites of

a good bell, and where defects may be expected in any

he may be called upon to purchase or examine, than he

can obtain from pages of written description. For

this reason I reproduce here (with some trifling addi-

tions and modifications) Mr. G. Edwinson's directions

for making an electric bell :
— '''

How to make a bell.—The old method of doing this

was to take a piece of round iron, bend it into the form

of a horse-shoe, anneal it (by leaving it for several

hours in a bright fire, and allowing it to cool gradually

as the fire goes out), wind on the wire, and fix it as a

magnet on a stout board of beech or mahogany ; a bell

v\^as then screwed to another part of the board, a piece

of brass holding the hammer and spring being fastened to

another part. Many bells made upon this plan are still

offered for sale and exchange, but their performance is

always liable to variation and obstruction, from the fol-

lowing causes :—To insure a steady, uniform vibratory

stroke on the bell, its hammer must be nicely adjusted

to move within a strictly defined and limited space ; the

least fractional departure from this adjustm.ent results in

an unsatisfactory performance of the hammer, and often

a total failure of the magnet to move it. In bells con-

structed on the old plan, the wooden base is liable to

expansion and contraction, varying with the change of

weather and the humidity, temperature, etc., of the room
* "Amateur Work."
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in which the bells are placed. Thus a damp, foggy

night may cause the wood to swell and place the hammer

out of range of the bell, while a dry, hot day may alter

the adjustment in the opposite direction. Such failures

as these, from the above causes alone, have often brought

electric bells into disrepute.

Best made bells are, there-

fore,now made with metallic

(practically inexpansible)

bases, and it is this kind I

recommend to my readers.

The Base, to which all the

other parts are fastened, is

made of | in. mahogany or

teak, 6 in. by 4 in., shaped

as shown at Fig. 17, with a

smooth surface and French

polished. To this is at-

tached the metallic base-

plate, which may be cut out

of sheet-iron, or sheet-brass

(this latter is better, as iron

disturbs the action of the

magnet somewhat), and

shaped as shown in Fig. 18
;

• I

]

]

^1
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Fig. 17.

or it may be made of cast-iron, or cast in brass ; or a sub-

stitute for it may be made in wrought-iron, or brass, as

shown in Fig. 19. I present these various forms to suit

the varied handicrafts of my readers
; for instance, a

worker in sheet metal may find it more convenient to
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manufacture his bell out of the parts sketched in Figs.

17, 18, 20^, 21, 23, 24^ and 25 ; but, on the other hand,
a smith or engineer might prefer the improved form
shown at Fig. 31, and select the parts shown at Figs. 20^,

22, 19, choosing either to forge the horse-shoe magnet,

Fig. 20, or to turn up the

two cores, as shown at

Fig. 21 (A), to screw into

the metal base, Fig. 21 B,

or to be fastened by nuts,

as shown at Fig. 19. The
result will be the same in

the end, if good work-

manship is employed, and

the proper care taken in

fixing and adjusting the

parts. A tin-plate worker

may even cut his base-

plate out of stout block

tin, and get as good results

as if the bell were made
by an engineer. In some

makes, the base-plate is

cut or stamped out of

thick sheet- iron, in the

form shown by the dotted lines on Fig. 18, and

when thus made, the part A is turned up at right angles

to form a bracket for the magnet cores, the opposite

projection is cut off, and a turned brass pillar is inserted

at B to hold the contact screw, or contact breaker (§ 41).

Fig. 18.
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The Magnet may be formed as shown at Fig. 20, or at

Fig. 20'^. Its essential parts are : 1st. Two soft iron

cores (in some forms a single core is now employed) •

2nd. An iron base, or yoke, to hold the cores together
;

3rd. Two bobbins wound with wire. The old form of

magnet is shown at Fig. 20. In this form the cores and

yoke are made out of one

piece of metal. A length

of round Swedish iron is

bent round in the shape of a

horseshoe ; this is rendered

thoroughly soft by annealing,

as explained further on.

It is absolutely essential [|"~"

that the iron be very soft

and well annealed, other-

wise the iron cores retain

a considerable amount of

magnetism when the current

is not passing, which makes

the bell sluggish in action,

'and necessitates a higher

battery power to make it

work (see § 14). Two bobbins of insulated wire

are fitted on the cores, and the magnet is held in

its place by a transverse strip of brass or iron secured

by a wood screw passing between the two bobbins. The
size of the iron, the wire, the bobbins, and the method
of winding is the same as in the form next described,

the only difference being that the length of the iron

cj
Fig. 19.
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core, before bending to the horse-shoe form, must be

such as to allow of the two straight portions of the legs

to be 2 in. in length, and stand If apart when bent.

We may now consider the construction of a magnet of

the form shown at Fig. 20^ To make the cores of

such a magnet, to ring a 2\ in. bell, get two 2 inch

lengths of x^ i^i- best Swedish round iron, straighten

Fig. 20.

them, smooth them in a lathe, and reduce \ in. of one

end of each to y^ of an in., leaving a sharp shoulder,

as shown at Fig. 2i A. Next, get a 2-in. length of

angle iron, drill in it two holes i| apart, of the exact

diameter of the turned ends of the cores, and rivet these

securely in their places ; this may be done by fastening

the cores or legs in a vice whilst they are being rivetted
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Two holes should be also bored in the other flange to

receive the two screws, which are to hold the magnet to

the base, as shown at Fig. 21 B. The magnet is now
quite equal to the horse-shoe form, and must be made
quite soft by annealing. This is done by heating it in

a clear coal fire to a bright red heat, then burying it in

hot ashes, and allowing it to cool gradually for a period

Fig, 20 A.

of from 12 to 24 hours; or perhaps a better guide to

the process will be to say, bury the iron in the hot

ashes and leave it there until both it and they are quite

cold. The iron must be brought to a bright cherry red

heat before allowing it to cool, to soften it properly,

and on no account must the cooling be hurried, or the

metal will be hard. Iron is rendered hard by hammer-
ing, by being rapidly cooled, either in cold air or water,
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and hard iron retains magnetism for a longer time than

soft iron. As we wish to have a magnet that will only

act as such when a current of electricity is passing

around it, and shall return to the state of a simple

piece of unmagnetised iron when the current is broken,

we take the precaution of having it of soft iron. Many
bells have failed to act properly, because this precaution

has been neglected, the ** residual" (or remaining)

magnetism holding down the

armature after contact has

been broken. When the

magnet has been annealed, it^

legs should be polished with a

piece of emery cloth, and the

ends filed up level and smooth.

If it is intended to fasten the

cores into the base-plate, this

also should be annealed, unless

it be made of brass, in which

case a thin strip of soft iron

should connect the back ends

of the two legs before they are

attached to the brass base (an iron yoke is preferable, as

it certainly is conducive to better effects to have a massive

iron yoke, than to have a mere strip as the connecting

piece). It will also be readily understood and conceded

that the cores should be cut longer when they are to be

fastened by nuts, to allow a sufficient length for screwing

the ends to receive the nuts. The length and size of the

legs given above are suitable for a 2\ in. bell only
;

Fig. 21
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for larger bells the size increases ^ of an inch, and the

length \ of an inch, for every \ in. increase in the

diameter of the bell.

The Bobbins, on which the wire that serves to carry

the magnetising current is to be wound, next demand
our attention. They may be turned out of boxwood,
ebony, or ebonite, or out of any hard wood strong

enough and dense enough to allow of being turned

down thin in the body, a very necessary requirement to

bring the convolutions of wire as near the coil as pos-

sible without touching it. Some amateurs use the

turned ends of cotton reels or spools, and glue them

on to a tube of paper formed on the cores themselves.

If this tube be afterwards well covered with melted

paraffin wax, the plan answers admirably, but of course

the bobbins become fixtures on the magnets. There

are some persons who are clever enough to make firm

bobbins out of brown paper (like rocket cases), with reel

ends, that can be slipped off and on the magnet cores.

To these I would say, "by all means at your command,

do so if you can," The size of the bobbins for a 2\ in.

bell should be : length i J in., diameter of heads | of an

in., the length increasing \ of an in. and the diameter J of

an in. for every additional \ in. in the diameter of

the bell. The holes throughout the bobbins should be

of a size to fit the iron cores exactly, and the cores

should project \ of an inch above the end of the

bobbins when these are fitted on. The wire to be

wound on the bobbins is sold by all dealers in electrical

apparatus. It is copper wire, covered with cotton or
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with silk, to ensure insulation. Mention has already

been made of what is meant by insulation at § 3, but, in

order to refresh the reader's memory, Mr. G. Edwinson's

words are quoted here. " To insulate, as under-

stood by electricians, means to protect from leakage of

the electric current, by interposing a bad conductor of

electricity between two good conductors, thus insulating '•'

or detaching them from electric contact."

The following list will enable my readers to see

at a glance the value of the substances mentioned

here as conductors or insulators, the best conductors

being arranged from the top downwards, and the bad

conductors or insulators opposed to them in similar

order, viz., the worst conductors or best insulators being

at the top :

—

Cond2ictors, Insulators.

Silver. Paraffin Wax.
Copper. Guttapercha.

Iron. Indiarubber.

Brass. Shellac.

All Other Metals. Varnishes.

Metallic Solutions. Sealing Wax.
Metallic Salts. Silk and Cotton.

Wet Stone. Dry Clothing.

Wet Wood. Dry Wood.
Oil, Dirt and Rust.

See also the more extended list given at § 5 for a more

complete and exact classification.

* Insula in Latin means an island, hence an electrified body is said to

be insulated when surrounded by non-conductors, as an island by the sea.
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It will be seen, on reference to the above, that copper

is a good conductor, being excelled by silver alone in

this respect ; and that silk and cotton are bad conductors.

When, therefore, a copper wire is bound round with silk

or with cotton, even if two or more strands of such a

covered wire be superimposed, since these are electrically

separated by the non-conducting covering, no escape of

electricity from one strand to the other can take place, and

the strands are said to be insulated. If the copper wire

had been coiled naked round a bobbin, each convolution

touching its neighbour, the current would not have

circled round the whole length of the coils of wire, but

would have leapt across from one coil to the other, and

thus the desired effect would not have been obtained.

A similar result, differing only in degree, would occur

if a badly insulating wire were used, say one in which

the covering had been worn in places, or had been badly

wound, so as to expose patches of bare copper wire. If

the insulation of a wire be suspected, it should be

immersed in hot melted paraffin wax, and then hung up

to drain and cool. The size of wire to be used on a

2\ in. bell should be No. 24 B. W. G., the size falling two

numbers for each \ in. increase in the diameter ot

the bell. In these wires the higher the number, the

finer the size, No. 6 being \ and No 40 being ^^^ of an

inch in diameter. Silk-covered wire has an advantage

over cotton-covered wire, inasmuch as the insulating

material occupies less space, hence the convolutions of

wire lie closer together. This is important, as the

current has less effect on the iron if removed further
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from it, the decrease being as the square of the distance

that the current is removed from the wire. Magnets

coiled with silk-covered wire admit also of better finish,

but for most purposes cotton-covered wire will give

satisfaction, especially if well paraffined. This wire

must be wound on the bobbins, from end to end

regularly, with the coils side by side, as a reel of cotton

is wound. This may be done on a lathe, but a little

practice will be necessary before the inexperienced hand

can guide the wire in a regular manner. If, however,

the spool of wire have a metal rod passed up its centre,

and this be held in the hand at a distance of a foot or

more from the bobbin on the lathe, the wire will almost

guide itself on, providing the guiding hand be allowed

to follow its course. With a little care, the wire for

these little magnets may be wound entirely by hand.

Before commencing to wind on thebobbins, just measure

off 8 in. of the wire (not cutting it oft) and coil this

length around a pencil, to form a small coil or helix.

The pencil may then be withdrawn from the helix thus

formed, which serves to connect the wire with one of the

points of contact. This free end is to be fastened out-

side the bobbin by a nick in the head ; or the \ in.

length, before being formed into a helix, may be

pushed through a small hole made on the head of the

bobbin, so that 8 in. project outside the bobbin,

which projecting piece may be coiled into a helix as

above described. The wire should now be wound

exactly as a reel of cotton is wound, in close coils from

end to end, and then back again, until three layers of
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wire have been laid on, so that the coiling finishes at the

opposite end to that at which it began. To prevent this

uncoiling, it should be fastened by tying down tightly

with a turn or two of strong silk. The wire should now
be cut from the hank, leaving about 2 in. of free

wire projecting at the finishing end of each bobbin. In

cases where many bobbins have to be wound, either for

bells, for relays, or for indicator coils, a device similar to

that illustrated at Fig. 21 A may be employed. This

electric bobbin winder consists in a table which can be

stood on a lathe or near any other driving wheel. Two
carriers, c C, somewhat similar to the back centre and

poppet head of a lathe, hollow inside, and furnished

with a spring and sliding piston spindle, stand one at

each end of this table. The sliding spindle of the one

carries at its extremity a pulley. A, by means of which

motion can be transmitted from the band of the driving

wheel. The sliding spindles, B B, are fitted with recesses

and screws, H H H H, by means of which the temporary

wooden cores, or the permanent iron cores, of the bobbins

can be held while the bobbins are being wound. The
bobbin is placed as shown at D ; a flat piece of metal, E,

hinged at G, presses against the bobbin, owing to the

spring F. The centre figure shows details of the carrier,

C, in section. At the bottom is shown the spool of wire

on a standard L. The wire passes from this spot between

the two indiarubber rollers, M M, on to the bobbin D.

When the bobbins have been wound, they may be

slipped over the magnet cores. They should fit pretty

tightly ; if they do not, a roll of paper may be put round
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the magnet cores, to ensure their not slipping when

the bell is at work. The helix ends of the bobbins
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Fig. 21 A.

should stand uppermost, as shown at Fig. 22 A. A short

length of the lower free ends of wire (near the base or

yoke) should now be bared of their covering, cleaned
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with emery paper, twisted together tightly, as shown at

Fig. 22 B, soldered together, and' any excess of wire cut off

with a sharp pair of pliers. To prevent any chance

electrical leakage between this bared portion of the wire

and the iron, it should be carefully coated with a little

melted guttapercha, or Front's electric glue.

Of course, if the operator has any skill at winding, he

Fig 22.

may wind both bobbins with one continuous length of

wire, thus avoiding joins, taking care that the direction

of the winding in the finished coils be as shown at

Fig. 22 B ; that is to say, that the wire from the under

side of one bobbin, should pass over to the next in the

same way as the curls of the letter CO .

The part that next claims our consideration is the
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armature^ with its fittings. The armature is made out of

Y% square bar iron, of the best quality, soft, and well

annealed, and filed up smooth and true. The pro-

portionate length is shown at Figs. 23 and 24 ; and the

Fig. 23.

size of the iron for other bells is regulated in the same

ratio as that of the cores. Two methods of making and

.attaching the springs and hammers are shown. Fig. 24

shows the section of an armature fitted with back spring

Fig. 24.

and contact spring in one piece. This is cut out of hard

sheet-brass, as wide as the armature, filed or hammered

down to the desired degree of springiness, then filed up

true on the edges. It may be attached to the iron of the

armature, either by soldering, by rivetting, or by means
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of two small screws. Rivetting, is perhaps, the best mode,

as it is not liable to shake loose by the vibration of the

hammer. The spring at its shank end may be screwed

or rivetted to the bracket. Mr. Edwinson considers

this the better form of contact spring. The other form

is made in two pieces, as shown at Fig. 23, where two

strips of hard brass are cut off, of the width of

the armature, and the edges filed. A slot is then

cut in the back end of the armature to receive the two

brass strips, and these are soldered into it. The top

strip is then bent back over the armature

to form the contact-spring, the other strip

being soldered or rivetted to a small

bracket of angle brass. In either case

a short rod of stout hard brass wire is

rivetted or screwed into the free end of

the armature, and to the end of this rod

is screwed or soldered the metal bead,

or bob, which forms the hammer or
** clapper " of the bell. The next portion

to be made is the contact pillar, or bracket,

^ â

Fig. 25.

screw, as shown at Fig. 25. This

with its

may either be a

short stout pillar of \ in. brass rod, about i in. high,

tapped on one side to receive the screw, which should be

fitted with a back nut ; or it may, as shown in the figure,

be made out of a stout piece of angle brass. The exact
size and length of the screw is immaterial ; it must, how-
ever, be long enough to reach (when put in its place

behind the contact spring) the spring itself, and still have
a few threads behind the back nut to spare. The screw
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should be nicely fitted to the pillar, and the lock nut

should clench it well, as when once the adjustment of

the parts is found which gives good ringing, it is advis-

able that no motion should take place, lest the perfection

of ringing be interfered with. Some makers use a ''set

screw " at the side of the pillar wherewith to hold the

contact screw ; others split the pillar and "spring" it

against the contact screw ; but, all things considered, the

back nut gives the greatest satisfaction. When the bell

is in action, a tiny spark is produced at every make and

break of contact between the contact spring and this

screw. This spark soon corrodes the end of the screw

and the back of the spring if brass alone is used, as this

latter rusts under the influence of the spark. To
prevent this, a piece of platinum must be soldered or

rivetted to the spring, at the point where the screw

touches, as shown at Fig. 26, and also at the extremity

of the contact screw itself. It

'^— ^ is better to rivet the platinum

than to solder it, as the platinum
'^'

' is very apt to absorb the solder,

in which case it rusts quickly, and the goodness of

the contact is soon spoiled, when the bell ceases to

ring. To rivet the platinum piece on to the spring,

as shown at Fig. '26, it is only needful to procure

a short length of No. 16 platinum wire, say -I in.,

then, having drilled a corresponding hole at the

desired spot in the contact spring, put the platinum wire

half way through the hole, and give it one or two sharp

blows on an anvil, with a smooth (pened) hammer.
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This will at once rivet it in its place, and spread it

sufficiently to make a good surface for contact. The
screw must likewise be tipped with platinum, by having

a small hole bored in the centre of its extremity, of the

same diameter as the platinum wire, which must then

be pushed in, and rivetted by hammering the end, and

burring the sides of the screw. Whichever method be

adopted, care must be taken that the platinum tip on

the screw and the speck on the contact spring are

adjusted so as to touch exactly in their centres. It will

be hardly worth while for the amateur

to cast or even turn up his own bells

(which are generally of the class known

as clock gongs), as these can now be

procured so cheaply already nickelled

(see Fig. 28). The bell must be

adjusted on its pillar (see Fig. 29^),

which is itself screwed into a hole in
Fig. 27.

the base-plate, where it is held by a

nut. The adjustment of the bell is effected by placing

it over the shoulder of the pillar, and then clenching it

down by screwing over it one or other of the nuts shown
at Fig. 29. The bell should clear the base, and should

be at such a height as to be struck on its edge by the

hammer or clapper attached to the armature. Figs. 23

and 24. We still need, to complete our bell, two
binding screws, which may take either of the forms shown
at Fig. 27 ; and an insulating washer, or collar, made
of ebonite or boxwood, soaked in melted paraffin, to

prevent the contact pillar (Fig. 25) making electrical
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contact with the metal base. The best shape to be given

to these washers is shown at Fig. 30. They consist in

two thin circlets of wood or ebonite, that will just not

meet when dropped, one on the one side, and one on the

other of the hole through which the shank of the contact

Fig. 28. Fig. 29.

Fig. 30.

pillar passes when set up on the base-plate. If a wooden
base be used below the metal base-plate,

rr\ - /7^ then only one washer, or collar, need be

11 1
1 used—that is, the one above—since the

\\j \[/ screw of the pillar will pass into the wood,

and this is not a conductor. If the metal

base alone be used, both washers must be

employed, and a small nut (not so large as the washer)

used to tighten up and hold the pillar firm and im-

movable in its place opposite the contact spring.

Having now all the parts at hand, we can proceed to

fit them together, which is done as follows :—The bell

pillar, with its bell attached, is fastened by its shank
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into the hole shown near B, Fig. 17, where it is screwed

up tight by the square nut shown at Fig. 29 c. In the

same manner, we must fasten the contact pillar, or bracket,

shown at Fig. 24 A. Whichever form be used, we must

take great care that it be insulated from metallic con-

tact with the metal base-plate by washers, as shown at

Fig. 30 (similar washers must be used for the two bind-

ing screws if the whole base-plate be made in metal).

This being done, the metal frame, Fig. 18, is put in

position on the wooden base, as shown at Fig. 17, and

screwed down thereto by the screws indicated at j .y j-.

The magnet may then be screwed down to the metal

frame as shown. The small bracket of angle brass

marked B, in Figs. 23 and 24, is next screwed into its

place ; that is, in such a position that the armature stands

squarely facing the poles of the electro-magnet, but not

quite touching them (say -^ of an inch for a 2\ in.

bell). In setting up this and the contact pillar, the

greatest care must be taken that the platinum tip of the

contact screw, Fig. 25, should touch lightly the centre

of the platinum speck at the back of the spring. Figs.

23 and 24, shown full size at Fig. 26.

The free ends of the helically coiled electro-magnet

wires should now be inserted into short lengths of small

indiarubber tubing (same as used for feeding bottles), the

extremities being drawn through and i in. of the copper
wire bared of its covering for the purpose of making
good metallic contact with the connections. One of these

ends is to be soldered, or otherwise metallically con-

nected, to the angle brass carrying the armature, spring
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and clapper, the other being similarly connected with

the left-hand binding-screw, shown at Fig. 17. Another

short length of wire (also enclosed in rubber tubing)

must be arranged to connect the contact screw pillar

Fig. 17, with the right-hand binding-screw. When
this has been done, we may proceed to test the working

of the bell by connecting up the binding screws with

the wires proceeding from a freshly-charged Leclanche

cell. If all have been properly done, and the connec-

tions duly made, the armature should begin to vibrate

at once, causing the " bob," or hammer, to strike the

bell rapidly ; that is, provided the platinum tipped screw

touches the platinum speck on the contact spring.

Should this not be the case, the screw must be turned

until the platinum tip touches the platinum speck. The
armature will now begin to vibrate. It may be that

the clapper runs too near the bell, so that it gives a

harsh, thuddy buzz instead of a clear, ringing sound ; or,

possibly, the clapper is " set " too far from the bell to

strike it. In either case a little bending of the brass

wire carrying the clapper (either from or towards the

bell, as the case may dictate) will remedy the defect.

It is also possible that the armature itself may have

been set too near, or too far from the electro-magnet.

In the latter case, the clapper will not vibrate strongly

enough, in the former the vibration will be too short,

and the clapper may even stick to the poles of the

electros, especially if these have not been carefully an-

nealed. A little bending of the spring, to or from the

magnets, will remedy these deficiencies, unless the dis-
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tance be very much too great, in which case the bending

of the spring would take the platinum tip out of the

centre of the platinum speck.

§ 43. Having thus constructed an efficient electric bell

we may proceed to study its action and notice some of

the defects to which it may
be subject. In the first place,

if we connect up the bell with

the battery as shown in Fig. 17,

viz., the left-hand binding-

screw with the wire proceeding

from the carbon of the

Leclanche, and the right-hand

screw with the wire from the

zinc, then, if the platinum

tipped screw touches the

platinum speck, at the back

of the contact spring, a current

of electricity flows from the

left-hand binding-screw all

round the coils of the electro-

magnets, passes along the

contact spring and platinum

speck, thence to the platinum

tipped screw along the short

length of wire to the right-hand binding screw,

whence it returns to the zinc element of the battery,

thus completing the circuit. The current, in thus

passing around the electro-magnet cores, converts

them, />r6> tern., into a powerful magnet (see § 13) ; con-

G

Fig. 31.
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sequently, the armature, with Its contact spring and
hammer, is pulled towards the electro-magnets and at

the same time gives a blow to the bell. Now, if instead

of having the platinum speck attached to a flexible

spring, it had been attached bodily to the rigid iron

armature, directly the electro-magnets felt the influence

of the current, the platinum speck would have also been

pulled out of contact with the platinum screw, therefore

the electro-magnet cores would have immediately lost

their magnetism (see § 13, last five lines). This would

have been disadvantageous, for two reasons : ist, be-

cause the stroke of the hammer would have been very

short, and consequently the ring of the bell very weak
;

and, 2nd, because, as even the softest iron requires

some appreciable tim.e for the electric current to flow-

round it to magnetise it to its full capacity, it would need

a much greater battery power to produce a given stroke,

if the contact were so very short. The use of an elastic

contact spring is, therefore, just to lengthen the time of

contact. But the electro-magnets, even when the flexible

spring is used, do actually pull the platinum speck

out of contact with the platinum screw. When this

takes place, the circuit is broken, and no more current

can flow round the electro-magnets, the spring reasserts

its power, and the contact is again made between the

contact screw and contact spring, to be again rapidly

broken, each break and make contact being accompanied

by a correspondingly rapid vibration of the armature,

with its attendant clapper, which thus sets up that

characteristic rapid ringing which has earned for these
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bells the name of trembling, chattering, or vibrating

bells.

§ 44. From a careful consideration of the last two

sections it will be evident that the possible defects of

electric bells may be classed under four head : viz., ist,

Bad contacts ; 2nd, Bad adjustment of the parts
;
3rd,

Defective insulation
;

4th, Warpage or shrinkage of

base. We will consider these in the above order.

Firstly, then, as to bad contacts. Many operators are

content with simply turning the terminal wires round

the base of the binding-screws. Unless the binding-

screws are firmly held down on to the wires by means

of a back nut, a great loss is sure to occur at these

points, as the wires may have been put on with sweaty

hands, when a film of oxide soon forms, which greatly

lowers the conductivity of the junction. Again, at the

junction points of the wires with the contact angle brass

and contact pillar, some workmen solder the junctions,

using " killed spirits " as a flux. A soldered contact is

certainly the best, electrically speaking, but " killed

spirits," or chloride of zinc, should never be used as a

flux in any apparatus or at any point that cannot be

washed in abundance of water, as chloride of zinc is very

deliquescent (runs to water), rottens the wire, and spoils

the insulation of the adjacent parts. If solder be used

at any parts, let resin be used as a flux. Even if any

excess of resin remain on the work, it does no harm,

and does not destroy the insulation of any of the other

portions. Another point where bad contact may arise

is at the platinum contacts. Platinum is a metal which
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does not rust easily, even under the influence of the

electric spark given at the point of contact. Therefore,

it is preferred to every other metal (except, perhaps,

iridium) for contact breakers. Platinum is an expensive

metal, the retail price being about 30s. an ounce, and as

it is nearly twice as heavy as lead (Lead 11. Platinum

21 '5) very little goes to an ounce. For cheap bells,

therefore, there is a great temptation to use some other

white metal, such as silver, german silver, platinoid, etc.

The tip of the platinum screw may be tested for its

being veritably platinum in the following mode : Touch

the tip with the stopper of a bottle containing aquafortis,

so as to leave a tiny drop on the extreme point of the

suspected platinum. If it boils up green, or turns black,

it is not platinum ; if it remains unaltered, it may be

silver or platinum. After it has stood on the tip for a

minute, draw it along a piece of white paper, so as to

produce a streak of the acid. Expose the paper for a

few minutes to sunlight. If the streak turns violet or

pinky violet, the metal is silver ; if the paper simply shows

a slightly yellowish streak, the metal is platinum. The
tip of the platinum screw must be carefully dried and

cleaned after this trial before being replaced.

Secondly, as to bad adjustment. It is evident that

the magnets and the armature must stand at a certain

distance apart to give the best effects with a given

battery power. The distance varies from Jj in. in the very

smallest, to \ in. in large bells. Sometimes (but only in

very badly made instruments) the armature adheres to

the poles of the electro-magnet. This is due to residual
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magnetism (see § 14), and points to hard or unannealed

iron in the cores or armature. As a make-shift, this

defect may be partially remedied by pasting a thin piece

of paper over that surface of the armature which faces

the poles of the electro-magnets. Another bad adjust-

ment is when the platinum screw does not touch fairly

on the centre of the platinum speck, but touches the

spring or the solder. Rust is then sure to form, which

destroys the goodness of the contact. To adjust the

contact spring at the right distance from the platinum

screw, hold the hammer against the bell or gong. The
armature should now just not touch the poles of the

electro-magnet. Now screw up the platinum screw

until it dears the contact spring by about the thickness

of a sheet of brown paper (say ^ of an inch). Let the

hammer go, and notice whether the contact spring makes

good contact with the platinum screw. This may be

tried by the Leclanche cell as well, so as to make sure

of the character of the ringing. When this has been

satisfactorily adjusted the back-nut or set screw may be

tightened, to insure that the vibration of the hammer
shall not alter the adjustment. It sometimes happens

that the spring that bears the armature is itself either

too strong (or set back too far) or too weak. In the

former case, the electro-magnet cannot pull the armature

with sufficient force to give a good blow ; in the latter,

the spring cannot return the armature, with its attendant

contact spring, back to its place against the platinum

screw. To ascertain which of these two defects obtains,

it is only necessary, while the bell is in action, to press
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the spring lightly with a bit of wire, first towards and
then away from the electro- magnets. If the ringing is

improved in the first case, the spring is too strong ; if

improvement takes place in the latter case, the spring

is too weak. The third source of inefficient action,

defective insulation, is not likely to occur in a newly-

made bell, except by gross carelessness. Still, it may
be well to point out where electrical leakage is likely to

occur, and how its presence may be ascertained, localized,

and remedied. If the wire used to wind the electro-

magnet be old, badly covered, or bared in several places

in winding, it probably will allow the current to " short

circuit," instead of traversing the whole length of the

coils. If this be the case, the magnet will be very weak :

the magnet of a 2|-in. bell should be able to sustain

easily a i lb. weight attached by a piece of string to a

smooth piece of i-in. square iron placed across its poles,

when energized by a single pint Leclanche cell. If it

will not do this, the insulation may be suspected. If

the wire has been wound on the bare cores (without

bobbins), as is sometimes done, bared places in the wire

may be touching the iron. This may be ascertained

by connecting one pole of a bottle bichromate, or other

powerful battery, with one of the wires of the electro-

magnet coils, and drawing the other pole of the battery

across the clean iron faces of the electro-magnet poles.

If there is any leakage, sparks will appear on making

and breaking contact. Nothing but unwinding and

rewinding with a well covered wire can remedy these

defects. The other points where the insulation may
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be defective are between the binding screws and the

base, if this be all cf metal ; or between the contact

spring block and the base, and the contact pillar. It is also

probable (if the connecting wires have not been covered

with indiarubber tubing, as recommended) that leakage

may be taking place between these wires and some

portion of the metal work of the base or frame. This

must be carefully examined, and if any point of con-

tact be observed, a little piece of Prout's elastic glue,

previously heated, must be inserted at the suspected

places. With regard to the binding screws, if they

stand on the wooden base, their insulation (unless the

base be very damp indeed) will be sufficiently good
;

but if the base is entirely metallic, then ebonite or

boxwood washers must be used to insulate them from

contact with the base-plate. With regard to the contact

spring block and the platinum screw pillar, it is per-

missible that one or the other should not be insulated

from the base or frame ; but one or the other must be

insulated by means of ebonite or other insulating washers.

Personally, I prefer to insulate both ; but in many really

good bells only the platinum screw pillar is thus in-

sulated. Any such leakage can be immediately detected

by holding one pole of a powerful battery against the

suspected binding-screw, or block, or pillar, and while

in this position, drawing the other pole across some bare

iron portion of the frame or metal base. Sparks will

appear if there is any leakage.

The fourth defect—that is, warpage or shrinkage of the

base—can only occur in badly-made bells, in which the
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entire base is of wood. A cursory examination will

show whether the board is warped or swollen, or whether

it has shrunk. Warping or swelling will throw the

electro-magnet too far from the armature, or "set" the

pillar out of place ; shrinkage, on the contrary, will bring

the parts too close together and jamb the magnets, the

armature, and the contact pillar into an unworkable

position.

§ 45. Before quitting the subject of the defects of

bells, it may not be out of place to mention that no bell

that is set to do real work should be fitted up without a

cover or case. The dust which is sure to accumulate,

not to speak of damp and fumes, etc., will certainly

militate against good contacts and good action if this

important point be neglected. The cover or case

generally takes the form of a shallow box, as shown

at Fig. 32, and maybe made from J-in. teak, mahogany,

or walnut, dovetailed together and well

polished. It is fastened to the base in

the same manner as the sides of a

Dutch clock, by means of studs, hooks

and eyes. At the bottom of the box

is cut a slot, of sufficient width and

length to admit the play of the hammer
shank.

In the annexed table is given a

general idea of the proportion which

should be observed in the construction of

Fig. 32. bells of different sizes. It must be noted

that if the bells are to be used at long distances from the
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battery, rather more of a finer gauge of wire must be

employed to wind the magnets than that herein re-

commended, unless, indeed, relays be used in conjunction

with the bells.

§ 46.- Table

Showing proportions to be observed in the different

parts of electric bells.

Diameter Length of Diameter Length Diameter B. W. G.
of Magnet of Magnet of. of Bobbin of Wire

Bell. Cores. Cores. Bobbin. Head. on Bobbin.

2i"
2" tV If" f" 24

3 2i 1 2 I 24

3i 2* tV 2i 22

4 2| i 24 14 22

44 3 1^ 2i 14 20

5 3i f 3 If 18

5i 3i H 34 14 16

6 3* f 34 If 16

6i 4 if 3i T^
' 4 16

7 4i 1 4 14 16

7i 4i M 44 2 14
8 4f I 44 24 14

8i 5 'xV 4f 24 H
9 • 5i ^4 5 2| 14

94 54 lA 54 2* 14
10 5f 4 54 2| 14

loi 6 'A 5i 2i 12

II 6i If 6 24 12

"4 6* ItV 64 3 10

12 6i I* 64 34 10
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§ 47. We can now glance at several modifications in

the shape and mode of action of electric bells and their

congeners. Taking Figs. 33 A and B as our typical

forms of trembling bell, the first notable modification

is one by means of which the bell is made to give a

single stroke only, for each contact with the battery.

This form, which is known as the "single stroke bell,"

lends itself to those cases in which it may be required

Fig. 33 B.

to transmit preconcerted signals ; as also where it is

desired to place many bells in one circuit. Fig. 34
illustrates the construction of the single stroke bell.

It differs from the trembling bell in the mode in which

the electro-magnet is connected up to the binding

screws. In the trembling bell, Fig. 33, the circuit is

completed through the platinum screw pillar, to the

binding screw marked z, hence the circuit is rapidly made
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and broken as long as by any means contact is made

with the battery, and the binding screws L and z. But

in the single stroke bell, Fig. 34, the wires from the

electro-magnet are connected directly to the two binding

screws L and Z, so that when contact is made with

the battery, the armature is drawn to the poles of the

electro-magnet, and kept there

so long as the battery current

passes. By this means, only

one stroke or blow is given to

the bell for each contact of the

battery. Of course, directly

the connection with the battery

is broken, the spring which

carries the armature and clap-

per flies back ready to be

again attracted, should con-

nection again be made with

the battery. To regulate the

distance of the armature from

the poles of the electro-

magnets, a set screw Q takes

the place of the platinum screw

in the ordinary form, while to

prevent the hammer remaining in contact with the bell

(which would produce a dull thud and stop the clear

ring of the bell), a stop {g) is set near the end of the

armature, or two studs are fixed on the tips of the poles

of the electro-magnets. The mode of adjusting this

kind of bell, so as to obtain the best effect, differs a

Fig. 34-
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little from that employed in the case of the trembling

bell. The armature must be pressed towards the poles

of the electro-magnets, until its rests against the stop

or studs. A piece of wood or cork may be placed

between the armature and the set screw Q, to retain

the armature in this position, while the rod carrying the

hammer or clapper is being bent (if required) until

the hammer just clears the bell. If it touches the bell,

a thud instead of a ring is the result ; if it is set off too

far, the ring will be too weak. The armature can now
be released, by removing the wood or cork, and the set

screw Q driven forwards or backwards until the best

effect is produced when tested with the battery. The
tension of the armature spring must be carefully looked

to in these single stroke bells. If it is too strong, the

blow will be weak ; if too weak, the hammer trembles,

so that a clear single stroke is not obtainable, as the

spring chatters.

§ 48. TJie continuous ringing bell is the modification

which next demands our attention. In this, the ringing

action, when once started by the push,"^' or other contact

maker, having been touched, continues either until the

battery is exhausted, or until it is stopped by the

person in charge. The great use of this arrangement

* A "push," of which several forms will hereafter be described and

figured, consists essentially in a spring carrying a stud, standing directly

over, but not touching, another stud, fixed to a base. The lower stud is

connected to one terminal of battery, the spring is connected to the bell.

When the spring is pressed down, the two studs come into contact, the

current flows, and the bell rings.
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is self-evident in cases of burglar alarms, watchman's

alarms, etc., as the continuous ringing gives notice that

the " call " has not received attention. The continuous

ringing bell differs but little from the ordinary trembling

bell. The chief difference lies in the addition of an

automatic device whereby contact is kept up with the

battery, even after the " push " contact has ceased. As
it is desirable for the person in charge to be able to

stop the ringing at will, without proceeding to the place

where the "push" stands, so it is not usual to make
the continuous ringing arrangement dependent on the

" push," though, of course, this could be done, by

causing it to engage in a catch, which would keep up

the contact, when once made. Continuous ringing bells

may be conveniently divided into two classes ; viz.,

1st, those in which a device is attached to the frame-

work of the bell ; which device, when once upset by the

first stroke of the bell, places the bell in direct com-

munication with the battery independent of the " push "

or usual contact ; and 2ndly, those in which a separate

device is used, for the same purpose. This latter

arrangement admits of the use of an ordinary trembling

bell.

Fig- 35 illustrates the action of bells of the first

class. In the first place it will be noticed that there

are three binding screws instead of two, as in the

ordinary pattern, one marked c connected as usual

with the carbon element of the battery ; another

marked L, which connects with line wire, and a third,

Z, connected by means of a branch wire (shunt wire).
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proceeding from the zinc of the battery. It will be

seen, that if the battery current is by means of the

push caused to flow through the coils of the electro-

magnets, the armature is attracted as usual by them,

and in moving towards them, releases and lets fall the

(^ (^ Q

Fig. 35-

lever contact, which, resting on the contact screw,

completes the circuit between z and c, so that the

bell is in direct communication with its battery,

independently of the push. Hence the bell continues

ringing, until the lever is replaced. This can be
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done, either by pulling a check string (like a bell-pull)

attached to an eye in the lever, or by means of a

press-button and counter-spring ; as shown in Fig. 36,

A and B.

In continuous ringing bells of the second class, a

detent similar to that shown at Fig. 35 D is used, but

Fig. 36.

this, instead of being actuated by the electro-magnet

belonging to the bell itself, is controlled by a separate

and entirely independent electro-magnet, which, as it

may be wound with many coils of fine wire, and have

a specially light spring for the armature, can be made
very sensitive. This second electro-magnet, which
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serves only to make contact with a battery, is known
as a Relay, and is extensively employed in many cases

where it is desired to put one or more batteries into,

Fig. 37-

or out of circuit, from a distance. The relay may be

looked upon as an automatic hand, which can be made
to repeat at a distant point contacts made or broken

by hand at a nearer one. Fig. 37 shows this arrange-
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ment, attached to the same base board as the bell itself.

On contact being made with the push, the current

enters at C, circulates round the cores of the relay, thus

converting it into a magnet. The armature a is thereby

pulled to the magnet, and in so doing releases the detent

Fig. 38.

i-^ 1
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lever, which falls on the contact screw, thus at one

and the same time breaking the circuit through the

relay, and making the circuit through the bell magnets
B b', back to the battery by Z. A second modification

of this mode of causing an ordinary bell to ring con-

tinuously is shown at Fig. 38, the peculiar form of

H
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relay used therewith being illustrated at Fig. 39.

Here, the relay is placed on a separate base board of

its own, and could, if necessary, be thrown out of

circuit altogether, by means of a switcJi* so that the

bell can be used as an ordinary bell or continuous

action at will. It will be noticed that the relay has

in this sketch only one core. But the delicacy of the

action is not impaired thereby, as the armature, by

means of the steel spring s, is made to form part and

parcel of the magnet, so that it becomes magnetised

as well as the core, and is attracted with more force

than it would be, if it were magnetically insulated.

The battery current enters by the wires C and W, passes

round the coils of the electro-magnet, and returns by z.

In so doing it energises the electro-magnet E, which

immediately attracts its armature A. The forward

movement of the armature A, releases the pivoted

arm L, to which is attached a platinum-tipped contact

prong P. This, it will be noticed, is in metallic con-

nection with the pillar p', and with the base, and,

therefore, through the wire w, with the battery. When
the arm L falls, the contact prong completes the circuit

to the bell, through the insulated pillar X. The relay

is thus thrown out of the circuit at the same time

that the bell is thrown in. A device similar to those

illustrated at Fig. 36 can be employed to reset the

arm L.

A rather more complicated arrangement for con-

tinuous bell ringing is shown at Fig. 40. It is known

* Described at § 61.
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as Callow's, and is peculiarly adapted to ringing several

bells from one attachment, etc. Owing to the relay

in this form being wound with two sets of wires, it

takes a little more battery power ; but this disad-

vantage is compensated by its many good points.

The following description, taken from F. C. Allsop's

papers in the English Mechanic^ will render the working

of Callow's attachment perfectly clear. " When the

button of the push P is pressed, the current in

zl -a^
y

%-^^^JL^

L
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d
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Fig. 40.

the main circuit flows from the positive pole C of the

battery D through the relay coil <2, and thence by

the wire d and push F, to the zinc of the battery.

This attracts the armature A of the relay R, closing the

local bell circuit, the current flowing from C of the

battery to armature A of the relay R, through contact

post /, terminal L of the bell, through bell to terminal

z, and thence by the wire g to the zinc of the battery.

Part of the current also flows along the wire from the

bell terminal L through the relay coil b and switch w,
to terminal z of the bell, thus keeping the armature
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of the relay down, after the main circuit (through the

push) has been broken ; the bell continuing to ring

until the shunt circuit is broken by moving the arm

of the switch W over to the opposite (or non-contact)

side. The bell can also be stopped by short circuiting

the relay, which can be effected by an ordinary push.

It will be seen that more than one bell can be rung

from the same attachment, and the bell can, by moving

the arm of the switch w, be made continuous ringing

or not, at will. If the arm of the switch is moved

over to the opposite side to which it is shown in the

figure, the shunt circuit of the bell through the relay

is broken, and the bell will ring only so long as the

button of the push is kept in. This continuous arrange-

ment is very convenient for front doors, etc., where

trouble is experienced in securing immediate attention

to the summons. Instead of being taken to the switch,

as in Fig. 40, the two wires are taken to a contact piece

fixed on the side of the door frame, and so arranged

that when the door is opened, it either short circuits

or breaks the shunt circuit : thus when the push is

pressed, the bell rings until the door is opened, the

continual ringing of the bell insuring prompt atten-

tion."

Mr. H. Thorpe, of 59, Theobald's Road, London, has

devised a very ingenious arrangement for the continuous

ringing of one or more bells for a stated period of

time. This is shown at Fig. 40 A. It is set in action

by pulling the ring outside the bottom of the core.

The bell or bells then start ringing, as contact is
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established and kept up. The novelty lies in the fact

that the duration of the contact, and consequently of

the ringing, can be accurately timed from 5 seconds

to 30 seconds, by merely inserting a pin at different

holes in the rod, as shown. After

the bells have rung the required

time the instrument automatically

resets itself.

§ 49. The modifications we are

now about to consider, differ from

the ordinary bell, either in the

shape or material of the bell

itself, the relative disposition of

the parts, or some structural

detail ; but not upon the intro-

duction of any new principle.

The most striking Is certainly the

Jensen bell, which is shown in

section at Fig. 41.

According to Mr. Jensen's system of electric bells,

the bell may take any desired form, that of the ordinary

church bell being preferred, and the electro-magnetic

apparatus is placed entirely Inside the bell itself. To
attain this end the electro-magnetic apparatus must

be compact in form. A single electro-magnet has pole

pieces at each end opposite to which an armature is

suspended from a pivot and balanced by the hammer
of the bell. At the back of the armature there may be

a make and break arrangement, whereby a continuous

succession of strokes is effected, or this may be omitted,
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in which case a single stroke is given when the contact

with the battery is made, or both may be effected by

separate wires, make contact with one wire, and a single

stroke is struck ; make it with the other and the current

passes through the make and break and a succession

^"iH^tVl BELL

Fig. 41.

of strokes is heard. When the contract-breaker is used,

it is so arranged that a slight rub is caused at every

stroke, so keeping the contact clean. The flexible

break, with the ingenious wiping contact, is a great

improvement over the ordinary screw, which often

becomes disarranged.

The form of the magnet is such that a considerable
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degree of magnetic force is caused by a comparatively-

small battery power. The electro-magnetic apparatus

being within the bell the latter forms a very effective

and handsome shield for the former. Not only can the

bell shield the electro-magnet from wet but the whole

of the conducting wires as well.

The bell may be screwed to a tube through which

passes the conducting wire, which makes contact with

an insulated metallic piece in the centre of the top

of the bell. Both the wire and the contact piece are as

completely shielded from the weather as if within the

bell itself.

The great point of departure is the discarding of

the unsightly magnet box, and the hemispherical bell

{see Fig. 32), and substituting a bell of the Church

type (see Fig. 42), and placing inside it an electro-

magnet specially arranged. The inventors use a single

solenoidal magnet of a peculiar construction, by which

the armature is attracted by both poles simultaneously.

By this means less than half the usual quantity of wire

is required, thus reducing the external resistance of the

circuit one half. Moreover the armature, besides being

magnetised by induction, as acted on in the ordinary

method of making electric bells, is by Messrs. Jensen's

plan directly polarised by being in actual magnetic

contact by the connection of the gimbal (which is one

piece with the armature) with the core iron of their

magnet. It is thus induced to perform the largest

amount of work with the smallest electro-motive force,

instead of the armature and clapper being in a



lig. 42.
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straight line attached to a rigid spring, which necessitates

a considerable attractive power to primarily give it

momentum, in the Jensen Bell the armature and

hammer are in the form of an inverted U, and being

perfectly balanced from the point of suspension, the

lines of force from a comparatively small magnetic

field suffice to set this improved form of armature into

instant regular vibration. By using a flexible break

and make arrangement instead of the usual armature

spring and set screw (at best of most uncertain action),

it is found that a much better result is attained, and

by this device the armature can be set much nearer

the poles of the magnet with sufficient traverse of the

hammer. This is in strict accordance with the law

of inverse squares, which holds that the force exerted

between two magnetic poles is inversely proportionate

to the square of the distance between them, or, in other

words, that magnets increase proportionately in their

power of attraction as they decrease in the square of

the distance. It will now be seen why these bells

require so little battery power to ring them : firstly,

the armature and hammer are so perfectly balanced

as to offer but little resistance ; secondly, the external

resistance to the current is reduced ; and thirdly, the

best possible use is made of the electro-magnetic force

at disposal.

§ 50. The next modification which demands attention

is the so-called " Circular bell." This differs from the

ordinary form only in having the action entirely covered

by the dome. Except, perhaps, in point of appearance,
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this presents no advantages to that. The bells known
as " Mining bells " resemble somewhat in outward appear-

ance the circular bell ; but in these mining bells the

action is all enclosed in strong, square teak cases, to pro-

tect the movement, as far as possible, from the effects of

the damp. All the parts are, for the same reason, made
very large and strong ; the armature is pivoted instead

of being supported on a spring, the hammer shank

being long, and furnished with a heavy bob. The

Fig. 43 A. Fig, 43 b.

domes or bells are from 6 inches to I2 inches in dia-

meter, and are generally fitted with single stroke

movement, so as to enable them to be used for sig-

nalling. The hammer shank, with its bob, and the

dome, which stands in the centre of the case, are the

only parts left uncovered, as may be seen on reference

to Figs. 43 A and B, where the exterior and interior of

such a bell are shown.

§51. In the "Electric Trumpet," introduced by

Messrs. Binswanger, of the General Electric Company,

we have a very novel and effective arrangement of
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the parts of an electric bell and telephone together.

This instrument, along with its battery, line and push,

is illustrated at Fig. 44, where A is a hollow brass

cylinder, in which is placed an ordinary electro-magnet

similar to Figs. 20 or 20 A. At the front end, near B, is

affixed by its edges a thin disc of sheet iron, precisely

Fig 44.

as in the Bell telephone,* and over against it, at B, is an

insulated contact screw, as in the ordinary trembling

bell. On the disc of sheet iron, at the spot where the

screw touches, is soldered a speck of platinum. The
wires from the electro-magnet are connected, one to the

upper binding screw, the other to the brass case of the

instrument itself, which is in metallic communication

* See •' Electrical Instrument Making for Amateurs." Whittaker & Co.

Second edition.
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with the sheet iron disc. The return wire from the con-

tact screw is shown attached to the insulated piece, and

is fastened to another binding screw (not visible) on the

base board. When contact is made with the battery,

through the press or push, the magnet becomes ener-

gised, and pulls the iron disc or diaphragm towards it,

causing it to buckle inwards. In doing this, contact is

broken with the screw B ; consequently the diaphragm

again straightens out, as the magnet no longer pulls it.

Again contact is made ; when of course the same round

of performances is continuously repeated. As the plate

or diaphragm vibrates many hundreds of times per

second, it sets up a distinctly musical and loud sound

wave, not unlike the note of a cornet-a-piston, or a loud

harmonium reed. With a number of these " trumpets,"

each diaphragm being duly tuned to its proper pitch, it

would be possible to construct a novel musical instru-

ment, working solely by electricity. The " pushes
"

need only take the form of pianoforte keys to render

the instrument within the grasp of any pianoforte or

organ player.

§ 52. Sometimes the gong or " dome "of the ordinary

bell is replaced by a coil spring, as in the American

clocks ; sometimes quaint forms are given to the parts

covering the " movement," so as to imitate the head of

an owl, etc. But bells with these changes in outward

form will not present any difficulty, either in fixing or in

management, to those who have mastered the structural

and working details given in this chapter.



CHAPTER IV.

ON CONTACTS, PUSHES, SWITCHES, KEYS, ALARMS,

AND RELAYS.

§ 53. All the appliances which have hitherto been

described, would be utterly useless for the purposes in-

tended, had we not at hand some means of easily,

certainly and rapidly completing and breaking the

circuit between the bell or bells, on the one hand, and

the battery on the other. This necessary piece of

apparatus, which is simply a contact maker, receives

different names, dependent on its application. When it

is intended to be actuated directly by hand, it is known

as a " push," a " pressel," or " pull," according to the

mode in which the contact is made. At Fig. 45, A, B, C,

D, and E, show the outward forms of various " pushes,"

in wood and china, as sent out by the leading makers.

(The ones figured are from Messrs. Binswanger & Co.)

At F is a sectional view of one of these pushes, and G
shows the interior when the cover has been removed.

P>om these two latter illustrations it will be easily under-

stood that the " push " consists essentially in two pieces of
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metal one or both of which are springs, and one of which

is connected with one of the wires from the battery,

while the other is attached to the wire proceeding to the

bell. When the button is pressed the upper spring

comes into contact with the lower metal spring or plate.

Fig. 45.

The circuit is now complete ; hence the bell rings. But

as soon as the finger is removed from the stud or button

of the " push," the spring returns to its old place, con-

tact being thereby broken when the bell ceases to ring,

unless it be fitted with a continuous ringing arrange-

ment (see § 48). In fasteningtheleading wires to these
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pushes, care must be taken that the ends of the wires be

scraped, and sand papered quite clean and bright, bent

into a loop which must be inserted under the head of the

screw that holds the wire to the spring pieces ; the

screws being then tightened up carefully to ensure

a good grip and contact with the wires.

§ 54. A "pressel " (Fig. 46) is simply a push which

instead of being made a fixture by being fastened in the

wall or door, is attached to a

metallic wired line, so that it is

generally made to resemble some-

what in outward appearance the

knob or tassel of the bell-pull of the

last generation, the interior arrange-

ment is precisely similar to that of

the push ; that is to say, the pressel

consists in a pear-shaped or acorn-

shaped hollow wooden box, with a

projecting knob or button below.

This button is attached to a spring,

the tension of which keeps the

knob protruding from the end of the box, and at the

same time prevents contacts with the second spring at

the bottom of the box. Two insulated wires, one from

the battery, the other from the bell, are connected to

separate screws at the top of the pressel. One of these

screws connects with the lower spring, the other with

the upper.

§ 55. The "pull" (Fig. 47), as its name implies,

makes contact and rings the bell on being pulled. The

Fig. 46.
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knob has a rather long shank bar, around which is coiled

a pretty stiff spring. At the farther extremity is an

ebonite or boxwood collar ending in a rather wider

metal ring. The wires from the bell and battery are

connected respectively to two flat springs, a a\ by
the screws b b' . When the knob is pulled, the metal

collar touches both springs, and the circuit is completed.

Closely allied to the " pull " is a form of bedroom con-

tact, which combines pear-push or pressel and pull in one

^
q A^vwyJ

Fig. 47-

device. This will be readily understood on reference

to Fig. 48. Another form of bedroom pull, with

ordinary rope and tassel, consists in a box containing a

jointed metal lever, standing over a stud, from which it

is kept out of contact by a counter spring. To the pro-

jecting end of the lever is attached the bell rope. When
this is pulled the lever touches the stud, contact is made,

and the bell rings. This is clearly shown in Fig. 49 A. In

all these contacts, except the door pull (Fig. 47) where

the friction of the action of pulling keeps the surfaces
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bright, the points of contact should be tipped with pla-

tinum. Another form of contact to be let in the floor

of the dining-room, within easy reach of the foot of the

carver, or other persons at the head of the table, is

shown at Fig. 49 B.

Mr. Mackenzie has introduced a

very ingenious contrivance whereby

the ringer may know whether the bell

at the distant end has rung. This is

effected by inclosing in the push a

device similar to that shown at Fig.

43 A. That is to say, an electro-

magnet wound with wire, and sur-

mounted by a thin iron disc, is placed

in circuit with the line wires. The
ringing of the bell rapidly magnetises

and demagnetises the electro-magnet,

and causes a humming sound, which

clearly indicates whether the bell is

ringing or not. As this device can

be made very small, compact, and

not liable to derangement, it is of

easy application.

§ 56. The next form of contact

to which our attention must be

directed, is that known as the biu'glar alarm, with

its variant of door-contacts, sash-contacts, till-contacts,

etc.

The "burglar's pest " (as the contrivance we illustrate

is called) is one of the most useful applications of

1

Fig. 48.
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electricity for the protection of property against thieves.

It consists usually, first, of a brass plate (Fig. 50), upon

which a platinum contact piece is fixed, and second, of

a spring made of hardened brass or steel insulated from

the plate ; or of a cylindrical box with a spiral spring

inside (see Fig. 51). It is so arranged that as long as

the stud is kept pressed in, the platinum points of con-

tact are kept apart ; this is the position when fixed in

Fig. 49 A.

Fig. 49 B.̂

^
the rebate of a closed door or window ; but as soon as

opened, the stud passes outward through the hole, and
the points of contact come together and complete the

circuit of the wires in connection with the bell. The
bell is best to be a continuous ringing one. It may be
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fixed in the master's bedroom, or outside the premises

in the street.

Legge's Window Blind contact is an arrangement by

which the blind is secured at the bottom by attaching it

to a hook or button. A slight pressure against the

blind (caused by anyone trying to enter after having

broken a window) sets the electric bell in motion

unknown to the intruder.

A form of floor contact, which may be placed under a

J^'
Fii 5c-

Fig. SI.
Fig. 52.

light mat or carpet, illustrated at Fig. 52, serves to

give notice if anyone be waiting at the door, or stepping

into places which are desired to be kept private. All these

arrangements, to be serviceable, should be connected
with continuous ringing bells (see § 48). Wherever it

is likely that these arrangements may stand a long time
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without being called into play, it is better to employ

some form of contact in which a rubbing action (which

tends to clean the surfaces and then make a good con-

tact) is brought into play, rather than a merely dotting

action. For this reason, spring contacts in which the

springs connected with the wires are kept apart by an

insulating wedge (shown at Fig. 53) as long as the

door or window are kept closed, are preferred. In the

case of windows, strips of brass let into the frame on

each side of the sash, are thrown into contact by the

springs a and a in the sash itself, as shown at Fig. 54.

Fi^- 53-

For shop doors and others, where a short contact only

is required, and this only when the door is opened, a

contact such as shown at Fig. 55 is well adapted. It

consists, as will be seen, in a peculiarly shaped pivoted

trigger a^ which is lifted forwards when the door is

opened, so that it makes contact with the spring b.

Owing to the curved shape of the arm of the
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trigger, the contact is not repeated when the door is

closed.

§ 57. In all forms of burglar or thief alarms, the

ordinary system of having the circuit broken, until con-

tact is made by the intruder involuntarily making con-

Fig- 54-

V n. N?iV -̂^

¥
Fig- 55.

tact at some point, presents one great disadvantage ; and

that is, that if " notre ami tennemil' viz., the thief or

burglar, be anything of an electrician (and alas ! to what

base uses may not even science be perverted) he will

begin by cutting all suspicious-looking wires before he
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attempts to set about any serious work. This disadvan-

tage may be entirely overcome by the adoption of a

simple modification, known as the "closed circuit

system " of bell ringing. For this the bells, etc., are

continuously in contact with the batteries, but owing

to the peculiar connections, do not ring unless the

circuit is broken. To render the working of such a

system clear to my readers, I quote the description

given in the English MechaniCy by one of our leading

electricians :

—

Writing on the subject of Closed Circuit Bell-ringing,

Mr. Perren Maycocksays :
—

" This is principally adopted

for alarm purposes. Its superiority over the open cir-

cuit system lies in the fact that notice is given on open-

ing (breaking) the circuit, which is the reverse to the

usual practice. In the ordinary method it becomes

necessary to have a contact maker, differing in form for

various purposes and situations, which, along with the

leading wires, must be artfully concealed. All this

entails great expense ; besides which one can never be

sure that the contacts and wires are in proper order

without actually trying each one. On the other hand,

with the " closed circuit " system, one has merely to

place the wire in any convenient position, it being better

seen than Jiidden. The very fact that alarm is given on

breaking the contact renders the method applicable in

circumstances and under conditions which would render

the " open " method difficult and expensive, if not im-

possible. One can always be certain that everything is

in order. The modern burglar, electrically educated
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as regards common practise in such matters, would

naturally make a point of cutting all wires that fall

in his path. From these and other obvious consider-

ations, it is evident how simple and yet how perfect

a means of protection such a system provides. I

Fig. 56 A.

Fig. 56 ^^.

will now proceed to explain the manner of application.

The bell used differs from the ordinary, only in the

arrangement of its external connections.

Fig. 56 A represents a single-alarm circuit. When
contact is broken externally, there is a closed circuit

in which are the battery and bell magnet coils.
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Consequently the armature is drawn away from the

contact stud, close up to the electro-magnet, and is

held so. When a break occurs, the armature flies back,

completes the local circuit, and rings so long as the

external circuit remains broken. There is a switch for

use when the alarm is not required.

Fig. 56B represents a case in which notice is given at

two places. By insulating a key as shown, reply sig-

Zi^^

/.ea^Q^r.,
Ac//

^"f. iJ^//o.

To/

Fig. 57-

nailing can be carried on between the points at which the

bells are placed. A special gravity Daniell modification

(§ 25) is used for this class of work (Fig. 57) : a narrow

lead cylinder, about 2" in diameter, watertight except

at the bottom, where it opens out into an inverted cone,

the surface of which is pierced with holes. This stands

immersed in dilute sulphuric acid. A saturated solution

of copper sulphate is next carefully introduced, so as to

disnlace the acid upwards. Crystals of sulphate of
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copper are introduced into the open end at the top of

cyliiuier, to fill the perforated portion at the botto.m.

From the wooden cover of cell a thick flat ring of amal-

gamated zinc hangs suspended in the dilute acid. Care

should be taken not to introduce the zinc till the two

solutions have become well separated. During action

this becomes coppered, while in contact with the sulphate

of copper, but it is not attacked by the acid. It is,

however, preferable to paint that portion of the lead,

which is surrounded by the acid. The height of the

cell is about 14."

It will be readily understood that if this latter system

be employed, special contacts,

which break contact when the

pressure is removed, must be

employed for the door or window

contacts. A simple form is shown

at Fig. 58. F^s- 58.

Contacts similar to Figs. 50, 53 and 54, may be fitted

on tills or drawers.

§ 58. Another useful application of "contact" is for

the notification of any rise or fall of temperature beyond

certain fixed limits. The devices used for this purpose

are known as " fire alarms," " frost alarms," and " ther-

mometer alarms." The thermometer alarm is at once

the most effective and trustworthy of the forms known,

as, besides its delicacy, it has the advantage of being able

to give notice of low, as well as of abnormally high tem-

perature. The form usually given to the electric alarm

therniometer, is well shown at Fig. 59. It consists in an
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ordinary thermometer with a wire projecting into the tube

to a certain point, say lOO degrees. The mercury in

the bulb being also connected with another wire. When
the temperature is within the usual

climatic range, the mercury does not

reach the upper wire. If by reason of

fire or any other abnormal heat, the

temperature rises beyond that to which

the instrument is set, the mercury rises

and touches the upper wire, contact

is thus established, and the bell rings.

By giving the thermometer the shape

of a letter U, it is possible to notify also

a fall below a certain degree, as well as

a rise beyond a certain fixed point.

These thermometers are specially used

by nurserymen and others, to warn

them of the too great lowering of

temperature, or vice verscty in the

houses under their charge.

Other forms of fire alarms are shown

at Fig. 60 and 61. If a strip be built

up of two thin layers of dissimilar

metals riveted together, as the two

metals do not expand at the same

rate, the strip will bend to the right

if heated, and to the lefl if cooled.

In the instrument shown at Fig. 60, the application of

heat causes the flexible strip carrying the contact screw,

to bend over till it touches the lower stop, when, of

Fig. 59.
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course, the bell rings. If two stops are employed instead

of the lower one only, the bell will ring when a low

temperature is reached, which causes the strip to bend

in the opposite direction.

Fig. 60.

At Fig. 61 is illustrated a novel form, in which the

expansion of air causes contact to be made. It consists

Fig. 61.

in an air chamber hermetically closed by a corrugated

metal plate i, similar to that used in the aneroid baro-

meters. When the temperature rises to a certain point,

the expansion of the air in the chamber brings the
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metallic plate into contact with the screw, as shown below.

This closes the circuit and rings the bell in the usual

manner. In all these fire or thermometer alarms, the

exact degree of heat at which the bell shall ring, can be

pretty accurately adjusted by means of ^he contact

screws.

§ 59. Closely allied to these forms of contacts are

the devices whereby an ordinary clock or watch can be

made to arouse the over-drowsy sleeper by the ringing

of an electric bell, which in this case should be of the

continuous type. All these depend in their action upon

some arrangement whereby when the hour hand of the

clock or watch arrives at a certain given point in its

travel, it makes contact between the battery and bell.

In general the contact piece is attached bodily to the

clock, but in the very ingenious arrangement illustrated

at Fig. 62 (devised by Messrs. Binswanger) the contacts

are attached to an outer case, and as the case of the

watch itself forms one point of contact, any watch that

will slip in the case, may be set to ring the bell.

Messrs. Gent, of Leicester, have also perfected an

electric watchman's clock, which records the number of

places the watchman in charge has visited or missed on

his rounds. This we illustrate at Fig. 63. We quote

Messrs. Gent's own words, in the following descrip-

tion :

—

" It consists of an eight-day clock, to which is attached

a disc or table revolving upon a vertical axis and driven

by the mechanism of the clock. The disc is covered

with a sheet of paper, attached to it by a binding screw
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SO that it can be removed when used and a clean sheet

substituted for it. Each sheet ofpaper is divided longi-

tudinally into hours and, if necessary, parts of hours, and

crosswise into as many divisions as there are places to

be visited hy the watchman—any number from one to

twenty. Each division has a corresponding marker,

which indicates, by the impression it makes upon the

TO BELL

Fig. 62.

paper, the time the watchman visits the place connected

with that marker. Wires are carried from the terminals

of the clock, one to the battery, and one to each press-

button fixed at the points intended to be visited by the

watchman ; another wire is carried from each press-

button to the other end of the battery. The action is

very simple : when the button is pressed in the current
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passes through a coil carrying an armature and contact

breaker with a point at the end of a long arm ; a

hammer-like motion is given to the pointer, and a dis-

Fig. 63.

tinct perforation made in the card. It is usual to have

the press-button in a box locked up, of which the watch-

man only has the key.

" The clock may be in the office or bedroom of the
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manager or head of the establishment, who can thus,

from time to time, satisfy himself of the watchman's

vigilance. The record should be examined in the morn-

ing, and replaced by a clean sheet of card.

" This clock received the special mention of Her

Majesty's Commissioners in Lunacy, and has been

adopted by some of the largest asylums in the country.

"We have recently made an important improvement by

adding a relay for every marker, thus enabling a local

battery of greater power to be used for actuating the

markers. This has made no alteration in the appear-

ance of the clock, as the relays are contained within the

cornice at the top of the clock case."

§ 60. By means of a float, it is possible to give notice

of the height of water in a tank, a reservoir, or even of

the state of the tide. In these cases all that is needed is

a float with an arm, having a suitable contact attached,

so that when the water rises to the level of the float and

lifts it, it causes the contact piece to complete the circuit

through a set screw. Or the float may be attached to

an arm having a certain play in both directions, i.e., up

and down, within which no contact is made, as the

arm has a contact piece on either side, which can touch

either an upper or a lower contact screw, according

to whether the tide is low or high, or whether the lock

or tank is nearly empty or too full.

§ 61. Sometimes it is convenient to be able to ring

an ordinary trembling bell continuously, as when a

master wishes to wake a member of his family or a

servant ; or again, to cut a given bell or bells out of
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circuit altogether. The arrangements by which this can

be effected, are known as " switches." Of switches there

are two kinds, wdiVaeXy, phigswitches or mterruptors, and

lever szvitcJies, The former consists essentially in two

stout plates of brass affixed to a base board of any insu-

lating material. These brass plates are set parallel to

each other, a short distance apart, and the centre of the

facing edge is hollowed out to take a brass taper plug.

A binding or other screw is fixed to each brass plate, to

connect up to the leading wires.

When the plug is in its socket,

the circuit between the two

plates (and consequentlybetween

the battery and bell, etc.) is

complete; when the plug is out,

the contact is broken. This

form of switch is subject to

work out of order, owing to the

fact that the taper plug

gradually widens the hole, so

that the contact becomes uncertain or defective altogether.

By far the better form of switch is the lever switch, as

shown at Fig. 64. This consists in a movable metal

lever or arm, which is held by a strong spring in contact

with the upper binding screw. It can be made to slide

over to the right or left of the centre, at its lower or free

end, as far as the binding screws or studs shown, which

act at once as stops and point of connection to wires.

When the arm or lever is in the centre no contact is

made but if it be pushed over to the right, it slides on a

Fig. 64.
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brass strip let into and lying flush with the base.

Contact is thus made between the upper binding

screw and the left-hand screw. If there is another

brass strip on the left-hand side (as shown in the

figure), contact may be made with another bell,

etc., by sliding the arm to the left; or again, if

no metal strip be placed on the left side the contact

may be broken by pushing the arm towards the left-

hand stud.

§ 62. A key is another form of contact, by means of

which a long or short completion of circuit can be made

by simply tapping on the knob. It is particularly use-

ful when it is desired to transmit signals, either by
ringing or otherwise. It consists, as may be seen at

Fig. 65, of a lever or arm of brass, pivoted at its centre,

furnished with a spring which keeps the portion under

the knob out of contact with the stud in the front of

the base-board. As both the stud and the lever are

connected to binding screws communicating with the

battery and bell, etc., it is evident that on depressing

the key the circuit with the bell will be completed for a

longer or shorter period, varying with the duration of

the depression. Hence, either by using preconcerted

signals of short and long rings to signify certain common
words, such as a long ring for No, and a short one for

Yes, or by an adaptation of the ordinary Morse code,

intelligible conversation can be kept up between house

and stable, etc., etc., by means of a key and a bell. As
Mr. Edwinson has given much time to the elucidation

of this system of bell signalling, I cannot do better

K
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than quote his instructions, as given in Amateur
Work :—

" For this purpose preconcerted signals have been

agreed upon or invented as required, and these have

been found to be irksome and difficult to remember,

because constructed without any reference to a

definite plan. We may, however, reduce bell signals

to a definite system, and use this system or code as

a means to carry on conversation at a distance as

intelligently as it can be done by a pair of telegraph

instruments. In fact, the Morse telegraph code can be

easily adopted for use with electric bells of the vibrat-

ing or trembling type, and its alphabet, as appended

below, easily learnt. The letters of the alphabet are

represented by long strokes and short strokes on the

bell, as here shown .—

-

B K— -— T— 2

C L U --- 3

D M V 4

E - N —

-

W 5

F O X 6

H Q Z 8

I -- R Ch 9—
A(^) b(oe) — ij (ue) — o

" It will be noticed that the strokes to represent a letter

do not in any case exceed four, and that all the figures

are represented by five strokes of varying length to each
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figure. Stops, and other marks of punctuation, are

represented by six strokes, which are in their combina-

tion representations of two or three letters respectively,

as shown below :

—

Comma ( , ) by A A A or

Full stop (.) J)
I I I

Interrogation (?) jj U D
Hyphen (-) J)

B A
Apostrophe (')

J)
W G

Inverted commas (")
57

A F
Parenthesis » K K
Semi-colon (;) 5)

KCh
Surprise (!) J)

N Ch
Colon (:) jj

I Ch

" In sending signals to indicate stops, no regard must

be had to the letters which they represent ; these are only

given as aids to memory, and are not to be represented

separately on the bell. Bell signals m.ust be given with a

certain amount of regularity as to time ; indeed, to

carry on a conversation in this way it is necessary to be

as punctilious in time as when playing a piece of music

on a piano, if the signals are to be understood. The dots of

the signal should therefore be represented in time by
one, and the dashes by two, whilst the spaces between

words and figures where a stop does not intervene should

be represented by a pause equal to that taken by a person

counting f/iree, the space between a word and a stop

being of the same duration. To make this more clear
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I give an example. The mistress signals to her coach-

man :

—

G E T T H E

I 2 I 1 2 3 2 I I I I I

c A R R I A G E
— - -

2 I 2 I I 2 I 2 I 12 1 II 12 2 2 I 1 I
1

R E A D
i

Y

I 2 1 I I 2 2 I I 2 I 2 2

" The coachman replies :

—

R

I 2 I
I I 2

D

2 12 2

" When the mistress is ready she signals :

—

B

2 I I I

R

I 2 I

I

I I

N

2 I

G

2 2 I

2 I 2 I

R

I 2 I

R

H

I I I I

G I
E

2 I
i

I12 1
I

I I I I 2

" And the coachman replies with a single long ring to

signify that he understands. It will be found conve-

nient to have an answering signal from the receiving

end of the line to each word separately. This must be

sent in the pause after each word, and consists of the

short signal E . when the word is understood, or the

double short signal I . . when the word is not understood-

A negative reply to a question may be given by the
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signal for N , and an affirmative by the signal for

tE > other abbreviations may be devised and

used where desired. The code having been committed

to memory, it will be quite easy to transpose the words

and send messages in cypher when we wish to make a

confidential communication ; or the bells may be muffled

under a thick cloak, and thus, whilst the measured

beats are heard by the person for whom the signal is

intended, others outside the room will not be annoyed

by them."

§ 63. At § 48, we
noticed that a device

known as a Relay is a

convenient, if not an

essential mode of work-

ing continuous ringing

bells. Here we will

direct our attention to

its structural arrange-

ment, and to its adaptations. Let us suppose that we had

to ring a bell at a considerable distance, so far indeed that

a single battery would not energise the electro-magnets

of an ordinary bell, sufficiently to produce a distinct

ring. It is evident that if we could signal, ever so

feebly, to an attendant at the other end of the line to

make contact with another battery at the distant end

of the line to Jiis bell, by means, say, of a key similar

to that shown at Fig. 65, we should get a clear ring,

since this second battery, being close to the bell, would

send plenty of current to energise the bell's magnets.

Fig. 65.
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But this would require a person constantly in attend-

ance. Now the relay does this automatically ; it relays

another battery in the circuit. The manner in which

it effects this will be rendered clear, on examination of

Fig. 66. Here we have an armature A attached to a

light spring, which can play between an insulated stop

C, and a contact screw B. The play of this armature

can be regulated to a nicety by turning the screws

B or C. These two screws are both borne by a double

bent arm (of metal) affixed

to the pillar D. This pillar

is separated from the rest of

the frame by an insulating

collar or washer of ebonite,

so that no current can

pass from E to D, unless the

armature be pulled down
so as to make contact with

the contact screw B. Just

under the armature, stands

the electro-magnet G, which when energised can and does

pull down the armature A. It will be readily understood

that if we connect the wires from the electro-magnet G,

to the wires proceeding from the battery and push (or

other form of contact) at the distant station, the electro-

magnet, being wound with a large quantity of fine

wire, will become sufficiently magnetized to pull the

aramature down through the small space intervening

between C and B ; so that if the screws D and E are

connected respectively to the free terminals of a
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battery and bell coupled together at the nearer station,

this second battery will be thrown into circuit with the

bell, and cause it to ring as well and as exactly as if the

most skilful and most trustworthy assistant were in

communication with the distant signaller. Every tap,

every release of the contact, (be it push, key, or switch)

made at the distant end, will be faithfully reproduced at

the nearer end, by the motion of the armature A. For

this reason we may use a comparatively weak battery to

work the relay, which in its turn brings a more power

ful and local battery into play, for doing whatever

work is required. In cases where a number of calls

are required to be made simultaneously from one

centre, as in the case of calling assistance from several

fire engine stations at once, a relay is fixed at each

station, each connected with its own local battery and

bell. The current from the sending station passes

direct through all the relays, connecting all the local

batteries and bells at the same time. This is perhaps

the best way of ringing any number of bells from one

push or contact, at a distant point. Ordinary tremb-

ling bells, unless fitted with an appropriate contrivance,

cannot well be rung if connected up in series. This is

owing to the fact that the clappers of the bells do not

all break or make contact at the same time, so that

intermittent ringing and interrruptions take place. With

single stroke bells, this is not the case, as the pulling

down of the armature does not break the contact.

§ 64. We now have to consider those contrivances

by means of which it is possible for an attendant to
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know when a single bell is actuated by a number of

pushes in different rooms, etc., from whence the signal

emanates. These contrivances are known as indicators.

Indicators may be conveniently divided into 3 classes,

viz. :— 1st, indicators with mechanical replacements
;

2nd, those with electrical replacements ; and 3rdly, those

which are self replacing. Of the former class we may
mention two typical forms, namely, the ordinary " fall

back " indicator, and the drop indicator. All indicators

depend in their action on the sudden magnetisation of an

electro-magnet by the same current that works the

electric bell at the time the call is sent. To under-

stand the way in which this may be effected, let the

reader turn to the illustration of the Relay (Fig. 66),

and let him suppose that the pillar D, with its accom-

panying rectangle B C, were removed, leaving only

the electro-magnet G, with its frame and armature A.

If this armature holds up a light tablet or card, on which

is marked the number of the room, it is evident that

any downward motion of the armature, such as would

occur if the eletro-magnet were energised by a current

passing around it, would let the tablet fall, so as to

become visible through a hole cut in the frame con-

taining this contrivance. It is also equally evident

that the card or tablet would require replacing by hand,

after having once fallen, to render it capable of again

notifying a call Fig. Gj shows the working parts of

one of these "drop " indicators, as sent out by Messrs.

Binswanger. In another modification, known as

Thorpe's *' Semaphore Indicator," we have a most
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ingenious application of the same principle in a very

compact form. In this (Fig. 6S), the electro-magnet

is placed directly behind a disc-shaped iron armature, on

which is painted or marked the number of the room

etc. (in this case 4) ; this armature is attached by a springy

shank to the drop bar, shown to the left of the electro-

magnet. In front of the armature is a light metal

disc, also pivoted on the drop bar. This engages in a

catch above, when pushed up so as to cover the

number. When pushed up, the

spring of the armature retains

it in its place so that the

number is hidden. When the

current passes around the

electro-magnet, the armature is

pulled toward it, and thus frees

the covering disc, which there-

fore falls, and displays the

number. The ordinary form

of "fall back" indicator (a

misnomer, by the way, since

wards) is well illustrated at Fig 69. Here we have an

ordinary electro-magnet A, with its wires w zv' standing

over an armature B attached to a spring C, which bears

on its lower extremity, a toothed projection which

serves to hold up the short arm of the bent lever D^

which supports the number plate E. When the electro-

magnet A is energised by the current, it pulls up the

armature B, which releases the detent D from the

tooth c ; the number plate therefore falls forwards, as

Fig. 67.

the idicator falls for-
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shown by the dotted lines, and shows itself at the

aperture E', which is in front of the indicator frame.

To replace the number out of sight, the attendant

pushes back the plate E, till it again engages the

bent lever D in the tooth C. This replacement of the

number plate, which the attendant in charge is obliged

to perform, gives

rise to confusion,

if through careless-

ness it is not effected

at once, as two or

more numbers may
be left showing at

one time. For this

reason, indicators

which require no

extraneous assist-

ance to replace

them, are preferred

by many. Indi-

cators with electrical

replacements meet

in part the neces-

sities of the case. This form of indicator consists usually

of a permanent bar magnet pivoted near its centre,

so that it can hang vertically between the two poles

of an electro-magnet placed at its lower extremity.

The upper extremity carries the number plate, which

shows through the aperture in the frame. This bar

magnet is made a trifle heavier at the upper end, so

Fig. 68.
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that it must rest against either the one or other pole

of the electro-magnet below. If the north pole of the

bar magnet rests against the right hand pole of the

electro-magnet when the number does not show, we

can cause the bar magnet to cross over to the other

pole, and display the number by sending a current

through the electro-magnet in such a direction as to

make its right hand pole a north pole, and its left

hand a south pole. This

is because the two north

poles will repel each other, ^

while the south will attract

the north. On being once

tilted over, the bar magnet

cannot return to its former

position, until the person

who used the bell sends a

current in the opposite

direction (which he can do

by means of a reversing

switch), when the poles of

the electro-magnet being

reversed, the bar magnet will be pulled back into

its original position. Indicators of this class, owing

to the fact that their replacement depends on the

polarity of the bar magnet, are also known as " polarised

indicators."

§ 65. For general efficiency and trustworthiness, the

pendulum indicator, as shown at Fig. 70, is unsurpassed.

It consists of an electro-magnet with prolongation

Fig. 69.
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at the free end on which is delicately pivoted a soft

iron armature. From the centre of this armature

hangs, pendulum fashion, a light brass rod carrying

a vane of fluted silver glass, or a card with a number on

it, as may be found most convenient. This vane or card

hangs just before the aperture in the indicator frame.

Stops are usually placed on each side of the pendulum

rod to limit the swing. When the electro-magnet is

magnetised by the passage of the current, the armature

is pulled suddenly on one side, and

then the pendulum swings backwards

and forwards in front of the aperture

for some minutes before it comes to

rest. When fitted with silver fluted

glass, the motion of the vane is clearly

visible even in badly lighted places.

As the pendulum, after performing

several oscillations, comes to rest by

itself in front of the aperture, this
Fig. 70.

indicator requires no setting. Messrs.

Binswanger fit these indicators with double core

magnets, and have a patented adjustment for regulating

the duration of the swings of the pendulum, which

may be made to swing for two or three minutes when

the circuit is completed by pressing the push
; it then

returns to its normal position, thus saving the servant

the trouble of replacing the " drop."

Messrs. Gent, of Leicester, have also patented a device

in connection with this form of indicator, which we

give in the patentee's own words :
—

" The objection so
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frequently urged against the use of Electric Bells, that

the servants cannot be depended upon to perform the

operation of replacing the signals, cannot any longer

apply, for the pendulum signals require no attention

whatever. It consists of an electro-magnet having forks

standing up in which V openings are made. An arma-

ture of soft iron, with a piece of thin steel projecting

at each end lies suspended at the bottom of the V
opening, a brass stem carrying the signal card is

screwed into the armature, the action being, that when

a current is allowed to pass through the electro-magnet

the armature with the pendulum is drawn towards it

and held there until the current ceases to pass, when it

instantly looses its hold of the armature, which swings

away and continues to oscillate for two or three minutes,

so that if the servant happens to be out of the way, it

may be seen on her return which pendulum has been

set in motion. The Pendulum Indicator we have

recently patented is entirely self-contained. The magnet

has its projecting poles riveted into the brass base which

carries the flag. The flag is constructed as Fig. 70, but

swings in closed bearings, which prevents its jerking out

of its place, and enables us to send it out in position

ready for use. It will be seen X\\\'^ patented improvement

makes all screws and plates as formerly used for securing

the parts unnecessary. It will be seen at once that this

is simplicity itself, and has nothing about it which may
by any possibility be put out of order, either by warping

or shrinking of the case or carelessness of attendants."

There is only one point that needs further notice
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with regard to these pendulum indicators, and that Is,

that since the rapid break and make contact of the

ringing bell interferes somewhat with the proper action

of the indicator magnet, it is always advisable to work
the indicator by means of a relay (fixed in the same
frame) and a /(?r<a:/. battery. This is shown in Fig. 71,

where a second pair of wires attached to C and c, to the

Fig. 71.

extreme right of the indicator frame, are brought from

the same battery to work the indicator and contained

relay. It is not advisable, however, with the pendulum

indicator, to use the same battery for the indicator ; the

relay should throw a local battery into the indicator

circuit. In Fig. 71 six pushes are shown to the left of

the indicator frame. These, of course, are supposed to

be in as many different rooms.
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We close this chapter with an engraving of a very

compact and neat form of drop indicator devised by-

Messrs. Gent, and called by them a " Tripolar Indicator."

It consists, as the name implies, of a single magnet,

having one end of the iron core as one pole, the other

end extending on each side like a V,

forming, as it were, three poles. Though
but one bobbin is used, the effect is very

powerful. There are no springs or other

complications, so that the arrangement

is adapted for ship use, as are also those

represented at Figs. 67 and 68. Pendulum

and fall-back indicators, as well as polarised

indicators, owing to the delicacy of the adjustments, are

unfitted for use on board ship, or in the cabs of lifts,

where the sudden jolts and jerks are sure to move the

indicators, and falsify the indications. The tripolar

indicator is illustrated at Fig. 72.

Fig. 72.



CHAPTER V.

ON WIRING, CONNECTING UP, AND LOCALISING FAULTS.

§ 66. However good may be the bells, indicators,

batteries, etc., used in an electric bell installation, if the

wiring be in any wise faulty, the system will surely be

continually breaking down, and giving rise to dissatis-

faction. It is therefore of the highest importance that

the workman, if he value his good name, should pay the

greatest attention to ensure that this part of his work

be v/ell and thoroughly done. This is all the more

necessary, since while the bells, batteries, relays, pushes,

etc., are easily got at for examination and repair, the

wires, when once laid, are not so easily examined, and

it entails a great deal of trouble to pull up floor boards,

to remove skirtings etc., in order to be able to overhaul

and replace defective wires or joints. The first con-

sideration of course, is the kind and size oi wire fitted

to carry the current for indoor and outdoor work. Now
this must evidently depend on three points, ist, The
amount of current (in amperes) required to ring the bell.

2nd, The battery power it is intended to employ. 3rd,

The distance to which the lines are to be carried. From
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practical experience I have found that it is just possible

to ring a 2|" bell with \ an ampere of current. Let

us consider what this would allow us to use, in the

way of batteries and wire, to ring such a bell. The
electro- motive force of a single Leclanche cell is, as we
have seen at § 38, about v6 volt, and the internal

resistance of the quart size, about i.i ohm. No. 20

gauge copper wire has a resistance of about i"2 ohm to

the pound, and in a pound (of the cotton covered wire)

there are about 60 yards. Supposing we were to use

60 yards of this wire, we should have a wire resistance

of I '2 ohm, an internal resistance of i*i ohm, and a

bell resistance of about o'l of an ohm, altogether

about 2*4 ohms. Since the E.M.F. of the cell is v6
volt, we must divide this by the total resistance to

get the amount of current passing. That is to

say :

—

Ohms. Volts. Amperes.

2
-4) I '60 (0-66, '

or about | of an ampere
;

just a little over what
is absolutely necessary to ring the bell. Now this

would allow nothing for the deterioration in the

battery, and the increased resistance in the pushes,

joints, etc. We may safely say, therefore, that no
copper wire, of less diameter than No. 18 gauge (x^g^
of an inch diameter) should be used in wiring up house

bells, except only in very short circuits of two or three

yards, with one single bell in circuit; and as the

difference in price between No. 18 and No. 20 is very
L
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trifling, I should strongly recommend the bell-fitter to

adhere to No. 18, as his smallest standard size. It

would also be well to so proportion the size and arrang-

ment of the batteries and wires, that, at the time of

setting up, a current of at least one ampere should flow

through the entire circuit. This will allow margin for

the weakening of the battery, which takes place after

it has been for some months in use. As a guide as to

what resistance a given length of copper wire introduces

into any circuit in which it may be employed, I subjoin

the following table of the Birmingham wire gauge,

diameter in i,oooths of an inch, yards per lb., and

resistance in ohms per lb. or 100 yards, of the wires

which the fitter is likely to be called upon to

employ :

—

Table of Resistance and lengths per lbs. & loo yards of cotton covered copper wires.
|

Birmingham Diameter in Ohms, per loo
Wire Gauge. loooth of an inch Yards per lb. Ohms, per lb. yards.

No. 12 100 9 0-0342 0-0038

14 80 15 0-0850 0-0094

16 62 24 0-2239 0-0249

18 48 41 0-6900 0-0766

20 41 59 I '2 1 00 0-I333

22 32 109 3' 1 000 o"3444

§ 6]. Whatever gauge wire be selected, it must be

carefully insulated, to avoid all chance contact with nails

staples, metal pipes or other wires. The best insulation

for wires employed indoors is gutta-percha, surrounded

with a coating of cotton wound over it, except only in

cases when the atmosphere is excessively dry. In these,
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as the gutta-percha is apt to crack, india-rubber as the

inner coating is preferable. If No. 18 wire be used,

the thickness of the entire insulating coating should

be thick enough to bring it up to No. 10 gauge, say

a little over j^jth inch in diameter. There is one point

that will be found very important in practice, and that

is to have the cotton covering on the wires leading to

the bells of a different colour from that on the return

wires ; in other words, the wires starting from the zinc

poles of the battery to the bells, indicators, relays, etc.,

should be of a different colour from that leading from

the carbon poles to the bells, etc. Attention to this

apparently trifling matter, will save an infinite amount

of trouble in connecting up, repairing, or adding on fresh

branch circuits. For outdoor work, wire of the same

gauge (No. 18) may generally be used, but it must be

covered to the thickness of xV with pure gutta-percha,

and over this must be wound tape served with Stock-

holm tar. Wires of this description, either with or

without the tarred tape covering, may be obtained from

all the leading electricians' sundriesmen. Many firms

use copper wire tinned ^vqv'ious to being insulated. This

tinning serves two good purposes, ist, the copper wire

does not verdigris so easily ; 2ndly, it is more easily

soldered. On the other hand, a tinned wire is always a

little harder, and presents a little higher resistance.

Whenever wires are to be joined together, the ends to

be joined must be carefully divested of their covering

for a length of about three inches, the copper carefully

cleaned by scraping and sand- papering, twisted tightly
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and evenly together, as shown in Fig. J'^ A, and soldered

with ordinary soft solder (without spirits), and a little

resin or composite candle as a flux. A heavy plumber's

soldering iron, or even a tinman's bit, is not well adapted

for this purpose, and the blowpipe is even worse, as the

great heat melts and spoils the gutta-percha covering.

The best form of bit, is one made out of a stout piece

of round copper wire J'' thick with a nick filed in its

upper surface for the wire to lie in (see Fig. 73 b). This

rig- 73-

may be fastened into a wooden handle, and when required

heated over the flame of a spirit lamp. When the solder-

ing has been neatly effected, the waste ends a and b of the

wire should be cut off flush. The wire must then be care-

fully covered with warm Prout's elastic or softened gutta-

percha, heated and kneaded round the wire with the

fingers (moistened so as not to stick) until the joint is of

the same size as the rest of the covered wire. As a

further precaution, the joints should be wrapped with

a layer of tarred tape. Let me strongly dissuade
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the fitter from ever being contented with a simply-

twisted joint. Although this may and does act

while the surfaces are still clean, yet the copper soon

oxidises, and a poor non-conducting joint is the final

result.

" That'll do" will not do for electric bell-fitting.

§ 68. Whenever possible, the wiring of a house, etc.,

for bell work, should be done as soon as the walls are

up and the roof is on. The shortest and straightest con-

venient route from bell to battery, etc., should always

be chosen where practicable to facilitate drawing the

wire through and to avoid the loss of current which

the resistance of long lengths of wire inevitably entails.

The wires should be run in light zinc tubes nailed to

the wall.

In joining up several lengths of tubing, the end of

one piece of tube should be opened out considerably of

a trumpet shape for the other piece to slip in ; and the

end of this latter should also be slightly opened out,

so as not to catch in the covering of any wire drawn

through it. The greatest care must be exercised in

drawing the wires through the tubes or otherwise, that

the covering be not abraded, or else leakage at this point

may take place. In cases where tubes already exist, as

in replacing old crank bells by the electric bells, the

new wires can be drawn through the tubes, by tying

the ends of the new wire to the old wire, and carefully

pulling this out, when it brings the new wire with it.

Or if the tubes are already empty, some straight stout

wire may be run through the tubes, to which the new
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wires may be attached, and then drawn through, using,

of course, every possible precaution to avoid the abrasion

of the insulating covering of the wire, which would

surely entail leakage and loss of current. All the old

fittings, cranks, levers, etc., must be removed, and the

holes left, carefully filled with dowels or plaster. In

those cases where it is quite impossible to lay the wires

in zinc or wooden tubes (as in putting up wires in fur-

nished rooms already papered, etc.), the wires may be

run along the walls, and suspended by staples driven in

the least noticeable places ; but in no case should the two

wires (go and return) lie under the same staple, for fear

of a short circuit. It must be borne in mind that each

complete circuit will require at least two wires, viz.,

the one leading from the battery to the bell, and the

other back from the bell to the battery ; and these

until connection is made between them by means of

the "contact" (pull, push, or key) must be perfectly

insulated from each other. In these cases, as far as

possible, the wires should be laid in slots cut in the

joists under the floor boards, or, better still, as tending

to weaken the joists less, small holes may be bored in

the joists and the wires passed through them ; or

again, the wires may be led along the skirting board)

along the side of the doorpost, etc., and when the sight

of the wires is objectionable, covered with a light orna-

mental wood casing. When the wires have been laid and

the position of the " pushes," etc., decided upon, the blocks

to which these are to be fastened must be bedded in

the plaster. These blocks may be either square or circular
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pieces of elm, about 3 inches across, and i inch thick,

bevelled off smaller above, so as to be easily and firmly

set in the plaster. They may be fastened to the brick-

work by two or three brads, at such a height to lie level

with the finished plaster. There must of course be a

hole in the centre of the block, through which the wires

can pass to the push. When the block has been fixed

in place, the zinc tube, if it does not come quite up to

the block, should have its orifice stopped

with a little paper, to prevent any

plaster, etc., getting into the tube. A
little care in setting the block will avoid

the necessity of this makeshift. A long

nail or screw driven into the block will

serve to mark its place, and save time

in hunting for it after the plastering has

been done. When the blocks have been

put in their places, and the plastering,

papering, etc., done, the wires are drawn through the

bottom hole of the push (after the lid or cover has been

taken off), Fig. 74, and a very small piece of the covering

of the wire having been removed from each wire, and

brightened by sand papering, one piece is passed round

the shank of the screw connected with the lower spring,

shown to the right in Fig. 74, and the other round the

shank of the screw connected to the upper spring, shown
to the left in the Fig. The screws must be loosened to

enable the operator to pass the wire under their heads.

The screws must then be tightened up to clench the wire

quite firmly. In doing this, we must guard against three

Fig. 74.
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things. Firstly, in pulling the wire through the block,

not to pull so tightly as to cut the covering against the

edge of the zinc tube. Secondly, not to uncover too

much of the wire, so as to make contact between the

wires themselves either at the back of the push, or

at any other part of the push itself. Thirdly, to

secure good contact under the screws, by having the

ends of the wires quite clean, and tightly screwed

down.

§ 69. In all cases where the wires have to be taken

out of doors, such as is necessitated by communication

from house to outhouses, stables, greenhouses, etc., over

head lines (No. 18 gauge, gutta.percha tape and tar

covering) should be used. Where overhead lines are

not admissible, either as being eyesores, or otherwise,

the wires may be laid in square wooden casings of this

section . 1, the open part of which must be covered by a

strip of wood laid over it. The wood must have been

previously creosoted, in the same manner as railway

sleepers. This mode admits of easy examination. Iron

pipes must, however, be used if the lines have to pass

under roads, etc., where there is any heavy traffic. And
it must be borne in mind that however carefully the iron

pipes, etc., be cemented at the joints, to m.ake them

watertight^ there will always be more electrical leakage

in underground lines than in overhead ones. In certain

rare cases it may be needful to use iro7i wires for this

purpose instead of copper ; in this case, as iron is six or

seven times aworseconductorthan copper, a much heavier

wire must be employed to get the same effect. In other
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words, where iron wire is used, its section must be not

less than seven times that of the copper wire which it

replaces.

§ 70. It is always preferable, where great distance

(and, consequently, greater expense) do not preclude it,

to use wire for the leading as well as for the returning

circuit. Still, where for any reason this is not practic-

able, it is perfectly admissible and possible to make a

good return circuit through the earth, that is to make

the damp soil carry the return current (see § 37). As
recommended at the section just quoted, this earth cir-

cuit must have at each extremity a mass of some good

conductor plunged into the moist ground. In towns,

where there are plenty of water mains and gas mains, this

is a matter of no difficulty, the only point being to

ensure good contact with these masses of metal. In

other places a hole must be dug into the ground until

the point of constant moisture is reached ; in this must
be placed a sheet of lead or copper, not less than five

square feet surface, to which the earth wires are soldered,

the hole then filled in with ordinary coke, well rammed
down to within about six inches of the surface, and then

covered up with soil well trodden down. In making
contact with water or gas pipes, care must be taken to

see that these are main pipes, so that they do lead to

earth, and not to a cistern or meter only, as, if there are

any white or red lead joints the circuit will be defective.

To secure a good contact with an iron pipe, bare it, file

its surface clean, rub it over with a bit of blue stone

(sulphate of copper) dipped in water ; wipe it quite
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dry, bind it tightly and evenly round with some bare

copper wire (also well cleaned), No. i6 gauge. Bring

the two ends of the wire together, and twist them up

tightly for a length of three or four inches. Now heat a

large soldering bit, put some resin on the copper wire,

and solder the wire, binding firmly down to the iron

pipe. Do likewise to the projecting twist of wire, and

to this twist solder the end of the return wire. On no

account should the two opposite eartJi wires be soldered

to water mains and gas mains at the same time, since it

has been found that the different conditions in which

these pipes find themselves is sufficient to set up a cur-

rent which might seriously interfere with the working

of the battery proper. Sometimes there is no means of

getting a good earth except through the gas main : in

this case we must be careful to get to the street side of

the meter, for the red lead joints will prevent good con-

ductivity being obtained. In out of the way country

places, if it is possible to get at the metal pipe leading

to the well of a pump, a very good " earth " can be ob-

tained by soldering the wires to that pipe, in the same

manner as directed in the case of the water main. The
operator should in no case be contented with a merely

twisted joint, for the mere contact of the two metals

(copper and iron) sets up in the moist earth or air a

little electric circuit of its own, and this speedily rusts

through and destroys the wires. The following sugges-

tions, by Messrs. Gent, on the subject of wiring, are so

good, that we feel that we shall be doing real service to

the reader to quote them here in full :

—
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" 1st.—The description of wire to be used. It is of

the utmost importance that all wires used for electric

bell purposes be of pure copper and thoroughly well

insulated. The materials mostly employed for insula-

ting purposes are indiarubber, gutta-percha, or cotton

saturated with paraffin. For ordinary indoor work, in

dry places, and for connecting doors and windows with

burglar alarms, or for signalling in case of fire, india-

rubber and cotton covered wires answer well ; but for

connecting long distances, part or all underground, or

along walls, or in damp cellars or buildings, gutta-

percha covered wire is required, but it should be fixed

where it will not be exposed to heat or the sun, or in

very dry places, as the covering so exposed will perish,

crack, and in time fall off. This may be, to some ex-

tent, prevented by its being covered with cotton ; but

we recommend for warm or exposed positions a speci-

ally-prepared wire, in which rubber and compound form

the insulating materials, the outside being braided or

taped.

" For ordinary house work, we refer to lay a wire of

No. 18 or 20 copper, covered to No. 14 or 1 1 with gutta-

percha, and an outer covering of cotton, which we called

the * battery ' wire, this being the wire which conveys

the current from the battery to every push, etc., no

matter how many or in what position. The reason for

selecting this kind is, that with the gutta-percha wires

the joints may be more perfectly covered and made
secure against damp. This is of the utmost importance

in the case of ' battery zvireSy as the current is always
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present and ready to take advantage of any defect

in the insulation to escape to an adjoining wire, or to

* earthy and so cause a continuous waste of current.

The wires leading from the pushes to the signalling

apparatus or bell we call the * line ' wires. In these,

and the rest of the house wires, the perfect covering of

the joints is important. For luie wires \yq^ usually prefer

No. 1 8 or 20 copper, covered with indiarubber, and an

outer coating of cotton, well varnished. In joining the

* battery wires,' the place where the junction is to be

made must be carefully uncovered for the distance of

about an inch ; the ends of the wire to be joined, well

cleaned, and tightly twisted together ; with the flame of

a spirit lamp or candle the joint must be then heated

sufficiently to melt fine solder in strips when held upon

it, having first put a little powdered resin on the joint

as a flux ; the solder should be seen to run well and ad-

here firmly to the copper wire. A piece of gutta-percha

should then be taken and placed upon the joint while

warm, and with the aid of the spirit lamp and wet

fingers, moulded round until a firm and perfect covering

has been formed. On 7to account use spirits in soldering.

With the litte wire, it is best, as far as possible, to convey

it all the way from the push to the signal box or bell in

07ie continuous length. Of course, when two or more

pushes are required to the same wire, a junction is un-

avoidable. The same process of joining and covering,

as given for the battery wire, applies to the line wire.

Where many wires are to be brought down to one posi-

tion, a large tube may be buried in the wall, or a wood
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casing fixed flush with the plaster, with a removable

front. The latter plan is easiest for fixing and for making

alterations and additions. For stapling the wires, in no

case should the wires be left naked. When they pass

along a damp wall, it is best to fix a board and loosely

staple them. In no case allozu more than one zvwe to lie

under the same staple, and do not let the staples touch

one another. In many cases, electric bells have been an

incessant annoyance and complete failure, through driv-

ing the staples tigJU up to the zvires, and several wires to

the same staple,—this must not be done on any ac-

count. A number of wires may be twisted into a cable,

and run through a short piece of gutta-percha tube, and

fastened with ordinary gas hooks where it is an advan-

tage to do so. In running the wires, avoid hot water

pipes, and do not take them along the same way as

plumber pipes. Underground wires must be laid be-

tween pieces of wood, or in a gas or drain pipe, and not

exposed in the bare earth without protection, as sharp

pieces of stone are apt to penetrate the covering and

cause a loss ; in fact, in this, as in every part of fixing

wires, the best wire and the best protection is by far the

cheapest in the end. The copper wire in this case

should not be less than No. 16 B.W.G., covered with gutta-

percha, to No. 9 or 10 B.W.G., and preferably an outer

covering of tape or braid well tarred. Outside wire,

when run along walls and exposed to the weather,

should be covered with rubber and compound, and var-

nished or tarred on an outer covering of tape or braid.

Hooks or staples must be well galvanised to prevent
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rusting, and fixed loosely. If the wire is contained

within an iron pipe, a lighter insulation may be used :

but the pipe must be watertight. In a new building,

wires must be contained within zinc or copper bell tubes.

A finch tube will hold two wires comfortably. The tubes

should be fixed to terminate in the same positions in the

rooms as ordinary crank bell levers,—that is, about three

feet from the floor. At the side of the fireplace a block

of wood should be fixed in the wall before any plaster

is put on, and the end of the tube should terminate in

the centre of the same. A large nail or screw may be

put in to mark the place, so that the end of the tube

may be found easily when the plastering is finished. Bend

the tube slightly forward at the end, and insert a short

peg of wood to prevent dirt getting into the tube. Do
the same at the side of, or over the bed in bedroom. If

the tubes are kept clean, the wires may be easily drawn

up or down as the case may require. The best way is

to get a length of ordinary copper bell wire. No. 16,

sufficient to pass through the tube, and having stretched

it, pass it through and out at the other end. Here have

your coils of insulated wire, viz., one battery wire, which

is branched off to every push, and one line wire, which

has to go direct to the indicator or bells, and having

removed a short portion of the insulation from the end

of each, they are tied to the bare copper wire and drawn

through. This is repeated wherever a push is to be fixed

throughout the building. In making connection with

binding screws or metal of any kind, it is of the utmost

importance that everything should be perfectly clean
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Joints in wire, whether tinned or untinned, must be

soldered and covered. We cannot impress this too earn-

estly on fixers. Never bury wires in plaster unprotected,

and in houses in course of erection, the tubes only

should be fixed until the plastering is finished, the wires

to be run in at the same time that the other work is

completed."

§ 71. The wires having been laid by any of the

methods indicated in the preceding five sections, the

fixer is now in a position to connect up. No two houses

or offices will admit of this being done in exactly the

same way ; but in the following sections most of the

possible cases are de- ^
scribed and illustrated, 1^ r.

—--
"Fnl

and the intelligent fixer ^^~^ ^ j
iUJ

will find no difficulty, lliil

when he has once ^^' ^^*

grasped the principle, in making those trifling modifica-

tions which the particular requirements may render

necessary. The first and simplest form, which engages

our attention, is that of a single bell^ battery, and pusJi,

connected by wire only. This is illustrated at Fig. 75.

Here we see that the bell is connected by means of one

of the wires to the zinc pole of the battery, the push or

other contact being connected to the carbon pole of the

same battery. A second wire unites the other screw

of the push or contact with the second binding screw

of the bell. There is no complete circuit until the

push is pressed, when the current circulates from

the carbon or positive pole of the battery, through the
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contact springs of the push, along the wire to the bell,

and then back again through the under wire to the zinc

or negative pole of the battery.* It must be clearly

understood that the exact position of battery, bell, and

push is quite immaterial. What is essential is, that the

relative connections between battery, bell, and push be

maintained unaltered. Fig. ^6 shows the next simplest

case, viz., that in which a single bell and push are worked
by a single cell through an "earth" return (see § 70).

Here the current is made to pass from the carbon pole

of the battery to the

push, thence along the

line wire to the bell.

After passing through

I
the bell, it goes to the

l^ J_^ right-hand earth-plate

Fig. 76.
^' passing through the

soil till it reaches the

left-hand earth-plate E, thence back to the zinc pole

of the battery. It is of no consequence to the

working of the bell whether the battery be placed

between the push and the left-hand earth-plate, or

between the bell and the right-hand earth-plate ; indeed,

some operators prefer to keep the battery as near to the

bell as possible. At Fig. 77 is shown the mode by

which a single battery and single bell can be made to

ring from two (or more) pushes situated in different

rooms. Here it is evident that, whichever of the two

* It must be borne in mind that the negative element is that to which

the positive pole is attached, and vice versa (see ss. 8 and 9).
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pushes be pressed, the current finds its way to the bell

by the upper wire, and back home again through the

lower wire ; and, even if both pushes are down at once,

the bell rings just the same, for both pushes lead from

the same pole of

the battery (the

carbon) to the same

wire (the line wire).

In Fig. 7%, we Vig. 77.

have a slight modi-

fication of the same arrangement, a front-door pull

contact being inserted in the circuit ; and here, in view

of the probably increased resistance of longer distance,

two cells are supposed to be employed instead of one,

and these are coupled up in series (§ 40), in order

to overcome this

increased resistance.

The next case

which may occur is

where it is desired to

ring two or more

bells from one push.

There are two

manners of doing

this. The first mode ^'S- 78.

is to make the current divide itself between the two bells,

which are then said to be ''in parallel!' This mode is well

illustrated both at Figs. 79 and 80. As in these cases

the current has to divide itself among the bells, larger

cells must be used, to provide for the larger demand ; or
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Fig. 79-

several cells may be coupled up in parallel (§ 40). At
Fig. 79 is shown the arrangement for two adjoining

rooms ; at Fig. 80, that to be adopted when the rooms

are at some distance apart. If, as shown at Fig. 81, a

switch similar to that figured in the cut Fig. 64 be

inserted at the

point where the

line wires converge

to meet, the push,

it is possible for

the person using

the push to ring both bells at once, or to ring either the

right-hand or the left-hand bell at will, according to

whether he turns the arm of the switch-lever on to

the right-hand or left-hand contact plate.

The second mode of ringing two or more bells from

one push is that of

connecting one bell

to the other, the right-

hand binding screw

of the one to the left-

hand binding screw

of the next, and so

on, and then con-

necting up the whole

series of bells to
Fig. 80.

the push and battery, as if they were a single

bell. This mode of disposing the bells is called the

series arrangement. As we have already noticed

at § 6^^ owing to the difference in the times at which
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the different contact springs of the various bells

make contact, this mode is not very satisfactory. If the

bells are single stroke

bells, they work very

well in series ; but, to

get trembling bells to

work in series, it is

best to adopt the form

of bell recommended

by Mr. F. C Allsop.

He says : " Perhaps

the best plan is to use ^^S- 8i-

the form of bell shown at Fig. S2, which, as will be seen

from the figure, governs its vibrations, not by breaking

Fig. 82.

the circuit, but by shunting its coils. On the current flow-

ing round the electro-magnet, the armature is attracted,

and the spring makes contact with the lower screw.
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There now exists a path of practically no resistance from

end to end. The current is therefore diverted from

the magnet coils, and passes by the

armature and lower screw to the next

^pj bell, the armature falling back against

r^...-^* the top screw, and repeating the pre-

vious operation so long as the circuit

is closed. Thus, no matter how many
bells there be in the series, the circuit

is never broken. This form of bell,

however, does not ring so energetically

as the ordinary form, with a corre-

sponding amount of battery power."

Fig. 83 illustrates the mode in which

a bell, at a long distance, must be

coupled up to work with a local battery

and relay. The relay is not shown

separately, but is supposed to be

enclosed in the bell case. Here, on

pressing the push at the external left-

hand corner, the battery current

passes into the relay at the distant

\ station, and out at the right-hand

earth-plate E returning to the left-hand

earth-plate E. In doing this, it throws

in circuit (just as long as the push

is held down) the right-hand local

battery, so that the bell rings by the

current sent by the local battery, the more delicate relay

working by the current sent from the distant battery.

«di
^-~

w

e£
Fig. 83.
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At Fig. 84, we have illustrated the mode of connecting

up a continuous ringing bell, with a wire return. Of

course, if the distance is great, or a ^ ^ ^

roadway, etc., intervene, an overhead

line and an earth plate may replace

the lines shown therein, or both lines

may be buried. It is possible, by

using a Morse key (Fig. 65) con-

structed so as to make contact in one {^

(

Sl
-S

nt^

Fig. 84.

direction when not pressed down,

and in the other when pressed down,

to signal from either end of a circuit,

using only one line wire and one

return. The mode of connecting up

for this purpose is shown at Fig. 85.

At each end we have a battery and

bell, with a double contact Morse key

as shown, the Morse key at each end Fig. 85.

being connected through the intervention of the line wire

tiirough the central stud. The batteries and bells at each
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station are connected to earth plates, as shown. Suppose

now we depress the Morse key at the right-hand station.

Since by so doing, we Hft the back end of the lever, we
throw our own bell out of circuit, but make contact

between our battery and the line wire. Therefore the

current traverses the line wire, enters in the left-hand

Morse key, and, since this is not depressed, can, and

does, pass into the bell, which therefore rings, then

descends to the left-hand earth-plate, returning along

the ground to the

battery from whence

it started at the

right-hand E. If, on

the contrary, the left-

hand Morse key be

depressed, while the

right-hand key is not

being manipulated,

the current traverses

in the opposite

direction, and the right-hand bell rings. Instead of

Morse keys, double contact pushes (that is, pushes

making contact in one direction when not pressed, and

in the opposite zvhen pressed) may advantageously

be employed. This latter arrangement is shown at

Fig. 86.

It is also possible, as shown at Fig. '^J , to send signals

from two stations, using but one battery (which, if the

distance is great, should be of a proportionate number

of cells), two bells, and two ordinary pushes. Three

Fig. 86.
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wires, besides the earth-plate or return wire, are required

in this case. The whole of the wires, r^

except the rettirti, must be carefully

insulated. Suppose in this case we
press the right-hand button. The
current flows from the battery along

the lower wire through this right-hand

push and returns to the distant bell

along the top wire, down the left-hand

dotted wire back to the battery, since

it cannot enter by the left-hand press,

which, not being pushed, makes no

contact. The left-hand bell therefore

rings. If, on the other hand, the left-

hand push be pressed, the current

from the carbon of the battery passes

through the left-hand push, traverses

the central line wire, passes into the

bell, rings it, and descends to the right-

hand earth plate E, traverses the earth

circuit till it reaches the left-hand

earth plate E, whence it returns to

the zinc pole of the battery by the

lower dotted line.

Fig. 88 shows how the same result

(signalling in both directions) may
be attained, using only two wires, 'i!f^l^---__L_.J]r|

with earth return, and two Morse Fig. 87.

keys. The direction of the current is shown by
the arrows. Both wires must be insulated and
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either carried overhead or underground, buried in

tubes. Fig. 89 shows the proper

mode of connecting the entire system

of bells, pushes, etc., running through

a building. The dotted lines are the

wires starting from the two poles

of the battery (which should consist

of more cells in proportion as there

is more work to do), the plain lines

being the wires between the pushes

and the bell and signalling box. In

this illustration a door-pull is shovvn

to the extreme left. Pendulum

indicators are usually connected up

as shown in this figure, except that

the bell is generally enclosed in the

indicator case. The wire, therefore,

has to be carried from the left-hand

screw of the indicator case direct to

the upper dotted line, which is the

wire returning to the zinc pole of

the battery. N.B.—When the wires

from the press-buttons are connected

with the binding-screw, of the top of

or inside of the indicator case, the

insulating material of the wires, at

the point where connection is to be

made, must be removed, and the

wires carefully cleaned and tightly clamped doivn.

When it is desired to connect separate bells to ring
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in other parts of the building, the quickest way is to

take a branch wire out of the nearest battery wire (the

wire coming from the carbon

pole), and carry it to the push

or pull, from thence to the bell,

and from the bell back to the

zinc of the battery.

§ 72. We should advise the

fixer always to draw out a little

sketch of the arrangement he

intends to adopt in carrying out

any plan, as any means of saving

useless lengths of wire, etc., will

then easily be seen. In doing

this, instead of making full

sketches of batteries, he may use

the conventional signs l| for each

cell of the battery, the thick

stroke meaning the carbon, the

thin one the zinc. Pushes may
be represented by (•), earth-

plates by [e] and pulls, switches,

&c., as shown in the annexed

cut. Fig. 90, which illustrates a

mode of connecting up a lodge

with a house, continuous bells

being used, in such a way that

the lodge bell can be made to ^^* ^*

ring from the lodge pull, the house bell ringing or not,

according to the way the switch (shown at top left-hand
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corner) Is set. As it is set in the engraving, only the

lodge bell rings.

§ 71, There are still two cases of electric bell and

signal fitting, to which attention must be directed.

The first is in the case of sJiips. Here all the connec-

tions can be made exactly as in a house, the only excep-

tion to be made being that the indicators must not be of

the. penduhcm^ or other easily displaced type ; but either

Fig. 90.

of the form shown at Fig. 67 or 6S, in which the electro-

magnet has to lift a latch to release the fall or drop,

against a pretty stiff spring. Besides being thus firmly

locking, so as not to be affected by the ship's motion, all

the wood work should be soaked in melted paraffin wax,

the iron work japanned, and the brass work well

lacquered, to protect all parts from damp. The second

case requiring notice is that of lifts. Every well-

appointed lift should be fitted with electric bells and
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indicators. In the cab of the lift itself should be placed

an electric bell, with as many double contact pushes and

indicators as there are floors to be communicated with.

At the top and at the bottom of the left shaft, as near

to the landing side as possible, must be set two stout

wooden blocks (oak, elm, or other non-perishable wood).

From top to bottom of the shaft must then be stretched, in

the same manner as a pianoforte is strung, on stout metal

pins, with threading holes and square heads, as many
No. 12 or 14 bare copper wires as there are floors or

landings, and two more for the battery and return wire

respectively. Care must betaken that thesewires arestrung

perfectly parallel, and that they are stretched quite taut,

but not strained, otherwise they will surely break. To the

top of the cab, and in connection in the usual manner
by wires with the bell and indicator (which, as in the case

of ships, must be of the locking type, lest the jolts of the

cab disturb their action) must be attached a number of

spoonbill springs, which press against the naked wires

running down the shaft. The shape of these springs

(which should be of brass) at the part where they press

against the bare wires, is similar to that of the spoon

break of a bicycle. Some operators use rollers at the

end of the spring instead of spoonbills, but these latter

rub the wires and keep up good contact, while the rollers

slip over the wires and do not keep them clean. By
means of these springs, the current from the batteries,

which are best placed either at the top of the lift itself,

or in one of the adjacent rooms (never at the bottom of

the shaft, owing to the damp which always reigns there),
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can be taken off and directed where it is desired, pre-

cisely as if the batteries were in the cab itself. It is

usual (though not obligatory) to use the two vjix^sfurthest

from the landing as the go and return battery wires,

and from these, through the other wires, all desired

communication with the landings can be effected. To
obtain this end, it will be necessary to furnish every land-

ing with a double contact push and bell, and each bell

and push must be connected up to the shaft wires in the

following mode :

—

A wire must be led from the lozver contact spring of

the double contact push, to the main battery carbon wire

in the shaft. A second wire is led from the upper contact

stop of the double contact push to the bell, and thence

to the 'inain battery zi7ic zvire on the shaft. Lastly, a

third wire is taken from the upper contact spring of the

push and connected to that particular wire in the shaft

which by means of the spoonbill springs connects the

particular push and indicator in the cab, destined to

correspond with it. It will be seen that with the excep-

tion of using the rubbing spoonbill springs and return

wires in the shaft, this arrangement is similar to that

illustrated at Fig. ^y.

A glance at Fig. 91 will render the whole system of

wiring and connecting up with lifts and landing, per-

fectly clear. In connecting the branch lines to the main

bare copper wires in the shaft, in order that the spoon-

bill springs should not interfere with them, they (the

ends of the branch wires) must be bent at right angles,

like a letter L, and the upright portion soldered neatly
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to the back of the shaft wire. Any solder which may

flow over to the front of the wire must be carefully

scraped off to prevent any bumps affecting the smooth

Fig. 9

working of the contact springs. It will be evident on

examination of Fig. 91, that if any of the pushes on the

landings be pressed, the circuit is completed between

the battery at the top, through the two battery wires
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to the bell and one of the indicators to the cab, and, on

the other hand, that if a push be pressed in the cab, a

corresponding bell on the landing will be rung, precisely

as in Fig. 87.

Some fitters employ a many-stranded cable to convey

the current to and from the battery to the cab and land-

ing, instead of the system of stretched wires herein re-

commended ; but this practice cannot be advocated, as

the continual bending and

unbending of this cable,

repeated so frequently every

day, soon breaks the leading

wires contained in the cable.

§ 74. In many cases where

a " call " bell alone is required,

the battery may be entirely

dispensed with, and a small

dynamo (§ 15) employed in-

stead. The entire apparatus

is then known as the

" magneto-bell," and consists

essentially of two parts, viz., the generator. Fig. 92,

and the bell. Fig. 93. T\\q generator or iitductor consists

of an armature, which by means of a projecting

handle and train of wheels can be revolved rapidly

between the poles of a powerful magnet ; the whole being

enclosed in a box. The current produced by the revo-

lution of the armature is led to the two binding screws

at the top of the box. By means of two wires, or one

wire and an earth circuit, the current is led to the

Fig. 92.
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receiver or bell case, Fig. 93. Here, there are usually

two bells, placed very near one another, and the armature

attached to the bell clapper is so arranged between the

poles of the double-bell magnets, that it strikes alter-

nately the one and the other, so that a clear ringing is

kept up as long as the handle is being turned at the

generator.

If a combined generator and bell be fitted at each

end of a line, it becomes possible to communicate both

ways ; one terminal of each

instrument must be connected

to the line, and the other terminal

on each to earth. A combined

generator and bell is shown at

Fig. 94. These instruments are

always ready for use, require no

battery or press-buttons. The

generator, Fig. 92, will ring seven

bells simultaneously, if required,

so powerful is the current set up ; and by using a switch

any number of bells, placed in different positions, can

be rung, by carrying a separate wire from the switch

to the bell.

§ 75. Our work would not be complete unless we
pointed out the means necessary to detect faults in our

work. In order to localise faults, two things are requisite

:

first, a means of knowing whether the battery itself is

working properly, that is to say, giving the due amount
of current of the right pressure, or E.M.F. ; secondly, a

means of detecting whether there is leakage, or loss of

Fig. 93-
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Fig. 94.

current, or break of circuit in our lines. Fortunately,

the means of" ascertaining these data can be all combined
in one instrument, known as a linesman's galvanometer

or detector, of which we give an

illustration at Fig. 95. It will be re-

membered (§ 10) that if a current be

passed over or under a poised magnetic

needle, parallel to it, the needle is

immediately deflected out of the

parallel line, and swings round to the

right or left of the current, according to

the direction of the current ; likewise

that the needle is deflected farther from the original

position as the current becomes stronger. The deflec-

tions, however, are not pro-

portionate to the strength of the

current, being fairly so up to

about 25 to 30 degrees of arc

out of the original position, but

being very much less than

proportionate to the current

strength as the needle gets

farther from the line of current

;

so that a current of infinite

strength would be required to

send the needle up to 90"". On
this principle the detector is

constructed. It consists of a lozenge-shaped magnetic

needle, suspended vertically on a light spindle, carrying at

one end a pointer, which indicates on a card, or metal dial,

Fig. 95-
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the deflection of the needle. Behind the dial is arranged

a flat upright coil of wire (or two coils in many cases)

parallel to the needle, along which the current to be

tested can be sent. The needle lies between the front

and back of the flat coil. The whole is enclosed in a

neat wooden box, with glazed front to show the dial,

and binding screws to connect up to the enclosed coil or

coils. If the coil surrounding the needle be of a few

turns of coarse wire, since it opposes little resistance to

the passage of the current, it will serve to detect the

presence of large quantities of electricity (many amperes)

at a low pressure
; this is called a quantity coil. If, on

the other hand, the coil be one of fine wire, in many
convolutions, as it requires more pressure, or E.M.F.,

or " intensity " to force the current through the fine

high - resistance wire, the instrument becomes one

fitted to measure the voltage or pressure of the

current, and the coil is known as the "intensity."

If both coils are inserted in the case, so that either can

be used at will, the instrument is capable of measuring

either the quantity of electricity passing, or the pressure

at which it is sent, and is then known as a quantity and

intensity detector. No two galvanometers give exactly

the same deflection for the same amount of current, or

the same pressure ; the fitter will therefore do well to

run out a little table (which he will soon learn by heart)

of the deflection his instrument gives with i, 2, 3, 4, 5

and 6 Leclanche's coupled in parallel, when connected

with the quantity coil. He will find the smaller sizes

give less current than the larger ones. In testing the

N
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deflections given by the intensity coil, he must remem-
ber to couple his cells hi series, as he will get no increase

in tension or pressure by coupling up in parallel. In

either case the cells should be new, and freshly set up,

say, within 24 hours. As some of my readers may like

to try their skill at constructing such a detector, I tran-

scribe the directions given in " Amateur work " by Mr.

Edwinson :

—

§ 76. '' Such an instrument, suitable for detecting the

currents in an electric bell circuit, may be made up at the

cost of a few shillings for material, and by the exercise of

a little constructive ability. We shall need, first of all, a

magnetised needle ; this can be made out of a piece of

watch spring. Procure a piece of watch spring two

inches long, soften it by heating it to redness, and

allowing it to cool gradually in a bed of hot ashes
;

then file it up to the form of a long lozenge, drill a

small hole in the centre to receive the spindle or pivot,

see that the needle is quite straight, then harden it by

heating it again to a bright red and plunging it at once Into

cold water. It now has to be magnetised. To do this,

rub it on a permanent horse-shoe, or other magnet,

until it will attract an ordinary sewing needle strongly,

or v/rap it up in several turns of insulated line wire, and

send many jerky charges of electricity from a strong

battery through the wire. When it has been well mag-
netised, mount it on a spindle of fine hard wire, and

secure it by a drop of solder. We will next turn our

attention to the case, bobbin, or chamber in which the

needle has to work. This may be made out of card-
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board entirely, or the end pieces may be made of ivory

or ebonite, or it may be made out of thin sheet brass
;

for our purpose we will choose carboard. Procure a

piece of stout cardboard 4I inches long by 2 inches

wide, double it to the form of a Tanstickor match-box,

and pierce it in exactly opposite sides, and in the

centre of those sides with holes for the needle spindle.

Now cut another piece of stout, stiff cardboard 2f inches

long by f inch wide, and cut a slit with a sharp knife

to exactly fit the ends of the case or body already pre-

pared. The spindle holes must now be bushed with

short lengths of hard brass or glass bugles, or tubing,

made to allow the spindle free movement, and these

secured in position by a little melted shellac, sealing-

wax, or glue. The needle must now be placed in the

case, the long end of the spindle first, then the short

end in Its bearing ; then, whilst the case with the needle

enclosed is held between the finger and thumb of the

left hand, we secure the joint with a little glue or with

melted sealing-wax. The end-pieces are now to be put

on, glued, or sealed in position, and set aside to get firm,

whilst we turn our attention to other parts. The case,

5 inches by 4 inches by 2 inches in depth, may be

improvised out of an old cigar-box, but is best made of

thin mahogany or teak, nicely polished on the outside,

and fitted with a cover sliding in a groove, or hinged to

form the back of the instrument. The binding screws

should be of the pattern known as the telegraph pattern,

fitted v/ith nuts, shown at Fig. 27. A small brass

handle to be fitted to the top of the instrument,
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will also be handy. A circular piece of smooth

cardboard 3J inches in diameter, with a graduated

arc, marked as shown in Fig. 95, will serve the purpose

of a dial, and a piece of thin brass, bent to the form of

I "I, will be required as a needle guard. The face

of the dial may be a circular piece of glass, held in a

brass ogee, or a hole the size of the dial may be cut in

a piece of thin wood ; this, glazed on the inside with a

square of glass, may be made to form the front of the

instrument over the dial. An indicating needle will also

be required for an outside needle ; this is usually

made of watch spring, and nicely blued ; but it may
be made of brass or any other metal, one made of

aluminium being probably the best on account of its

lightness. It must be pierced with a hole exactly in

the centre, so as to balance it as the beam of scales

should be balanced, and should one end be heavier than

the other it must be filed until they are equal.

We will now turn our attention to the coil.

Procure sixpennyworth of No. 36 silk-covered copper

wire and wind three layers of it very evenly on the coil

case or bobbin, being careful in passing the needle

spindle not to pinch it or throw it out of truth. When
this has been wound on, it will be found that one end of

the wire points to the left and the other end to the right.

These are destined to be connected to the under side of

the binding screws shown on the top of Fig. 95. We
therefore secure them to their respective sides with a

touch of sealing wax, and leave enough wire free at the

ends to reach the binding screws—say, about 6 inches.
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It is handy to have an additional coil for testing strong

currents, and as this may be combined in one instrument

at a trifle additional cost, we will get some line wire

(No. 22) and wind six or eight turns of it around the

coil outside the other wire ; one end of this wire will be

attached to an additional binding screw placed between

the others, and the other end to left binding screw

shown. The coil thus prepared may now be mounted

in position. Pierce the board dial and the wood at its

back with a hole large enough for the needle spindle to

pass through from the back to the centre of the dial.

See that the thick end of the inside needle hangs down-

wards, then place the coil in the position it is intended

to occupy, and note how far the needle spindle pro-

trudes on the face of the dial. If this is too long, nip

off the end and file it up taper and smooth until it will

work freely in a hole in the needle guard, with all parts

in their proper places. This being satisfactory, secure

the coil in its place by sealing wax, or, better still, by

two thin straps of brass, held by screws at each end,

placed across the coil. Now clean the free ends of the

coil wires, insert them under the nuts of the binding

screws, fix the indicating needle on the end of the spindle

outside, and see that it hangs in a vertical position with

the inside needle when the instrument is standing on a

level surface. Secure it in this position, screw on the

needle guard, fasten on the glass face, and the instru-

ment will be complete.

§ JJ. Provided thus with an efficient detector, the

fitter may proceed to test his work. In cases of new
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installationsy take the wire off the carbon binding screw

of the battery and attach it to one screw of the galvan-

ometer (on the intensity coil side), next attach apiece

of wire from the other binding screw of the galvan-

ometer (the central one) so as to place the galvanometer

in circuit. There should be no movement of the needle,

and in proportion to the deflection of the needle, so will

the loss or waste be. If loss is going on, every means

must be used to remedy it. It is of the utmost import-

ance to the effective working of the battery and bells

that not the slightest leakage or local action should be

allowed to remain. However slight such loss may be,

it will eventually ruin the battery. Let damp places be

sought out, and the wires removed from near them. Bad
or injured coverings must also be looked for, such as

may have been caused by roughly drawing the wires

across angular walls, treading on them, or driving staples

too tightly over them. Tv/o or more staples may be

touching, or two or more wires carelessly allowed to lie

under one staple. The wire may have been bared in

some places in passing over the sharp edges of the zinc

tube. The backs of the pushes should be examined to see

if too much wire has been bared, and is touching another

wire at the back of the push-case itself. Or the same

thing may be taking place at the junction with the

relays or at the indicator cases. Should the defect not

be at any of these places, the indicator should next be

examined, and wire by wire detached (not cut) until the

particular wire in which the loss is going on has been

found. This wire should then be traced until the defect
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has been discovered. In testing underground wires for

a loss or break, it will be necessary first to uncouple the

distant end, then to disconnect the other end from the

instruments, and attach the wire going underground to

the screw of the galvanometer. A piece of wire must

then be taken from the other screw of the detector to

the carbon end of the battery, and a second wire from

the zinc end of the battery to the earth plate or other

connection. Proceeding to that part of the wire where

the injury is suspected, the wire is taken up, and a tem-

porary earth connection having been made (water main,

gas pipe, etc.), and by means of a sharp knife connected

with this latter, the covering of the suspected wire

penetrated through to the wire, so as to make a good

connection between this suspected wire and the tem-

porary earth plates. If, when this is done, the needle

is deflected fully, the injury is farther away from the

testing end, and other trials must be made farther on,

until the spot is discovered. Wherever the covering of

the wire has been pierced for testing, it must be care-

fully recovered, finished off with Prout's elastic glue, or

gutta-percha, and made quite sound. The connections

with the earth plates very frequently give trouble, the

wires corrode or become detached from the iron pipes

etc., and then the circuit is broken.

§ 78. When the fitter is called to localise defects

which may have occurred in an installation which has

been put up some time, before proceeding to work
let him ask questions as to what kind of defect there

is, and when and where it evinces itself. If all the
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bells have broken down, and will not ring, either the

battery or the main go and return wires are at fault.

Let him proceed to the battery, examine the binding

screws and connected wires for corrosion. If they are

all right, let the batteries themselves be tested to see

if they are giving the right amount of current. This

should be done with the quantity coil of the detector.

Should the battery be faulty, it will be well to renew the

zincs and recharge the battery, if the porous cell be still

in good condition ; if not, new cells should be substituted

for the old ones. Should the battery be all right, and

still none of the bells ring, a break or bad contact,

or short circuit in the main wires near the battery

may be the cause of the mischief. If some bell rings

continuously, there must be a short circuit in the push

or pushes somewhere ; the upper spring of one of the

pushes may have got bent, or have otherwise caught

in the lower spring. Pulls are very subject to this

defect. By violent manipulations on the part of

mischievous butcher or baker boys, the return spring

may be broken, or so far weakened as not to return

the pull Into the " off" position. If, the batteries being

in good order, any bell rings feebly, there is either

leakage along Its line, or else bad contact In the push

or in the connections of the wires to and from the

push. There should be platinum contacts at the ends

of the push springs ; If there are not, the springs may
have worked dirty at the points of contact, hence the

poor current and poor ringing. It Is seldom that the

bells themselves, unless, indeed, of the lowest quality,
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give any serious trouble. Still the set screw may have

shaken loose (which must then be adjusted and tight-

ened up) , or the platinum speck has got solder on its

face and therefore got oxidised. This may be scraped

carefully with a penknife until bright. Or, purposely

or inadvertently, no platinum is on the speck at all,

only the solder. A piece of platinum foil should be

soldered on the spot, if this is so. Or again (and this

only in very bad bells), the electro-magnets being of

hard iron, may have retained a certain amount

oipermanent magnetism, and pull the armature into

permanent contact with itself. This can be remedied

by sticking a thin piece of paper (stamp paper will do)

over the poles of the magnet, between them and the

armature. In no case should the fitter cut or draw up

out of tubes, etc., any wire or wires, without having first

ascertained that the fault is in that wire ; for, however

carefully joints are made, it is rare that the jointed

places are so thoroughly insulated as they were before

the cutting and subsequent joining were undertaken.

To avoid as much as possible cutting uselessly, let

every binding screw be examined and tightened up,

and every length of wire, which it is possible to get at,

be tested for continuity before any "slashing "at the

wires, or furious onslaughts on the indicator be con-

summated.

In conclusion, I beg to record my thanks for the very

generous assistance which I have received in the com-
pilation of the foregoing pages from the electrical

firms of Messrs. Blakey Emmot, Binswanger, Gent,

Judson, Jensen, and Thorpe.
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ADDENDUM.
The Gassner Battery.

Since the compilation of the foregoing pages, a dry

battery, known by the above name, has found great

favour with electric-bell fitters. Its peculiarity consists

in the zinc element forming the outside cell. In this is

placed the carbon, which is separated from the zinc by

a thick paste or jelly made of gypsum and oxide of

zinc. The cell can be placed in any position, works as

well on its side as upright, is not subject to creeping,

has an E.M.F. of about i'5 volt, with an internal resist-

ance of only 0*25 ohm in the round form, and o'6 in

the flat form. The Gassner dry battery polarizes much
less quickly than the ordinary Leclanche. The only

defects at present noticeable, are the flimsy connections,

and the fact that the outer cases being metal must be

carefully guarded from touching one another. This

can be effected by enclosing in a partitioned ivooden box.
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Acid, Chromic, 33, 46
Hydrobromic, 20
Hydrochloric, 20
Hydriodic, 20
Nitric, 20
Sulphuric, 20

Action in Bichromate, 47
Dotting, 116
of electric bell, Si

Leclanche, 35
Relay, 134
Rubbing, 116
of zinc on acids, 21

Agglomerate block, 38
Cell, 38
Compo, 38

Alarms, Burglar, 113
Fire, 123
Frost, 121

Thermometer, 122
Thief, 113
Watch, 124

Amber, i

Ampere, 55
Ampdre's law, I r

Annealing iron, 13
Arrangement of bells for lifts,

Ships, 170
Attraction, 3

B.

Batteries, 18

Battery agglomerate^ 39

71

Battery, Bichromate, 48
Bunsen, 33
Chromic acid, 46
Daniell's, 29
Gassner (addendum), 1S6
Gent's, 44
Gravity, 31
Modified, 120
Grenet, 46
Grove, 33
Judson's, 41
Leclanche, 33
Reversed, 46
Minotto, 31
Smee's, 27
Walker's, 27

Bell action, case for, 88
Blocks, wooden, 150
Bobbins, electric bell, 67
Box for batteries, 43
Brushes, dynamo, 17

C.

Cable, many stranded, 174
Case for bell action, 88
Cells in parallel, 57

series, 53
Charging fluid, recipes, 48

Fuller, 49
Circuits, closed, 52, 118
— Of bells complete in house,

168
For signalling, 167
In both directions, 168
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Circuits of bells with Morse key, 165
In parallel, i6l

Series, 162
With relay, 164
Single bell and wire, 159
Earth, 160
Two pushes, 161

Push and pull, 161

Open, 52
Closed circuit system, 118
Code for signalling, 130
Coil spring, 108
Conductors, 3
Connecting up, 144, 159
Contacts, burglar alarm, 113

Door, 116
Drawer, 121

Floor, 113
For closed circuits, 121
Mackenzie's humming, 113
Shop door, 116
Till, 121

Watch alarm, 124
Window sash, 116

Corrugated carbons, 41
Creeping in cells, 43

To remedy, 44
Callow's attachment, 99
Current, 54

To ring bell, 145

D.

Daniell's cell, 29
Action in, 29

Deflection of needle, 9, 11

Detector or galvanometer, to make,
178

Detent lever, 94
Door contact, 116
Dotting action, 116
Drawing out plans, 169
Dynamo, 15

Armature, 16

Brushes, 17

Commutator, 17

Dynamo, Cumulative effects, 17
Field magnets, 16

Earth, 52
Plate, 53
Return, 153

Electric bell, action of, 81

Armature, 74
r Base, 61
Bobbins, 67
Contact screw, 75
Continuous, 92
Circular bell, 106
Gong, 77
How to make, 60
In lifts, 171
Ships, 170
Jensen's, loi

Joining E. M. wire, 'Jl— Magnets, 63— Magneto, 174
Mining, 106
Paraffining, 69
Platinum tip, 76
Putting together, 78
Single stroke, 91
Spring, 74
Thorpe's, lOO
Trembling, 81, 90
Winding wire on, 7

1

Wire for, 69
Trumpet, 107

Electricity, sources of, 2

Electrodes, 26
Electro-motive force, 51
Electron, I

E. M. F., 51
Excitation, 6

Faults to detect, 182
Fire alarms, 123
Floor contacts, 113
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Frost alarms, 121

Fuller charging, 49

G.

Galvanometer, 176

Gas evolved, 18

Gassner battery (addendum), 1S6

Generator (magneto), 174
Gent's battery, 44
Glue, Prout's elastic, 148
Graphite, 27
Gravity battery, 31

Daniell battery, 31

Modified, 1 20

Grenet battery, 46
Grove battery, 33
Gutta-percha, 148

I.

Indicator, 135
Automatic, 138
Drop, 136
Electric replacement, 136
Gent's, 140
Tripolar, 143
Mechanical replacement,

136
Mode of coupling up, 142
Pendulum, 139
Polarised, 139
Self replacing, 136
Semaphore, 136

Inductor, 174
Insulation, 68
Insulators, 4
Internal resistance, 56
Interior of push, 151

Iron, importance of soft, 65
Yoke, 66

J.

Jensen's bell, loi

Joining wires to push,

Judson's cell, 41

Key, Morse, 129

L.

Leakage, 52
Leclanche cell, 33

• reversed, 46
Legge's contact, 115

Lever switches, 128

Lifts, bells for, 171

Localising faults, 144, 175

Lodge bell, 169

M.

Magnetic field, 14
Magneto bells, 175

Electric machines, 14, 1

5

Magnets, 13
Magnets producing electricity, 14

Magnetisation of iron, 12

Steel, 13

Manganese oxide, 33
Minotto cell, 31
Modified gravity battery, 120

Morse key, 129
Musical instrument, novel, 108

N.

Negative electricity, 7
Non-conductors, 3
Novel musical instrument, 108

O.
Ohm, 55
Ohm's law, 55
Open circuit, 52
Overhead lines, 152

P.

Paraffin, 69, 170
Percha, gutta, 148
Plans, drawing out, 169

Platinum, riveting, 76
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Platinum, use of, 76
Plug switches, 128
Polarisation, 26
Positive electricity, 7
Proportions of bell parts, table of,

89
Pressels, 11

1

Prout's elastic glue, 148
Pulls, III

Push, 92, 151, 109
Interior ot, 151

Joining wires to, 151

R.

Relay, 96, 133
Action of, 134

Repulsion, 3
Resinous electricity, 7
Resistance of wire, table of, 146
Return current, 153
Riveting platinum, 76
Rubbing action, lib

S.

Ships, bells for, 170
Shop door contact, 116
Signalling by bells, 130

Code, 130
Silver platmised, 27
Single cell, 9
Sizes of Leclanche's, 42
Smee's cell, 27
Spring coil, 108
Standard size of wires, I

Swicches, lever, 128
Plug, 128

Table of batteries, E. M. F. and R.

58
Conductors and insulators,

4,68
Metals in acid, 8

Table of Proportions of bell pari 5,89
Wire resistance, etc., 146

Testing new work, 182
Old, 183

Thermometer alarms, 122
Thorpe's Ball, 100

U.

Use of platinum, 76

V.

Vitreous electricity, 7
Volt, 53

W.

Walker's cell, 27
Watchman's clock, 124
Water level indicator, 127
Washer, insulating, ']']

Window sash contact, 116
Wiping contact, 102
Wire covering, 1 47— In iron pipes, 152

In wooden boxes, 152
Iron, 152
Joining, 148
To push, 1 5

1

Laying in tubes, 149
Leading, 147, 150
Overhead, 152
Resistance, table of, 146
Return, 147, 150
Soldering iron, 14S
Tinned, 147
Underground, 152

Wiring, general instructions, 135
Up, 144

Z.

Zinc, amalgamated, 22
Blacking, 45
Consumption, 21

Commercial, 19
Pure, 19
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Third Edition^ Crown Svo, C/otk, 6s.

PRACTICAL EDUCATION.
A WORK ON

PREPARING THE MEMORY, DEVELOPING
QUICKNESS OF PERCEPTION, AND

TRAINING THE CONSTRUC-
TIVE FACULTIES.

By CHARLES G. LELAND.
Author of '^ The Minor Arts," " Twelve Manuals of Art Work," " The Albuvt

ofRepousse Work," Industrial Art in Education, or Circular
No. 4, 1882," "Hints on Self-Education," etc.

Mr. Leland was the first person to introduce Industrial Art zs, a branch of
education in the public schools of America. The Bureau of Education at Wash-
ington, observing the success of his work, employed him in 1862 to write a pam-
phlet showing how hand-work could be taken or taught in schools and families.

It is usual to issue only 15,000 of these pamphlets, but so great was the demand
for this that in two years after its issue more than 60,000 were given to applicants.
This work will be found greatly enlarged in " Practical Education." Owing to it

thousands of schools, classes, or clubs of industrial art were established in Eng-
land, America and Austria. As at present a great demand exists for information
as to organizing Technical Education, this forms the first part of the work. In it

the author indicates that all the confusion and difference of opinion which at pre-
sent prevails as to this subject, may very easily be obviated by simply beginning
by teaching the youngest the easiest arts of which they are capable, and by
thence gradually leading them on to more advanced work.

" The basis of Mr. Leland's theory," says a reviewer, "is that before learning,
children should acquire the art of learning. It is not enough to fill the memory,
memory must first be created. By training children to merely memorize, extra-
ordinary power in this respect is to be attained in a few months. With this

is associated exercises in quickness of perception, which are at first purely
mechanical, and range from merely training the eye to mental arithmetic, and
problems in all branches of education. Memory and quickness of perception
blend in the development of the constructive faculties or hand-work. Attention
or interest is the final factor in this system."

'

' Mr. Lelands book will have a wide circulation. It deals with the whole sub-
ject in S7(ch a do^vuright practicalfashion, and is so much the result of long
personal experience and observation, as to render it a veritable mine ofvaluable
suggestions."—British Architect.

"/j; has little of the dryness ustially associated with such books; and no
teacher can read its thoughtfulpages without imbibing vtany valuable ideas.

''^—
Scottish Educational News.

" Strongly to be recommended."—Chemical News.
" This valuable little work."—Liverpool Daily Post.
''^ Many of Mr. Leland's suggestions might be car7-ied out advantageously

among the youngfolks ifi our large towfts and villages."—Northern Whig.
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^inor :arts anti 3)ntju0trteg»

A SERIES OF ILLUSTRATED AND PRACTICAL MANUALS FOR

SCHOOL USE AND SELF-INSTRUCTION.

Edited by CHARLES G. LELAND.

This series of manuals on " The Minor Arts and Industries " is

designed on the lines laid down in Mr. Leland's treatise on educa-
tion. Each handbook will present the subject with which it deals in

a thoroughly popular and practical manner ; the lessons carry the

student on his road step by step from the veriest elements to the

point where the most advanced works fitly find their place in his

course of study ; in short, the greatest pains are taken to ensure a
thorough mastery of the rudiments of each subject, and to so clearly

state each lesson, illustrating it where necessary by plans and draw-
ings, that even very young children may be interested in and trained

to practical work. On similar grounds the self-taught student will

find these manuals an invaluable aid to his studies.

Part I now ready^ Paper cover^ \s. or in cloth, \s. 6d.

DRAWING AND DESIGNING:
IN A SERIES OF LESSONS,

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS,

By CHARLES G. LELAND, M.A., F.R.L.S.

Other volumes will follow at intervals, amongst the subjects of which
may be named

—

Wood Carving.
Modelling.
Leather Work.

Metal Work.
Carpentering.
Commerce, etc.
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GREEK AND LATIN.

TBibliotfteca Cla^sica,

A Series of Greek and Latin Authors^ with English Notes^

edited by eminent Scholars. Zvo.

^SCHYLUS. By F. A. Paley, M.A. Zs.

CICERO'S ORATIONS. By G. Long, M.A.
4 vols. Sj. each.

DEMOSTHENES. By R. Whiston, M.A. 2 vols.
8j-. each.

EURIPIDES. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 3 vols. 8j. each.

HERODOTUS. By Rev.J.W.Blakesley,B.D.2vols.i2j.

HESIOD. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 5^.

HOMER. By F.A. Paley, M.A. Vol. 1.8^. Vol. II. 6j.

HORACE. By Rev. A. J. Macleane, M.A. Zs.

JUVENAL AND PERSIUS. By Rev. A. J.
Macleane, M.A. 6^.

LUCAN. The Pharsalia. By C. E. Haskins, M.A.,
and W. E. Heitland, M.A. 14^.

PLATO. By W. H. Thompson, D.D. 2 vols. 5^:. each.

SOPHOCLES. Vol. I. By Rev. F. H. Blaydes, M.A. 8y.

Vol. II. Philoctetes—Electra—Ajax and Tra-
chinias. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 6j.

TACITUS : The Annals. By the Rev. P. Frost. Zs.

TERENCE. By E. St. J. Parry, M.A. qj-.

VIRGIL. By J. Conington, M.A. 3 vols. \os. 6d. each.

*^* In some cases the volumes cannot be sold separately. The
few copies that remain are reserved for complete sets, which may be
obtained, at present, for 9/.
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(Grammar ^cbool Classics*

I

A Series of Greek and Latin Authors^ with English Notes.

Ecap. Svo.

CiESAR: DE BELLO GALLICO. By George
Long, M.A. 4J.

Books I.-III. For Junior Classes. By George
Long, M.A. I J. 6d.

Books IV. and V. in i vol. is. 6d.

Books VI. and VII. in i vol. is. 6d.

CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, AND PROPER-
TIUS. Selected Poems. With Life. By Rev. A. H.
Wratislaw. 2s. 6d.

CICERO : DE SENECTUTE, DE AMICITIA,
and SELECT EPISTLES. By George Long, M.A. 3^.

CORNELIUS NEPOS. By Rev. J. F. Mac-
michael. 2s.

HOMER: ILIAD. Books I. -XII. By F. A. Paley,
M.A. 4s. 6d.

Books L-VL, 2s. 6d. ; Books VIL-XIL, 2s. 6d.

HORACE. With Life. By A. J. Macleane, M.A.
3^. 6d. In 2 Parts : Odes, 2s. ; Satires and Epistles, 2s.

JUVENAL: SIXTEEN SATIRES. By H. Prior,
M.A. 3^. 6d.

MARTIAL: SELECT EPIGRAMS. With Life.
By F. A. Paley, M.A. 4^. 6d.

OVID : The FASTI. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 3^. 6d,

Books I. and 11. in i vol. is. 6d.

Books III. and IV. in i vol. is. 6d.

Books V. and VI. in i vol. is. 6d.

SALLUST: CATILINA and JUGURTHA. With
Life. By G. Long, M.A., and J. G. Frazer. 3^. 6d. Catilina,
2s. Jugurtha, 2s.

TACITUS : GERMANIA and AGRICOLA. By
Rev. P. Frost. 2s. (>d.
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VIRGIL : BUCOLICS, GEORGICS, and ^NEID,
Books I.-IV. Abridged from Professor Conington's edition.

4y. (id.

iENEID, Books V.-XII. 4^. dd.

Also in 9 separate volumes, \s. 6d. each.

XENOPHON: The ANABASIS. With Life. By
Rev. J. F. Macmichael. 3^. dd.

Also in 4 separate volumes, \s. 6d. each.

The CYROP^DIA. By G. M. Gorham, M.A.
Zs. 6d.

Books I. and II. in i vol. i^. 6d.

'— Books V. and VI. in i vol. is. 6d.

— MEMORABILIA. By Percival Frost, M.A.

A GRAMMAR-SCHOOL ATLAS OF CLAS-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY, containing Ten selected Maps.

Imperial 8vo. 3^-.

Uniform with the Series.

THE NEW TESTAMENT, in Greek. With
English Notes, &c. By Rev. J. F. Macmichael. 4?. 6d.

Separate parts, St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John,

Acts, 6d. each, sewed.

JLotoet JForm ^erieg*

With Notes and Vocabularies.

ECLOG^ LATINiE ; OR, FIRST LATIN
READING-BOOK, WITH ENGLISH NOTES AND A
DICTIONARY. By the late Rev. P. Frost, M.A. New
Edition. Fcap. 8vo. is. 6d.

LATIN VOCABULARIES FOR REPETI-
TION. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. 2nd Edition, revised.

Fcap, 8vo. IS. 6d.

EASY LATIN PASSAGES FOR UNSEEN
TRANSLATION. By A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. Fcap.

8vo. IS. 6d.
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VIRGIL'S ^NEID. Book I. Abridged from Con-
ington's Edition by Rev. J. G. Sheppard, D.C.L. With Voca-

bulary by W. F. R. Shilleto. \s. 6d. [Now ready.

CiESAR : DE BELLO GALLICO. Book I. With
Notes by George Long, M.A., and Vocabulary by W. F. R.

Shilleto. IS. 6d. \Bo6k II. in the press.

TALES FOR LATIN PROSE COMPOSL
TION. With Notes and Vocabulary. By G. H. Wells,

M.A. 2s.

MATERIALS FOR LATIN PROSE COM-
POSITION. By the late Rev. P. Frost, M.A. New Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 2s. Key (for Tutors only), ^.

A LATIN VERSE-BOOK. AN INTRODUC-
TORY WORK ON HEXAMETERS AND PENTAME-
TERS. By the late Rev. P. Frost, M.A. New Edition.

Fcap. 8vo. 2s. Key (for Tutors only), 5^.

ANALECTA GRi^CA MINORA, with IN-
TRODUCTORY SENTENCES, ENGLISH NOTES,
AND A DICTIONARY. By the late Rev. P. Frost, M.A.
New Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s.

GREEK TESTAMENT SELECTIONS. By
A. M. M. Stedman, M.A. 2nd Edition, enlarged, with Notes
and Vocabulary. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CambriDge Certs \x}itb Ii3ote0-

A Selection ofthe most usually read of the Greek and Latin
Authors, Annotated for Schools. Fcap. Svo, is. 6d.

each, with exceptions.

EURIPIDES. ALCESTIS— MEDEA— HIPPO-
LYTUS—HECUBA—BACCHy^—ION (2J. )—ORESTES—
PHOENISS^—TROADES- HERCULES FURENS—
ANDROMACHE — IPHIGENIA IN TAURIS—SUP-
PLICES. By F. A. Paley, M.A, LL.D.

^SCHYLUS. PROMETHEUS VINCTUS—
SEPTEM CONTRA THEBAS—AGAMEMNON—PERS^
—EUMENIDES—CHCEPHORCE. By F. A. Paley, M.A.,
LL.D.
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SOPHOCLES. GEDIPUSTYRANNUS—(EDIPUS
COLONEUS—ANTIGONE—ELECTRA—ATAX. By F.
A. Paley, M.A., LL.D.

THUCYDIDES. BOOK IV. By. F. A. Paley,
M.A., LL.D.

XENOPHON. HELLENICA. BOOK II. By
Rev. L. D. Dowdall, M.A.

ANABASIS. Edited by Rev. J. F. Macmichael.
New edition, revised by J. E. Melhuish, M.A. In 6 vols.
Book I. (with Life, Introduction, Itinerary, &c.); Books II.

and III. 2s. ; Book IV., Book V., Book VI., Book VIL

HOMER. ILIAD. BOOK I. By F. A. Paley,
M.A.,LL.D. IS.

VIRGIL (abridged from Conington's edition). BUCO-
LICS : GEORGICS, 2 parts : /ENEID, 9 parts.

TERENCE. ANDRIA—HAUTON TIMORU-
MENOS—PHORMIO—ADELPHOE. By Professor Wag-
ner, Ph.D.

CICERO. DE SENECTUTE—DE AMICITIA—
EPISTOL^ SELECTS. By G. Long, M.A.

OVID. SELECTIONS. By A. J. Macleane, M.A.

Others in preparation.

CamfiriDge ©reelt anD iLatln Cert0.

These Texts, which are clearly printed at the Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, on good paper, and bound in a handy form, have been
reduced in price, and vv^ill now meet the requirements of masters
who wish to use Text and Notes separately.

iESCHYLUS. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 2s,

CiESAR: DE BELLO GALLICO. By G. Long,
M.A. I J. (>d.

CICERO : DE SENECTUTE et DE AMICITIA, et

EPISTOL^ SELECTS. By G. Long, M.A. \s. 6d.
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I

CICERONIS ORATIONES. Vol. I. (in Verrem.)
By G. Long, M.A. 2s. 6d.

EURIPIDES. By F. A. Paley, M. A. 3 vols., each 2 j.

Vol. I. Rhesus—Medea—Hippolytus—Alcestis

—

Heraclidse—Supplices—Troades—Index.

Vol. II. Ion—Helena—Andromache—Electra

—

Bacchce—Hecuba—Index.

Vol. III. Hercules Furens—Phoenissae—Orestes

—

Iphigenia in Tauris—Iphigenia in Aulide—Cyclops—Index.

HERODOTUS. By J. G. Blakesley, B.D. 2 vols.,

each 2J. 6d.

HOMERI ILIAS. I.-XII. By F. A. Paley, M.A.
IS. 6d.

HORATIUS. By A. J. Macleane, M.A. i^. 6d.

JUVENAL ET PERSIUS. By A. J. Macleane,
M.A. IS. 6d.

LUCRETIUS. By H. A. J. Munro, M.A. 2s.

SALLUSTI CRISPI CATILINA ET JU-
GURTHA. By G. Long, M.A. is. 6d

SOPHOCLES. By F. A. Paley, M.A. 2s. 6d.

TERENTI COMCEDI^. By W. Wagner, Ph.D.
2S.

THUCYDIDES. By J. G. Donaldson, D.D. 2 vols.,

each 2s.

VERGILIUS. By J. Conington, M.A. 2s.

XENOPHONTIS EXPEDITIO CYRI. By
J. F. Macmichael, B.A. is. 6d.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GREECE. By
F. H. Scrivener, M.A. 4J. 6d. An edition with wide margin
for notes, half bound, 12s.

2 A
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annotaten €Ditions»

CICERO'S MINOR WORKS. De Officiis, &c. &c.
With English Notes, by W. C. Tylor, LL.D. i2mo. cloth,

VIRGIL'S ^NEID. With English Notes, by
C. Anthen, LL.D. Adapted for use in English Schools by the

Rev. F. Metcalfe, M.A. New Edition. i2mo. ^s. 6d.

(Sreefe Class TBoofes.

BEATSON'S PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES ON
THE COMPOSITION OF GREEK IAMBIC VERSE.
i2mo. cloth, y.

DAWSON'S GREEK-ENGLISH LEXICON TO
THE NEW TESTAMENT. New Edition, by Dr. Tylor.

8vo. cloth, 9J-.

NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GR/ECE. Textus
Stephanici, 1550. Accedunt varise Lectiones editionum Bezse,

Elzeviri, Lachmanni, Tischendorfii, Tregellesii, curante

F. H. Scrivener, M.A. 4^. 6d. An Edition with wide margin
for MS. Notes, 4to. half-bound morocco, 12s.

Textus Stephanici, a.d. 1550, Cum variis Lec-
tionibus Editionum Bezse, Elzeviri, Lachmanni, Tischendorfii,

Tregellesii, Westcott-Hortii, Versionis Anglicanas Emendato-
rum, Curante F. H. A. Scrivener, A.M., D.C.L., LL.D.,
Accedunt Parallela S. Scripturas Loca. Small post 8vo. cloth,

pp. xvi.-598, Js. 6d.

Editio Major containing, in addition to the matter in the

other Edition, the Capitula {?7iajora et minora^ and the Eusebian

Canons, the various Readings of Westcott and Hort, and those

adopted by the Revisers ; also a revised and ninch-enlarged series

of References.

VALPY'S. For the use of Schools. i2mo.
cloth, 5j.

Edited by Rev. Macmichael. See Grammar
School Classics.
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©tuDent^' (EDition0 of tbe ©o^pels anD

tf)e act0.

Crown Svo. cloth.

THE GOSPEL OF S. MATTHEW. The
Greek Text, with Critical, Grammatical, and Explanatory
Notes, &c., by the late Rev. W. Trollope, M.A., re-edited by
the Rev. W. H. Rowlandson, M.A. 5j.

GOSPEL OF S. MARK. The Greek Text, with
Critical, Grammatical, and Explanatory Notes, Prolegomena,
&c., by Rev, W. H. Rowlandson, M.A. 4^. bd.

GOSPEL OF S. LUKE. The Greek Text, with
Critical, Grammatical, and Explanatory Notes, &c. , by the late

Rev. W. Trollope, M.A., revised and re-edited by the Rev.
W. H. Rowlandson, M.A. %s.

ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. The Greek Text,
with Critical, Grammatical, and Explanatory Notes, and Exami-
nation Questions, by Rev. W. Trollope, M.A., re-edited and
revised by the Rev. G. F. Browne, M.A. ^s.

Latin Cla00 TBoofe0»

BEDFORD'S PROPRIA QUtE MARIBUS; or.

Short Rules for the Genders of Latin Nouns, and a Latin
Prosody. i2mo. \s.

BOSSUTS LATIN WORD BOOK; or, First Step
to the Latin Language. i8mo. \s.

LATIN PHRASE BOOK. i8mo. \s.

FLORILEGIUM POETICUM. A Selection of
Elegiac Extracts from Ovid and TibuUus. New edition, greatly
enlarged with English Notes. By the late Rev. P. Frost, M.A.
Fcap. 8vo. 2s,

GRADUS AD PARNASSUM ; sive novus sinony-
morum, epithetorum, versuum, ac phrasium poeticarum,
thesaurus. New edition. By G. Pyper. i2mo. cloth, yj.

BY VALPY. Whittaker's Improved edition.
Latin and English. New edition. Royal i2mo. 7j. dd.
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STODDART'S NEW DELECTUS; or, Easy Steps
to Latin Construing. For the use of Pupils commencing the

Language. Adapted to the best Latin Grammars, with a

Dictionary attached. New edition. i2mo. 4^.

PENROSE'S (REV. JOHN) Easy Exercises in

Latin Elegiac Verse. New editioit. i2mo. cloth, is.

Key to ditto, for Tutors only, 3^-. dd.

LONG'S ATLAS OF CLASSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
Containing Twenty-four Maps. Constructed by William
Hughes, F.R.G.S., and Edited by George Long, M.A. New
edition, with Coloured Outlines, and an Index of Places.

Royal 8vo. ds.

LONG'S GRAMMAR SCHOOL ATLAS OF CLAS-
SICAL GEOGRAPHY. Contaiaiing Ten Maps, selected from

the larger Atlas. Constructed by W. Hughes, F.R.G.S., and
edited by George Long, M.A. New edition, with Coloured

Outlines. Royal 8vo. 3^.

(ZEnglisf) Language atiD 6^i0cellaneou0.

ALLEN AND CORNWELL'S SCHOOL
GRAMMAR. Cloth, \s. 9^.

GRAMMAR FOR BEGINNERS. Cloth, i^.

BELL'S MODERN READER AND SPEAKER. A
Selection of Poetry and Prose, from the Writings of Eminent

Authors. i2mo. 3J. dd.

DUNCAN'S ENGLISH EXPOSITOR; or, Explana-

tory Spelling-book. Containing an Alphabetical Collection of

all the most useful, proper, and elegant words in the English

language, divided into Syllables, and properly accented. Nro)

edition. i2mo. \s. 6d.

LATHAM'S (R. G.) DICTIONARY OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE. Abridged and condensed into one

volume. 8vo. cloth, 14X.
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MACKAY (C.) A DICTIONARY OF LOWLAND
SCOTCH. By Charles Mackay, LL.U. With an Introduc-

tory Chapter on the Poetry, Humour, and Literary History of

the Scottish Language, and an Appendix of Scottish Proverbs.

Large post 8vo. cloth, 7j. 6d. half bound, 2>s, 6d.

SELECTED POEMS AND SONGS OF
CHARLES MACKAY, LL.D. With a Commendatory and
Critical Introduction by Eminent Writers. Wide foolscap 8vo.

half cloth boards, is. 6d. Sewed, is.

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Including Scientific, Technical, and Biblical

Words and Terms. New edition, with Supplement of over

4,600 New Words and Meanings. 4to. cloth, i/. is. ; half-calf,

l/. los. With Appendices, £i lis. 6d. j half-calf, 2/.

SHAKESPEARE'S PLAYS, with Text and Intro-
duction in English and German. Edited by C. Sachs, Prof.

Ph. D. 8vo, cloth, -each Play or Number, lod.

Now Ready

:

I. Julius Caesar. 10. King Richard II.

2. Romeo and Juliet. n. King Henry IV. L
3- King Henry VIII 12. „ „ II.

4- King Lear. 13. King Henry V.

5- Othello. 14. King Richard III.

6. Hamlet. 15. Cymbeline.

7. A Midsummer Night's 16. Coriolanus.

Dream. 17. Antony and Cleopatra.

8. Macbeth. 18. Merchant of Venice.

9- King John. 19. Much Ado about Nothing

Others t follow.

" This edition will be quite a godsend to grown-up students of either
language, for the ordinary class reading books are too childish to arrest

their attention. The parallel paging saves the labour of using a dictionary,
and the series is so low in price as to place it within the reach of all."

Saturday Review.

SHAKESPEARE REPRINTS, i. King Lear.
Parallel Texts of Quarto i and Folio i. Edited by Dr. W.
Victor, of Marburg. Square i6mo. cloth, 3^-. dd.

The texts of thefirst quarto andfolio, with collatiotisfrom the
later quartos and folios, are here printed in a compact and con-
venient volume, intended as a class-book in the University.
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90i0celIanEOU0 (ZBDucational TBoofe0.

SEIDEL (ROBT.) INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION :

A Pedagogic and Social Necessity. Crown 8vo. 4J-.

WOODWARD (CM.) THE MANUAL TRAIN-
ING SCHOOL, ITS AIMS, METHODS, AND RESULTS.
With Figured Drawings of Shop Exercises in Woods and Metals.

8vo. IOJ-.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF EDUCATION. Hints
toward a Select and Descriptive Bibliography of Education.

Arranged by Topics, and Indexed by Authors. By G. Stanley
Hall, Professor, John Hopkins University, and John M.
Mansfield. Post 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi.-309, ']s.(>d.

CHEPMELL'S (REV. DR.) SHORT COURSE
OF GRECIAN, ROMAN, AND ENGLISH HISTORY.
New edition. i2mo. ^s. Questions on, i2mo. \s.

COLTON (B. P.) ELEMENTARY COURSE OF
PRACTICAL ZOOLOGY. By B. P. Colton, A.M., Instructor

in Biology, Ottawa High School. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xiv.-

182, 4^. dd.

CORNWELL'S SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY. 3^. 6^.

With Thirty Maps on Steel, 5^. dd.

GEOGRAPHY FOR BEGINNERS. \s.

With Questions, \s. ^d.

DURHAM UNIVERSITY CALENDAR, with
Almanack. Cloth, is. 6d. \^Publis?ied annually.

JOYCE (P. W^.) A HANDBOOK OF SCHOOL
MANAGEMENT AND METHODS OF TEACHING.
By P. W. Joyce, LL.D., &c. i ith edition, revised. Cloth, 3^. dd.

NATURE READERS. Seaside and Wayside.
No. I. By Julia McNair Wright. Cloth, u. 60^.

The first of a Series of Primary Readers for young children.

It treats of crabs, wasps, spiders, bees, and some univalve
molluscs.
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PINNOCK'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND. From
the Invasion of Julius Caesar. With a Biographical and His-

torical Dictionary. Questions for Examination, Genealogical

Tables, Progress of Literature and the Constitution, &c. Illus-

ted. Continued by the Rev. W. H. Pinnock, LL.D. New
edition. i2mo. 6j.

HISTORY OF GREECE. With an Introduc-
tion on the Natural and Political Geography of Greece, Dic-
tionary of Difficult Terms, Questions for Examination, Genea-
logical Tables, &c. Illustrated. By Dr. W. C. Taylor. New
edition. i2mo. 5^'. dd.

HISTORY OF ROME. With an Introduc-
tion, the Geography of the Roman Empire, Notices of the

Roman Manners, and Illustrations, Questions for Examination,
Chronological Index, &c Illustrated. By Dr. W. C. Taylor.

New edition. i2mo. 5^. (>d.

PINNOCK'S CATECHISMS OF THE ARTS,
SCIENCES, AND LITERATURE. Whittaker's Improved
Editions. Illustrated with Maps, Plates, and Woodcuts, care-

fully re-edited. i8mo. price 04. each.

HISTORY.—Modern—Ancient—Universal—Bible and Gos-
pel—Scripture— Chronology— England—Scotland— France

—

America—Rome—Greece—Jews.

GEOGRAPHY.—Ancient—Modern, Improved Edition-
Modern, Original Edition—Sacred—England and Wales—Use
of the Globes.

GRAMMAR.—English—French—German— Italian— Latin
—Spanish—Greek : Part I. Accidence. Part II. Syntax and
Prosody—Hebrew.

MATHEMATICS, &c.—Algebra (two Parts)—Arithmetic
—Geometry—Navigation—Land Surveying.

RELIGION.—Religion—Natural Theology—Scripture His-
tory—Bible and Gospel History.

FINE ARTS, &c.—Architecture—Drawing—Perspective

—

Music—Singing.

LITERATURE.— Mythology— Rhetoric-- Logic— British
Biography—Classical Biography.

MISCELLANEOUS.—First Catechism—General Know-
ledge—Intellectual Philosophy—Agriculture—English Law

—

Heraldry—Medicine—Moral and Social Duties—Trade and
Commerce.
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SCHLEYER'S GRAMMAR, with Vocabularies of
Volapuk (the Language of the World), for all Speakers of the
English Language. Second (greatly Revised) Edition. By
W. A. Seret, Certificated Teacher of the Universal Language.
Crown 8vo. pp. 420, sewed, 5^-. dd. ; cloth, 6j. 6d.

SHUMWAY(E.S.) A DAY IN ANCIENT ROME.
With numerous Illustrations. By Edgar S. Shumway, Pro-
fessor, Rutger's College, New Brunswick. Small 4to. cloth, 5^.

WATTON'S ORIGINAL AIDS TO EDUCATION.
Hand-series of Tablets, in Stiff Covers, 31/. each.

Chief Events of Russian History.
Eminent Men of Modern Times.
Chief Events of Church History.
Natural System of Botany.
The Linnaean System of Botany.
Natural History—Zoology.
Natural Philosophy.
Principles ofGrammatical Analy-

sis, with Examples.
Guide to English Parsing, with

Examples.
Abstract of Heathen Mythology.
Word Formation—Saxon, La-

tin, and Greek Prefixes, with
Examples.

Chief Grecianand Roman Battles

and Results.

Leading Events of General His-
tory.

Cliief Events of Old Testament
History.

Chief Events of New Testament
History.

Prophecies and other Scripture

Subjects.

Chief Events of Grecian History.

Chief Events of Roman History.

Chief Events of Eastern Empire.
Chief Events of German History.

Chief Events of English History.

ChiefEnglish Battles and Results.

ChiefEvents of Scottish History.

Chief Events of French History.

Chief Events of Prussian History.

LARGE TYPE SERIES OF TABLETS
(20 by 23 inches), embracing Historical, Geographical, and other

Subjects, /ifd. each, for suspension.

WATTON'S SKELETON EXERCISE BOOKS.
For History, Geography, Biography, Analysis, Parsing, and

Chronology, with Script Headings and Specimen Page. Price
regulated by the thickness of the books, \s. and 2s. each.

Also now ready, a filled Biographical Exercise Book, 2 Series, each \s.

Charts systematically arranged with date words, 60 pages,
cloth, \s. Selected Descriptive Poetry, \s.

Object Lessons, Nos. i, 2, 3, and 4, 32 pp., in stiff covers, 2d. each.
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©cf)ool anD Onitiemtp analgses;*

By the Rev. Dr. Pinnock.

AN ANALYSIS OF SCRIPTURE HIS-
TORY ; Intended for Readers of Old Testament History, and
the University Examinations ; with Maps, Copious Index, and
Examination Questions. i8mo. cloth, 3J. 6^.

AN ANALYSIS OF NEW TESTAMENT
HISTORY; Embracing the Criticism and Interpretation of

the original Textj with Questions for Examination. i8mo.
cloth, 4^.

AN ANALYSIS OF ECCLESIASTICAL
HISTORY; From the Birth of Christ, to the Council of

Nice, A.D. 325. With Examination Questions. i8mo. cloth,

3J. 6d.

ANALYSIS OF ENGLISH CHURCH HIS-
TORY ; comprising the Reformation period, and subsequent

events ; with Questions of Examination, especially intended for

the Universities and Divinity Students in general. i8mo. cloth,

4J-. (>d.

A SHORT ANALYSIS OF OLD TESTA-
MENT HISTORY. With Questions for Schools. i8mo.
cloth, IS. 6d.

A SHORT ANALYSIS OF NEW TESTA-
MENT HISTORY. With Questions for Schools. i8mo.
cloth, IS. 6d.

arithmetic anD (JEucliti,

PINNOCK'S ARITHMETICAL TABLES OF
MONEY, WEIGHTS, AND MEASURES. With Questions
for Examination, and Explanatory Notes, &c. i8mo. ^d.

FIRST CIPHERING BOOK. Containing
Easy Exercises in the First Rules of Arithmetic. 4to. sewed, is.

RYAN'S CIVIL SERVICE ARITHMETICAL
EXAMINATION PAPERS, By L. J. Ryan. Cloth, 2s.

Key to Ditto, is. 6d.
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SONNENSCHEIN AND NESBITT'S
ARITHMETIC. The Science and Art of Arithmetic for the
use of Schools. Post 8vo. ^s. 6d. Or separately, Part I.

—

Integral. 2s. 6d. Parts 11. and III.—Fractional and Approxi-
mate Calculations. 3^. 6d. Answers to the Exercises, is. 6d.

Exercises separately. Part I. \s. Parts II. and III. is. 2,d.

A B C OF ARITHMETIC. Teacher's Book,
Nos. I and 2, each is. Exercise Book, Nos. i and 2, each 4^.

WALKINGAME'S TUTOR ASSISTANT
(ERASER'S). Being a Compendium of Arithmetic and a
Complete Question Book. i2mo. 2s. Key, 3^.

EUCLID, THE FIRST BOOK OF. With an In-
troduction and Collection of Problems for the use of Schools.
By J. M. Wilson, M.A. 2nd edition. 4to. 2s.

EUCLID, THE FIRST SIX BOOKS, together with
the ELEVENTH and TWELFTH. From the Text of Dr.
Simson. New edition, revised and corrected by S. Maynard.
i8mo. 4^".

MODERN LANGUAGES.
JFtenc{).

BARRERE (A.) PROFESSOR, R.M.A. Woolwich.

RECITS MILITAIRES. Selections from
modern French authors, with short biographical introductions

in French, and English notes for the use of army students and
others. Crown 8vo. y.

PRECIS OF COMPARATIVE FRENCH
GRAMMAR AND IDIOMS, and Guide to Examinations.

Cloth. Second edition, revised, ^s. 6d.

JUNIOR GRADUATED FRENCH COURSE
affording materials for Translation, Grammar, and Conversa-

tion. Being an introduction to the Graduated French Course.

Cloth, IJ. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF FRENCH GRAMMAR
AND FIRST STEPS IN IDIOMS. With numerous
Exercises and a Vocabulary, being an Introduction to the

Precis of Comparative French Grammar. Crown 8vo. cloth, 2s.
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BELLENGER'S MODERN FRENCH CONVER-
SATION. Containing Elementary Phrases and New Easy
Dialogues, in French and English, on the most familiar sub-

jects. l2mo. 2s. 6d.

BOSSUT'S FRENCH WORD BOOK. i8mo. is.

FRENCH PHRASE BOOK. i8mo. is.

BOWER. PUBLIC EXAMINATION FRENCH
READER. With a Vocabulary to every extract, suitable for

all Students who are preparing for a French Examination. By
A. M. Bower, F.R.G.S., late Master in University College
School, &c. Cloth, 3^. 6d.

" The book is a very practical and useful one, and it must prove very handy
for students who are preparing for a French examination, the persons for whose
special aid it has been specially provided. It would also serve admirably for use
in schools as a class book."— Sehoolmaster.

DELILLE'S FRENCH GRAMMAR. In Two
Parts. I.—Accidence. II.—Sjnitax, written in French, with
Exercises conducive to the speaking of the French Language,
&c. i2mo. 5J. dd. Key, 3^.

EASY FRENCH POETRY FOR BEGIN-
NERS ; or. Short Selections in Verse on a Graduated Plan for

the Memory. With English Notes. i2mo. 2s.

DELILLE'S MODELES DE POESIE FRANCAIS.
With Treatise on French Versification. New edition. i2mo.
6x.

REPERTOIRE DES PROSATEURS FRAN-
CAIS. With Biographical Sketches, &c. New edition.

i2mo. (>s. 6d.

MANUEL ETYMOLOGIQUE ; or, an Inter-
pretative Index of the most recurrent Words in the French
Language. i2mo. 2s. 6d.

BEGINNER'S OWN FRENCH BOOK.
Being a Practical and Easy Method of Learning the Elements
of the French Language. i2mo. cloth, 2s. Key, 2s,

DES CARRIERES' FRENCH IDIOMATICAL
PHRASES AND FAMILIAR DIALOGUES. Square,
3J. ed.
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DES CARRIERES' HISTOIRE DE FRANCE,
DEPUIS L'ETABLISSEMENT DE LA MONARCHIE.
Continuee jusqu'au retablissement de rEmpire sous Napoleon
III., par C. J. Delille. i2mo. yj-.

DUVERGER'S COMPARISON BETWEEN THE
IDIOMS, GENIUS, AND PHRASEOLOGY OF THE
FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. New edition.

i2mo. 4-5-. ()d.

GASC (F. E. A.) AN IMPROVED MODERN
POCKET DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH AND
ENGLISH LANGUAGES. New edition. i6mo. cloth,

2s. 6d. Also in 2 vols, in neat leatherette, 5^.

MODERN FRENCH-ENGLISH AND ENG-
LISH-FRENCH DICTIONARY. New edition, revised.

In I vol. 8vo. loj. dd.

HAMEL'S NEW UNIVERSAL FRENCH GRAM-
MAR. New Edition. i2mo. 4J.

GRAMMATICAL EXERCISES UPON THE
FRENCH LANGUAGE. Neiv edition. i2mo. 4?. Key, y.

FRENCH GRAMMAR AND EXERCISES.
New edition. l2mo. 5^. dd. Key, 4J".

LEVIZAC'S DICTIONARY OF THE FRENCH
AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. New edition, by N. Lam-
bert. i2mo. 6j. dd.

NUGENT'S POCKET DICTIONARY OF THE
FRENCH AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. New edition,

revised by J. C. J. Tarver. Pearl edition, 4^-. 6d.

OLLENDORFS (Dr. H. G.) NEW METHOD
OF LEARNING TO READ, WRITE, AND SPEAK
A LANGUAGE IN SIX MONTHS. Adapted to the

French. New edition. i2mo. (3s. 6d. Key, 8vo. 7x.

PRACTICAL COMMERCIAL CORRESPON-
DEN CE . See Miscellaneous.
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22Jf)ittafeet's jFrencf) ®erie0.

For the use of Schools and Private Students. Edited by
A. Barrere, Prof. R.M.A. Woolwich, &c., and others. Each
number with a literary Introduction and Arguments in English,

foot-notes explaining the more difficult passages, and translations

of the idiomatic expressions into the corresponding English idioms.

Fcap. 8vo, each number, sewed, ^d. ; cloth, 9</.

N(nv Ready

:

—
1. SCRIBE. LE VERRE D'EAU. Barrere.

2. MOLIERE. LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME. Case.

3. MOLIERE. L'AVARE. Case.

4. SOUVESTRE. SOUS LA TONNELLE. Desages.

5. MOLIERE. LE MISANTHROPE. Gasc.

6. GALLAN D. ALI BABA. Clare.

7. CORNEILLE. LE CID. Gasc.

8. 9. LAMARTINE. JEANNE D'ARC. Barrere.

10, II. PIRON. LA METROMANIE. Delbos.

Others to follow.

22Jf)ittafeer'0 JFrencf) Cla0i5ics, toit{)

(JEngli0f) I13ote0.

Fcap. Svo. cloth.

AVENTURES DE TELEMAQUE. Par Fene-
Ion. New editioti. Edited and revised by C J. Delille. 2s. 6d,

HISTOIRE DE CHARLES XII. Par Voltaire.
New edition. Edited and revised by L. Direy. is. 6d.

PICCIOLA. Par X. B. Saintine. New edition. Edited
and revised by Dr. Dubuc. is. 6d.

SELECT FABLES OF LA FONTAINE. New
edition. Edited by F. Gasc, M.A. is. 6d.
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CSt)ittafeet'0 %zx\z% of asotietn jFrencf)

authors.

WITH INTRODUCTION AND NOTES.

For Beginners.

LA BELLE NIVERNAISE. Histoire d'un vieux
bateau et de son equipage. By Alphonse Daudet. With 6
illustrations. Edited by James Boielle, Senior French Master
at Dulwich College, is. 6d. {Ready.

For Advanced Students.

BUG JARGAL. By Victor Hugo. Edited by
James Boielle, Senior French Master at Dulwich College, ^s.

Others tofollow. [Ready.

German.
FLUGEL'S COMPLETE DICTIONARY OF THE

GERMAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. Comprising
the German and English, and English and German. Adapted
to the English Student, with great Additions and Improvements.
By C. A. Felling, A. Heimann, and J. Oxenford. New edition.

2 vols. 8vo. i/. is.

ABRIDGED GERMAN AND ENGLISH,
AND ENGLISH AND GERMAN DICTIONARY.
Carefully compiled from the larger Dictionary. By C. A. Fell-

ing and J. Oxenford. New edition. Royal i8mo. 6s.

GRENFELL'S ELEMENTARY GERMAN EX-
ERCISES. Part I. Adapted to the Rugby School German
Accidence. i2mo. is. 6d.

OLLENDORFF'S (Dr. H. S.). NEW METHOD
OF LEARNING TO READ, WRITE, AND SPEAK A
LANGUAGE IN SIX MONTHS. Adapted to the German
Nezv edition. Crown 8vo. 7^. Key, 8vo. 'js.

SHELDON (E.S.) A SHORT GERMAN GRAM-
MAR FOR HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. Crown
8vo. IS.
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WHITTAKER'S COURSE OF MODERN
GERMAN. By F. Lange, Ph.D., Professor, R.M.A. Wool-
wich, Examiner in German to the College of Preceptors, London

;

Examiner in German at the Victoria University, Manchester,

and J. F. Davis, M.A., D.Lit. Extra fcap. 8vo. cloth.

A CONCISE GERMAN GRAMMAR. With especial refe-

rence to Phonology, Comparative Philology, English and Ger-
man Correspondences, and Idioms. By Frz. Lange, Ph.D.,

Professor at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. In three

Parts. Part I., Elementary, 2s. Part II., Intermediate, 2s.

Part III. in the press.

ELEMENTARY GERMAN READER. A Graduated Col-

lection of Readings in Prose and Poetry. With English Notes
and a Vocabulary. By F. Lange, Ph.D. \s. 6d.

ADVANCED GERMAN READER. A Graduated Collection

of Readings in Prose and Poetry. With English Notes and a
Vocabulary. By F. Lange, Ph.D. and J. F. Davis, M.A.,
D.Lit. ^Nearly ready.

PROGRESSIVE GERMAN EXAMINATION
COURSE. In Three Parts. By F. Lange, Ph.D., Prof.

R.M.A., Woolwich, Examiner in German to the College of

Preceptors.

Comprising the Elements of German Grammar, an Historical

Sketch of the Teutonic Languages, English and German Corre-
spondences, Materials for Translation, Dictation, Extempore,
Conversation and complete Vocabularies.

1. ELEMENTARY COURSE. Cloth, 2f.

2. INTERMEDIATE COURSE. Cloth, 2s.

3. ADVANCED COURSE. Second revised edition. Cloth,

IS. 6d.

"We cordially commend it as a useful help to examiners, who will find it well
adapted to their needs."

—

Practical Teacher.

In Preparation.

GERMAN CONVERSATIONAL DICTION-
ARY. A Guide to Modern German Conversation. For the
Every-day Purposes of Travellers and Students. By G. May
and J. F. Davis, M.A., D.Lit.
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(©erman Clasisics, toitb (JEnjU^f) Ji5ote0.

Fcap. Svo. cloth.

GERMAN BALLADS. From Uhland, Goethe,
and Schiller. With Introductions to each Poem, copious
Explanatory Notes, and Biographical Notices. By C. Bielefeld.

is. 6d.

GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA.
With Short Introduction, Argument, and Notes Critical and
Explanatory. By Ernest Bell and E. Wolfel. is. 6d.

SCHILLER'S MAID OF ORLEANS. With Intro-
duction and Notes. By Dr. Wagner, is. 6d.

MARIA STUART. With Introduction and
Notes. By V. Kastner, M.A. is. 6d.

WALLENSTEIN. Complete Text. Nau
edition. With Notes, Arguments, and an Historical and
Critical Introduction. By C. A. Buchheim, Professor, Ph.D.,
5^. Or separately—Part I.—THE LAGER AND DIE PIC-
COLOMINI. 2s. 6d. Part II.—WALLENSTEIN'S TOD.
2s. 6d.

aaJbittafeet^fi Series of ^otiern ®etman

aut&ors*

With Introduction and Notes. Edited by F. Lange, Ph.D.,
Professor, Royal Militaiy Acade?fiy, Woolwich.

The attention of the heads of Colleges and Schools is respectfully

directed to this new Series of " Modern German Authors "

which is intended to supply the much-felt want of suitable Reading
Books for English Students of German who have passed through
the preliminary stages of fables and anecdotes.

To those who wish to extend their linguistic and grammatical
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knowledge, these volumes will afford, in one respect, a great

advantage over those of an earlier period, presenting, as they do,

the compositions of the best living, or only recently deceased
authors. The Notes, besides etymological and other explanations,

will contain many useful idiomatic expressions suggested by the text,

and worth committing to memory.

FIJ?ST SERIES.

For Beginners. Edited, with a Grammatical Introduction,

Notes, and a Vocabulary, by F. Lange, Ph.D., Professor, R.M.A.
Woolwich, Examiner in German to the College of Preceptors,

and H. Hager, Ph.D., Examiner in German to the London
University.

HEY'S FABELN FUR KINDER. Illustrated by O. Speckter.

Edited, with an Introduction, Grammatical Summary, Words,
and a complete Vocabulary. By F. Lange, Ph.D., Professor.

is. 6d.

The Same, with a Phonetic Introduction, Phonetic Transcription of

the Text. By F. Lange, Professor, Ph.D. 2s.

SECOND SERIES.

For Intermediate Students. Edited, with a Biogra-
phical Introduction, Notes, and a complete vocabulary, by F.
Lange, Ph.D., Professor, and H. Hager, Ph.D.

DOKTOR WESPE. Lustspiel in fiinf Aufziigen von JULIUS
RODERICK BENEDIX. Edited by F. Lange, Ph.D.,
Professor. 2s. 6d.

SCHILLER'S JUGENDJAHRE. Erzahlung von FRZ. HOFF-
MANN. Edited by H. Hager, Ph.D., Professor. [In the press.

THIRD SERIES.

For Advanced Students. Edited, with a Literary In-

troduction and Notes, by F. Lange, Ph.D., Professor, R.M.A.
Woolwich, in co-operation with F. Storr, B.A. ; A. A. Mac-
donell, M.A. ; H. Hager, Ph.D. ; C. Neuhaus, Ph.D. and
others.

MEISTER MARTIN, der Kufner. Erzahlung von E. T. A. Hoff-
man. Edited by F. Lange, Ph.D., Professor, Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, is. 6d.
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HANS LANGE. Schauspiel von Paul Heyse. Edited by A. A.
Macdonell, M.A., Ph.D., Taylorian Teacher, University,

Oxford. 2.S.

AUF WACHE. Novelle von Berthold Auerbach. DER GEFRO-
RENE KUSS. Novelle von Otto Roquette. Edited by
A. A. Macdonell, M.A. 2.s.

DER BIBLIOTHEKAR. Lustspiel von G. von Moser. Edited
by F. Lange, Ph.D. Second revised Edition. 2s.

EINE FRAGE. Idyll von George Ebers. Edited by F. Storr,

B.A., Chief Master of Modern Subjects in Merchant Taylor's

School. 2J-.

DIE JOURNALISTEN. Lustspiel von Gustav Freytag. Edited
by Professor F. Lange, Ph.D. Second revised Edition. 2j. 6<af.

ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel von Karl Gutzkow. Edited
by Professor F. Lange, Ph.D. 2.s. 6d.

GERMAN EPIC TALES IN PROSE. I. Die Nibelungen,
von A. F. C. Vilmar.—II. Walther und Hildegund, von Albert
Richter. Edited by Karl Neuhaus, Ph.D., the International

College, Isleworth. 2s. 6d.

3ltalian.

BARETTI'S DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
AND ITALIAN LANGUAGES. To which is prefixed an
Italian and English Grammar. New Edition, entirely re-

written. By G. Comelati and J. Davenport. 2 vols. 8vo.

l/. IS.

GRAGLIA'S NEW POCKET DICTIONARY OF
THE ITALIAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. With
considerable Additions, and a Compendious Elementary Italian

Grammar. i8mo. ^. 6d.

OLLENDORFF'S (DR. H. G.) NEW METHOD
OF LEARNING TO READ, WRITE, AND SPEAK A
LANGUAGE IN SIX MONTHS. Adapted to the Italian.

Neio Edition. Crown 8vo. ']s. Key, 8vo. ^s.

SOAVE'S NOVELLE MORALI. Neiv Edition,
l2mo. 4^-.
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VENERONI'S COMPLETE ITALIAN GRAM-
MAR. By P. Rosteri. i2mo. ds.

VERGANI AND PIRANESI'S ITALIAN AND
ENGLISH GRAMMAR. With Exercises, &c. By J.
Guichet. New edition, by Signer A. Tommasi. i2mo. ^s.

Key, zs-

DOLBESHOFF (E.) A DICTIONARY OF THE
RUSSIAN AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. In two
volumes. Vol. I. Russian-English. Vol. II. English-Russian.
Compiled by E. Dolbeshoff in co-operation with C. E. Turner,
Professor of English Language and Literature at the University,

St. Petersburg. \^Preparing.

^panisf).

NEUMAN AND BARETTI'S SPANISH AND
ENGLISH, AND ENGLISH AND SPANISH DIC-
TIONARY. Revised and enlarged by M. Seoane, M.D.
2 vols. 8vo. i/. 8j.

POCKET DICTIONARY. Spanish and Eng-
lish, and English and Spanish. Compiled from the larger

work. i8mo. ^s.

OLLENDORFF'S (DR. H. G.) NEW METHOD
OF LEARNING TO READ, WRITE, AND SPEAK A
LANGUAGE IN SIX MONTHS. Adapted to the Spanish.
New edition. 8vo. \2.s. Key, 8vo. ']s.

PONCE DE LEON'S ENGLISH - SPANISH
TECHNOLOGICAL DICTIONARY. 8vo. i/. i6j. See
page 31.
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Iptactical 9@ercantile CortesponDence.
A Collection of Commercial Letters and Forms, with Notes,

Explanatory and Grammatical, and a Vocabulary of Commercial
Terms, edited by L. Simon, Chr. Vogel, Ph.D., H. P. Skelton,

W. C. Wrankmore, Leland Mason, and others. Intended as Class
Books for Schools and for Self-Instruction.

Now Ready ^ crown %vo, cloth :

ENGLISH, with German Notes, 3s.

GERMAN, with English Notes, 3^.

ENGLISH, with French Notes, 4s. 6d.

FRENCH, with English Notes, 4s. 6d.

This new Collection of Model Letters and Epistolary Forms
embraces the whole sphere of Commercial Transactions. Each
example is provided with such remarks and explanations, that any
one with a fair grammatical knowledge of the particular language

will find it an easy matter to prepare a well-expressed letter.

C6e ^peciali0t^0 @etie0»

A New Series of Handbooks for Students and Practical

Engineers. Crown 8w. With many Illustrations.

GAS ENGINES. Their Theory and Management.
By William Macgregor. With 7 Plates. Crown 8vo. pp. 245,
8j. 6d.

BALLOONING : A Concise Sketch of its History and
Principles. From the best sources, Continental and English.

By G. May. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp. vi.-97,

2J. dd.

ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY,
and its Transformation, Subdivision, and Distribution. A
Practical Handbook by Gisbert Kapp, C.E., Associate Member
of the Institution of Civil Engineers, &c. With 119 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. pp. xi.-33i. ']$. 6d.

ARC AND GLOW LAMPS. A Practical Hand-
book on Electric Lighting. By Julius Maier, Ph.D., Assoc.

Soc. Tel. Eng., &c. With 78 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. pp.
viii.-376. ^s. 6d.
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ON THE CONVERSION OF HEAT INTO
WORK. A Practical Handbook on Heat-Engines. By
William Anderson, M. Inst. C.E. With 64 Illustrations.

Pp. viii.-254. Cr. 8vo. 6j-.

SEWAGE TREATMENT, PURIFICATION
AND UTILIZATION ; A Practical Manual for the Use of

Corporations, Local Boards, Officers of Health, Inspectors of

Nuisances, Chemists, Manufacturers, Riparian Owners, Engi-
neers and Ratepayers. By J. W. Slater, F.E.S., Editor of

"Journal of Science." Crown 8vo. cloth, price ds.

THE TELEPHONE. By W. H. Preece, F.R.S.,
and J. Maier, Ph.D. With numerous illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

\2s. 6d.

MANURES, OR THE PHILOSOPHY OF
MANURING. By Dr. A. B. Griffiths, F.R.S.Ed., F.C.S.,
Principal and Lecturer on Chemistry in the School of Science,

Lincoln, &c., &c. Cr. Svo. ^s. 6d.

HYDRAULIC MOTORS : TURBINES AND
PRESSURE MOTORS. By George R. Bodmer, Assoc.
M.Inst.C.E. 14^.

ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF ELEC-
TRICITY. By Thomas H. Blakesley, M.A., M.Inst.C.E.
4J. 6d.

In preparation.

GALVANIC BATTERIES. By Professor George Forbes,
M.A.

INDUCTION COILS. By Professor A. J. Fleming, M.A.,
D.Sc.

THE DYNAMO. By Guy C. Fricker.

Others tofollow.

NIPHER (F. E.) THEORY OF MAGNETIC
MEASUREMENTS, WITH AN APPENDIX ON THE
METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES. One volume. Crown
Svo. cloth, 5j.

PLANTE (G.) THE STORAGE OF ELECTRI-
CAL ENERGY, and Researches in the Effects created by Cur-
rents combining Quantity with High Tension. Translated from
the French by Paul Bedford Elwell. With Portrait, and 89
Illustrations. Svo. pp. vii.-268, cloth, \2.s.
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Small crown Svo. cloth. With nia?iy Illustrations.

mWt^Ux'^ ILibtarp of arts, Sciences,

et^anufacture0 atiD 3lntiusttie0.

MANAGEMENT OF ACCUMULATORS
AND PRIVATE ELECTRIC LIGHT INSTALLA-
TIONS. A Practical Handbook by Sir David Salomons,
Bart., M.A. 4th Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with 32 Illus-

trations. Cloth, 3^.

" To say that this book is the best of its kind would be a poor compliment,
as it is practically the only work on accumulators that has been written."

—

Electrical Review.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT - MAKING
FOR AMATEURS. A Practical Handbook. By S. R.
Bottone, Author of " The Dynamo," &c. With 60 Illustrations.

Third edition. Cloth, 3J.

ELECTRIC BELLS AND ALL ABOUT
THEM. A Practical Book for Practical Men. By S. R.
Bottone. With more than 100 illustrations. Cloth, 3^-.

PRACTICAL IRON FOUNDING. By the
Author of " Pattern Making," &c., &c. Illustrated with over
one hundred engravings. Cloth, 4J".

THE PROTECTION OFBUILDINGS FROM
LIGHTNING. A Treatise on the Theory of Lightning
Conductors from a Modern Point of View. Being the substance of
two lectures delivered before the Society of Arts in March, 1888.
By Oliver J. Lodge, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Phy-
sics in University College, Liverpool.

Published with various amplifications and additions, with the
approval of the Society of Arts. \_In preparation.

ELECTRICAL INFLUENCE MACHINES:
Containing a full account of their historical development, their

modern Forms, and their Practical Construction. By J. Gray.
B . Sc

.

\_Ijt the press.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING IN OUR
HOMES AND WORKSHOPS. A Practical Handbook.
By Sydney F. Walker, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E. [Immediately.

Others in preparation.
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Cecftnological Dictionatieg.

ENGLISH AND GERMAN
WERSHOVEN (F. J.) TECHNOLOGICAL

DICTIONARY OF THE PHYSICAL, MECHANICAL,
AND CHEMICAL SCIENCES. English and German.
2 vols, cloth, 5^.

ENGLISH—SPANISH,

PONCE DE LEON. TECHNOLOGICAL DIC-
TIONARY. English-Spanish and Spanish-English. Con-
taining Terms employed in the Applied Sciences, Industrial

Arts, Mechanics, Fine Arts, Metallurgy, Machinery, Commerce,
Ship-building and Navigation, Civil and Military Engineering,
Agriculture, Railway Construction, Electro-technics, &c.

Vol. I.—English- Spanish. 8vo. bound, £,\ \6s.

Vol. II.—Spanish-English. \In preparation.

Post Svo. 814//. IOJ-. 6d.

HOBLYN'S DICTIONARY OF TERMS USED
IN MEDICINE AND COLLATERAL SCIENCES. lUk
edition. Revised throughout, with numerous Additions. By
John A. P. Price, B.A., M.D. Oxon., Assistant-Surgeon to the

Royal Berkshire Hospital.

This new edition has undergone complete revision and emen-
dation. Many terms, fallen more or less into disuse, have been
omitted ; and a considerable amount of fresh matter has been
introduced, in order to meet the requirements of the present day.
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I vol. de?ny 4^0. with 25 Double and 40 Single Plates, £2 los.

TECHNICAL SCHOOL AND COLLEGE BUILDING.
Belftg a Treatise on the Design aiid Construction of

Applied Science a7id A I't Buildings, and
their suitable Fittings and

Sanitatio7i.

WITH A CHAPTER ON TECHNICAL EDUCATION.

By EDWARD COOKWORTHY ROBINS, F.S.A.

Outline of Contents.—Introduction—English and Foreign
Technical Education—Analysis of the Second Report of the Royal
Commissioners on Technical Education—Buildings for Applied
Science and Art Instruction, with examples of Foreign and English
Buildings— Analysis of the Fittings necessary for these Buildings

—

British and Foreign Examples of the Details of the Fittings—Heat-
ing and Ventilation generally—Heating and Ventilation necessary
for Applied Science and Instruction Buildings—The Planning of
Buildings for Middle Class Education—Sanitary Science—Appendix.

Fullprospectus postfree on apMication.

"It will prove an indispensable work of reference to architects, builders, and
managers of technical %ci}[ioo\s" —Spectator.
"A most valuable contribution to architectural literature."

—

British Architect.

THE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF IRON.

A Complete Account of all the Best Known Methods for the Analysis
of Iron, Steel, Ores, &c.

By A. A. BLAIR, Chief Chemist, U.S. Geological Survey, &c.
Royal 8vo. I4i',

fust published.

THE

WORKING AND MANAGEMENT OF AN ENGLISH RAILWAY.

By GEORGE FINDLAY,
General Manager of the Lottdon and North- Western Railway.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

Crown 8vo. 'js. 6d.

CHiswicK press:—c. whittingham ano CO., tooks court,
CHANCERY LANE.
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